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Speech synthesis has been an active research topic for a long time. It has been applied to many practical areas. It is employed for both enhancing existing tools 
(such as machine interfaces) and providing speech aids where its application is a must. 
However, as application requirement is increasing, there is an ever growing demand 
of more advanced synthesis technologies to suit special needs. Articulatory synthesis 
technique has been shown to be one of the most promising solutions to produce synthetic 
speech. Since it is essentially based on the modeling of the human speech production 
mechanism, the articulatory control, therefore, provides an added degree of flexibility 
and controllability. 
In this thesis, artificial neural network is used as the basic architecture of an articula-
tory type speech synthesizer for the production of Chinese language (specifically for Can-
tonese, which is a common dialect in Hong Kong). This method enables non-parametric 
speech templates to be stored implicitly as the synthesizer network parameters. Only a 
small number of speech templates are needed because individual phone is used as the 
basic units for synthesis. Furthermore, the non-linear properties of neural network also 
facilitate complex approximation for the relation between input control and the desired 
f 
I output. This neural network speech synthesis technique, thus, provides a bridge between 
the gap of articulatory synthesis and copy concatenation by adopting a non-parametric 
template concatenation approach with articulatory control. 
It is well-known that vowel quadrilaterals have long been used in phonetics science 
for the analysis of speech sounds. In this work, the simplified articulatory space of 
the vowel quadrilaterals is employed as the basis of input control for the synthesizer 
networks. These articulatory parameters namely the front-end position of tongue 
iv 
body, the oral cavity openness and the lip-roundness are believed to be sufficient 
for the description of most vowels. 
Moreover, by making use of the knowledge in articulatory phonetics, voice cor-
respondence is proposed to simplify consonant synthesis and to provide perceptually 
better phonetic segment (consonants or vowels) transitions for the synthesized output. 
Based on the place of articulation of target sounds, correspondences in vowel space are 
assigned to these sounds. The assigned correspondences are used as targets (interpolation 
control points) for the generation of articulatory parameter trajectories. Together with 
the neural network synthesis technique, improved transitions across phonetic segments 
and within compound vowels are made feasible in a phone-based synthesis approach. 
In order to achieve better control of the timing properties during synthesis, statisti-
cal data are also collected to determine the inter-syllable pause duration in Cantonese 
phrases. Pause is one of the many different important prosodic features that governs the 
overall perceptual quality, especially naturalness, in spoken utterances. 
As a result of the work in this thesis, the neural network approach is shown to be 
capable of synthesizing good quality speech signals. Prom the listening tests, the synthe-
sized speech is found to have fairly high quality particularly in short segments where the 
importance of acoustic properties usually dominant. The articulatory control and voice 
correspondence have also been demonstrated to play a significant role in synthesizing 
speech that possesses a high degree of naturalness in transitions between different pho-
netic segments. Further improvement in the rhythm of the output speech is achievable 
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r I ^he invention of writing and paper are certainly milestones in the development of 
J L human communication. History has also shown that mankind has successfully 
made wise use of the material around them or their own body parts to achieve effective 
(may be efficient) communication with people distant from them, both in space and time. 
On the other hand, long before the history of writing, human has already been able 
to communicate in voice simply because there is a greater need for this. When the 
parties involved in the communication need instant information but they are busy with 
something else, voice will be a good choice. While the sender may not be able to post 
gesture or make symbols and the receiver may not be able to watch, their mouth and 
ears are usually free for communication. Therefore, speech communication is necessary 
in these situations for effective communication. 
With a proper language system, speech communication has the advantage of being 
able to deliver much more information and even abstract idea as paralinguistic informa-
tion. Posting gesture may not be sufficient for the delivery of much abstract idea and 
meaning. It may also be toilsome for communicating over a long period of time. With 
speech communication, these problems are alleviated. Moreover, the sender may pass 
paralinguistic information in parallel to the apparent linguistic information in the words. 
As the language system continues to develop, the effectiveness and efficiency of speech 
communication also improve. 
During the past century, many technologies have been developed for efficient com-




Chapter 1 Introduction 
technologies for the distribution of information and communication has been made pos-
sible with speech. Although multimedia is now getting more popular for it can deliver 
information in various efficient and comfortable media, speech is still the choice in most 
cases. Its simplicity and speed make it more desirable for instant communication. More-
over, it has great versatility and higher ratio of perceivable information to data rate 
than most images. In most languages, its direct relation with text is also a desirable 
property. Last but not least, people simply have already got used to communicate in 
speech through their daily life and this makes it a natural choice for them. 
1.1 Applications of Speech Synthesis 
I t is always a dream for the human beings to make robots that can imitate mankind 
in as many aspects as possible. This desire has driven much research in the area 
of speech synthesis for the goal of modeling the human speech production mechanism. 
Although, many works have been demonstrated, it is still far from ideal. After all, these 
limitations do not prevent people from using speech synthesis techniques in place where 
it is necessary and beneficial. In this section, several important applications will be 
introduced to show the wide applicability of this technology. 
1.1.1 Human Machine Interface 
Machine has improved the life of human by making it better and easier. However, human 
interfacing is always a major problem. Buttons, switches, handles, lamps, bells, displays, 
and the likes have been used for a very long time as simple interface devices. However, 
as the complexity of the system increases, the control, output and feedback to users also 
become more complicated. Simple interfaces are becoming inefficient and insufficient. 
There is a growing need for more natural and efficient way of machine interface for 
i 
practical purpose. 
In human machine interface, speech is one of the most efficient channels when used 
properly. Simple systems that interfaces with the general users may have their speech 
interfaces. Some public addressing systems like announcement in elevators, trains and 
public area as well as those simple sound activated switches are good examples. However, 
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without an "intelligent brain", their simplicity can only provide interfaces of limited 
functions. 
In order to communicate with human in speech, machine must be able to recognize 
and understand the speech of the talker. There has been much work in this area and 
a high recognition accuracy can be achieved under controlled conditions which makes 
limited functions speech input already feasible. 
On the other hand, for people to receive information back from the machine in voice, 
speech synthesis is necessary. This is especially important in cases where users are eye-
busy with some other information. Furthermore, sound is an effective way of drawing 
people's attention. As time evolves, more complex response from the machine will make 
current technology insufficient. Advanced techniques must be developed to meet this 
growing demand. When the complexity of machine response gets higher, it is desirable 
to constitute idea and present it as speech signal through the control of some speech 
production mechanism. These applications place much room for further development in 
the area of synthesis technique for human machine interface. 
1.1.2 Speech Aids 
Certainly, technologies in speech synthesis have given people many convenient and nat-
ural interfaces. Needless to say, there are also applications where speech synthesis is not 
just for convenience, but it is a must. In applications like speech aids for people with 
speech impairment, speech prosthesis has brought light to them. 
Speech prosthesis has long been investigated and many such systems have already 
been demonstrated. However, as a particular application of speech synthesis, it also 
faces some of the common problems that most speech synthesis applications have. Prom 
early time systems that perform simple playback of recorded sentences and words, to 
丨. 
parametric speech models, the controllability has been improved a lot. Unfortunately, 
the system complexity or naturalness of the output speech are sacrificed in some sense. 
In order to give a better systems for speech prosthesis, properties like controllability, 
system complexity and output naturalness must also be taken into account. 
Due to the limitation of technology, nearly all speech prosthesis systems available are 
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reading. However, as an ideal prosthesis system, it should synthesize speech signal 
by following instructions from speakers' intention and idea. Biological signals such as 
electromyograph (EMG) signal has been used for the generation of articulator controls 
and then to speech sound [1]. Indeed, techniques such as articulatory synthesis have 
been regarded as the promising solution. Ultimately, patients should be able to talk 
with their minds as general people do. 
1.1.3 Text-To-Speech (TTS) system 
Among the various applications of speech synthesis, text to speech system is perhaps one 
of the most attractive areas. It is because of the potential market and the vast practical 
use. TTS performs the task of changing text data to speech signal. It is useful for speech 
presentation of information that are used to be delivered as text. TTS can be used for 
reading out text data either for proof-reading purpose or convenient parallel interface to 
users. 
More importantly, it can be employed as value-added service to those existing infor-
mation distribution services. It enables information to be transferred over voice lines as 
speech. It provides fast to market value-added information service. Users can now gain 
easy access to information that are used to be accessible only with modems and display 
terminals or with operator interfacing. This gives great convenience to the users and 
reduces labour cost for the service providers. 
In addition, TTS also gives flexibility to the information provider because data are 
kept in text form which allows easy and prompt changes, updates and corrections when 
compared to those pre-recorded speech information distribution service. 
1.1.4 Speech Dialogue System 
Ideally, we would prefer communication with machine using free speech. The machine will 
understand speech input, take appropriate action and feedback in spoken language. This 
understanding of speech, constituting of idea and generation of speech signal comprise an 
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A typical dialogue system is the machine translation system. Speech spoken in one 
language is understood. The idea and meaning is rephrased in another language and 
output as speech signal. Moreover, information distribution service can now have infor-
mation stored as knowledge database. Machine will deliver the content as the targeted 
language in response to spoken requests or queries. The capability of using knowledge 
database information also allows better use of the information inventory. However, it 
presents a more difficult task for speech synthesis. 
In all these kinds of dialogue systems, the requirement on the controllability of the 
speech synthesizer is the most stringent. Since the speech output is constituted from 
idea as in a human brain, similar degree of control as the human speech production 
system should be allowed for generation of the speech. Synthesis algorithms that lack 
controls may be found inappropriate in these applications. Therefore, there is an in-
creasing demand for easily controllable synthesis techniques. In future, with the success 
of this kind of synthesis system, machine may make up speech from idea and deliver the 
information to user. We will then be getting closer to the ideal of imitation of human 
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1.2 Current Status in Speech Synthesis 
Nowdays , there are many different techniques for speech synthesis. Depending on 
the specific area of application, different techniques may be used. Among those 
common ones, several main stream techniques are described below. 
1.2.1 Concatenation Based 
The simplest speech synthesis method is based on template concatenation. Recorded 
speech signals are stored for later playback upon request. There are also time domain 
synthesis techniques such as that proposed by Costello and Mozer [2]. It attempts to 
concatenate speech templates that are modified to zero phase segments. 
The main drawbacks of concatenation methods are the large storage requirement 
and limited output flexibility. While they have the advantage of retaining much of the 
naturalness through the recorded speech templates. 
By making the templates smaller, the storage requirement is relaxed and the flex-
ibility in output is increased. More output variations are made possible through the 
use of shorter templates in concatenation. However, the perceptual quality is lost due 
to the discontinuity at transitions between templates and the lack of context-dependent 
variations in acoustic properties of templates. 
Greater variations in templates can be achieved by using more templates with differ-
ent acoustic properties. However, the storage will then grow larger and larger. Although 
vast storage is not a key problem in most large systems, adoption of this approach will 
hinder implementation in small systems. Moreover, the large amount of templates also 
brings about problems in invertory searching which is usually time-consuming. In order 
to select proper template size, there are systems being developed for automatic template 
size selection from template inventory [3]. In addition, the advent of pitch-synchronous 
overlap add (PSOLA) [4] technique also allows simple and efficient change of the pitch 
profile and timing of time domain speech signal. 
Generally speaking, this type of synthesizer is popular for its simplicity and commonly 
used in fixed systems such as announcement and simple query systems. 
6 
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1.2.2 Parametric Based 
The most popular synthesis technique nowadays is the parametric synthesis technique 
such as formant synthesis and linear prediction coding (LPC) based methods. They 
provide parametric system model for speech synthesis. For formant synthesis, the amount 
of templates stored can be reduced by providing rules for the variations and trajectories of 
the formants and bandwidths. Using formants and bandwidths as templates is found to 
be effective for the reproduction of speech signal. However, the spectral fine details of the 
speech signals may be lost. These approaches usually find application in many different 
areas with moderate requirement on the acoustic properties. In general, naturalness 
of speech output from formant synthesizers are improved through the incorporation 
of controlling rules for prosodic properties such as pitch and timing. The DECTalk 
commercial synthesis system is a typical example that is based on the KlattTalk proposed 
by Dennis H. Klatt. Many more similar systems have also been put to market recently. 
1.2.3 Articulatory Based 
Another synthesis technique that is popular in research area rather than real world 
application is the articulatory synthesis method. It has not yet been widely used in 
commercial products mainly due to its complexity. This method tries to simulate the 
actual vocal tract and voice source reliably. Controlling this type of synthesizers requires 
specification of the articulators positions or vocal tract area function that changes the 
vocal tract properties. For better control of these synthesizers, people are working on the 
derivation of controlling area function from speech signal — the inverse problem. Even 
though this synthesis technique is complicated, it still attracts much attention because 
it has great potential to be the ultimate solution for the speech synthesis problem. With 
a reliable model for the vocal tract and glottal excitation source, good synthesis result is 
possible. This physically related control also provides much flexibility and controllability. 
Recently, there are also many works trying to incorporate articulatory control to other 
synthesis techniques such as copy concatenation [5] or formant synthesis [6]. Advantages 
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1.2.4 Application of Neural Network in Speech Synthesis 
Much effort has been spent to apply ANN to facilitate the production of high qual-
ity speech signal. The advantages of using neural network are that knowledge can be 
incorporated through the training stage. 
Moreover, certain degree of non-linearity can be incorporated such that more com-
plicated models can be built. The neural network approach also has the potential of 
parallel implementation that renders real time application. 
Different issues relating to the application of neural network to speech synthesis has 
been studied extensively and are summarized as follows. 
Text-To-Transcription Conversion Neural networks are used for conversion of or-
thographical text to phonetic transcription. NetTalk [7, 8, 9, 10, 11，12] and Net-
Speak are famous examples. This is a crucial problem in text to speech conversion 
for achieving reliable machine reading of orthographic text. The complicated rela-
tionship between text and pronunciation is modeled by the neural network. 
Acoustic Synthesis They are used for conversion of phonetic transcription to digital 
filter parameters for synthesis purpose [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], particularly 
in the generation of formant synthesizer parameters and linear prediction filter 
parameters such as reflection coefficients (PARCOR), line spectrum pairs (LSP). 
Inverse Problem Neural networks have been used to enable back conversion of speech 
signal to the vocal tract area function [21, 22，23, 24]. These results are useful for 
both speech science as well as speech synthesis. They are especially useful for those 
synthesis techniques that employ articulatory control. 
Vocal Tract Model Use of neural networks to model the human vocal tract have been 
investigated [25, 26]. In addition, they are also applied for the generation of ar-
ticulatory motion from the phonemes [27] or from EMG signal [1] for synthesis 
purpose. 
Other Areas Other applications such voice conversion [28, 29], learning of speech wave-
form dynamic changes [30] and spectral interpolation by phonemes vectors [31] have 
also been demonstrated. 
8 
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1.3 The Proposed Neural Network Speech Synthesis 
I n this thesis, artificial neural network is proposed to synthesize speech signal through 
training with spectral templates of phone units. The synthesizer networks are con-
trolled by articulatory control parameters. It provides a novel approach for the phone-
based concatenation synthesis with articulatory control. 
1.3.1 Motivation 
In small unit template-based concatenation synthesis system, the major problems are 
templates transitions and difficulty in modeling spectral variations from the stored tem-
plates. Discontinuities are common in the junction of concatenated speech templates. 
In addition, same segment of speech may have many different variations under different 
context and conditions. If a small amount of templates are used, these variations cannot 
be represented vividly. This results in synthetic output that lacks proper variations. 
In order to overcome these problems, larger amount of speech templates are usually 
employed for modeling the speech variations and different types of transitions. This, 
however, brings about other problems such as storage and searching for proper template 
units from inventory. 
Articulatory synthesis, on the other hand, is believed to be of great potential for 
the speech synthesis applications. It provides much flexibility and controllability for the 
synthesis process. It is effectively a simulation of real speech production process and 
therefore reliable modeling will guarantee good quality output. For this reason, it is 
丨  i used as the synthesis control in some speech synthesis techniques [5, 98]. 
j| 
1.3.2 Objectives 
In this thesis, artificial neural network is proposed for the synthesis of speech. The goals 
丨 of this approach are as follows, 
Small Template Concatenation Phone-based approach for concatenation synthesis 
is adopted to achieve a synthesis method with better flexibility and only small 
storage requirement for templates. 
9 
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Reliable Spectral Template Mapping Reliable reproduction of the spectral speech 
templates is achieved by the mapping of the synthesizer network through the train-
ing process. 
Flexible Synthesis Control Flexible synthesis control is often desirable. It is achieved 
by providing simplified articulatory parameters to control the synthesizer network 
for the generation of speech signal. 
Template Transition Approximation Transitions for the phone templates are ap-
proximated by the synthesizer neural network output. The synthesizer network 
performs non-linear approximation for the transition regions between trained tem-
plates. This also provides control model for acoustic properties variations of speech 
templates in output utterance. 
In summary, artificial neural network is used in an attempt for the mapping of the 
articulatory control parameters to the non-parametric spectral information. It tries 
to make use of the non-linearity of the network to learn the relationship between the 
control parameters and the speech spectral information that is provided through the 
training process. While intuitive and flexible control is achieved by the use of simplified 
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1.4 Thesis outline 
f I ^his thesis is divided into three main parts, prologue, core and the epilogue. Pro-
丄 logue includes the introduction and some background knowledge. The applications 
of the technology and the problems handled in this work will be introduced. It provides 
the reader with a general idea of the goal of this work. Chapters are also devoted to the 
introduction of basics on the speech science and synthesis technology. Brief overview of 
the related knowledge in linguistics and speech synthesis is given. 
The core will elaborate the details of the work. These include discussion on the appli-
cation of artificial neural network for speech synthesis, the implementation of prototype 
synthesizer networks and description on the proposed articulatory control incorporated in 
the synthesizer network. In addition, statistical result ofthe inter-syllable pause duration 
of Cantonese phrases is also included. It provides the basic guideline for inter-syllable 
pause duration control, and it is shown to be one of the important prosodic features in 
natural speech utterance. 
Finally, the epilogue will draw conclusion on the work and also propose some direction 





Linguistic Basics for Speech Synthesis 
Iinguistics, a science of systematic study of human languages. It is made up of j many branches employing different approaches to deal with various problems of 
the science. This field of knowledge gives much insights and applicable information to 
the area of speech processing. In particular, with the application of linguistic knowledge 
and tools, the research and development of speech synthesis technology has been greatly 
improved. In order to facilitate better speech synthesis with more flexibility, multi-
disciplinary work is necessary, 
2.1 Relations between Linguistic and Speech Synthesis 
r I ^he general relationship between linguistics and speech synthesis is summarized in 
• figure 2.1. In a complete speech synthesis system, idea is first formed or given. The 
task of the system is then to present these information in the form of speech signals to the 
？ 
user. Based on the semantic meaning of the words in a lexicon, words are first searched 
i 
according to the content of the outstanding information. Furthermore, the system may 
also apply pragmatic rules based on the context of the information and make selection 
； among the possible list of choices. Subsequently, proper word-form is chosen for the 
selected words according to the word positions and the syntactic rules of the targeted 
language 工 
After the word selection process, these words are converted to acoustic signals which 
is a pertinent process in synthesis system. The actual pronunciation of the words are 
iThe order of the processes is not crucial and may vary in different implementation. 
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formulated according to phonological rules and data in the transcription database. The 
speech signal is then generated according to the phonetic properties represented by the 
transcription. 
After all, the architecture shown is an illustration of an ideal synthesis system. In 
many practical implementations, only several important components are incorporated 
for specific requirement and applications . 
Idea Formulation ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Semantic Syntactic Pragmatic 
Processing Processing Processing 




A Lexicon Knowledge 
/ Database 
N (in ^anscript|on) 







^ ^ /1 Phonological 
Prosodic N \ Rulebase 
Rulebase ^ , ^ ^ 
U = ^ t ^ — — ^ 
Acoustic Signal 
Synthesis Speech Signal 
Figure 2.1: The diagram shows the relationship between linguistics and speech synthesis. 
The real human process of speech formulation runs from top to the bottom. In speech 
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2.2 Basic Phonology and Phonetics 
2.2.1 Phonology 
Phonology describes the process how speakers formulate speech utterances. It also de-
scribes the system of units for the formulation. It is the study of the sound system of 
a given language. It is also a study of the analysis and classification of phonemes - the 
minimal set of phonological symbols. 
From the linguistics point of view, language is formed hierarchically. Sentence is 
made up of phrases and the phrases are from words. Each word consists of one or more 
syllables while syllables are comprised of phonemes. Phonemes are realized as speech 
signal in form of phones that represent the phonemes [Figure 2.2]. From the word level 
Sentence ~ • Phrase — • Word ~ • Syllable — ^ Phoneme 
^ Grammatical • ^ Phonological • 
Rule Rule 
Figure 2.2: The hierarchy of units made up a sentence. Units are getting smaller and 
smaller until phonemes which is realized acoustically as phones. 
and upwards, the grammatic rules determine the formation of the sentence. Those levels 
from words and below are determined by phonological and phonetic rules. Some of these 
may be language oriented while some are physically constraints. 
Phoneme (音位）refers to the elements of a minimal set of symbols that are capable 
of unambiguous description of word pronunciation in a language. They are considered to 
I 
be the minimal phonological separable units. Each phoneme may represent one particular 
sound or a group of similar sounds. The ambiguity is usually resolved by the phonological 
characteristics of the particular language. 
Syllable (音節）lies between the phoneme and word level of segmentation. It consists 
of onset and rhyme [Figure 2.3]. The rhyme may further be separated into nucleus I 
(or center) and the coda. Nucleus is the essential part of a syllable while the onset 
and coda may or may not exist. For some tonal languages, such as Cantonese, each 
syllable is further characterized by an additional features, the lexical tone. Lexical tone 
14 
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is realized in form of pitch, amplitude and duration of the syllable. Therefore, the same 
set of phonemes may be referring to different meaning for different lexical tones. 
Syllable 
• I ^ 
Onset (Initial) Rhyme (Final) 
_ i ‘ Z L 
Nucleus Coda 
Figure 2.3: Units that make up a syllable 
2.2.2 Phonetics 
Phonetics is the study of pronunciation, the sound actually produced. It is a view of 
speech sounds considered in isolation from any languages. 
From the phonetics point of view, the segmentable parts of the spoken syllables are 
known as segments. There are two main categories of segments, the consonants (C, 
輔音）and the vowel (V，元音）.Consonants are often characterized by the noise like 
properties ( / s / , ///，/h/ etc.), while vowels are voiced segments with quasi-periodic 
acoustic properties ( / a / , / e / , /u/, /i/, /o/ etc.). Moreover, they are usually the 
energy carriers of syllables. Nuclei in syllables are usually made up of vowel segments. 
Depending on the language, the structure and number of constituting segments in a 
Q, 
syllable may vary (V, VC, CV, CVC, CVC, etc). In real speech signals, phonemes are 
physically realized as phones (音素）.Phone is the smallest physically separable unit 
in the speech. For a particular phoneme, its variations in realization are known as 
allophones (音位變體). 
In contrast to simple vowels (簡單元音)，there are also compound vowels (復合元 
音).Simple vowels maintain the spectral properties in a quasi-stationary states over the 
whole segments, while compound vowels are made up of more than one simple vowels 
as components. Within a compound vowel, the spectral properties change from that of 
one vowel to others. Diphthongs (雙元音）are compound vowels that made up of two 
simple vowel components and triphthongs (三元音）are made up from three. 
15 
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2.2.3 Prosody 
In general, properties regarding the segmentable units are referred to as segmental fea-
tures. In a speech utterance, those features that are spread over segments are known as 
suprasegmental features or prosodic features. Some important prosodic features 
are pitch variations, timing, amplitude profile. In spoken utterances, prosodic features 
may provide additional paralinguistic information in parallel to the apparent information 
from wordings. 
In a sentence, intonation is the pitch properties that spread over the sentence and 
slightly modify the pitch of syllables. Stress determines the position in a sentence where 
attention is drawn by exaggerating amplitude and a rising pitch. Timing is another im-
portant feature in speech. It refers to the duration of segments, inter-segment transition 
as well as the pause between the phonetic segments. Timing properties of speech seg-
ments usually determine the perceived rhythm and naturalness of uttered speech. 
i 
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2.3 Transcription Systems 
r I ^ranscription is an important topic in linguistics. In most languages, there is not 
J L any easy and direct relation between word pronunciation and writing. Also, there 
are occasions that unprecedented or unwritten sounds are required to be described. For 
these purposes, methods for the transcription of pronunciation are needed and these lead 
to the advent of phonetic transcription. There are many different systems of transcribing 
sounds all over the world. Based on Daniel Jones's transcription method (and the car-
dinal vowels diagram), the International Phonetic Association [32, 33] has made up the 
International Phonetic Alphabets, IPA, which then becomes the most widely adopted 
and based system. It is made up from romantic characters, some Greek characters as 
well as additional rotated or invented characters. 
There are some basic principles [32, 33] that make a transcription system more prac-
tical and universal. Firstly, for a particular language, different sounds for distinguishing 
different words should use different alphabet representation without diacritical marks \ 
Secondly, similar sounds not used for distinguishing words may use the same character 
representation and diacritical marks are used to distinguish them when needed. 
The IPA transcription scheme has the narrow form and the loose form for different 
applications. 
Loose form — It is phonemic transcription. It emphasizes on phonological contrast 
of pronunciation. It unambiguously describes the pronunciation for the target 
language using a minimal and unambiguous set of letters [32, 34]. Phonemic 
transcriptions are usually denoted by enclosing with the pair of “ / /，，. 
Narrow form — It is used for detail description of the pronunciation. It aims at a 
more elaborative and in depth description of the language. It can be used for 
studying dialects and comparing languages. Diacritic marks are used in additional 
to the basic set of phonetic alphabets to modify the basic sound represented by the 
I alphabets (e.g. nasalization, tones etc.). It is also known as phonetic transcription. 
i i 
I In writing and printing, phonetic transcriptions are enclosed with ’[]，，. 
i ^Diacritical marks are additional symbols to the phonetic alphabets for describing small changes in 
their pronunciation. Their use of is limited to cases : i) denoting length, stress and pitch; ii) representing 
minute shades of sounds; iii) its introduction will obviates the need of additional alphabet. 
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2.3.1 The Employed Transcription System 
The IPA system of transcription has the advantage that it is popularly used. However, 
some of the letters used are not ASCII characters making it difficult to be typed on 
conventional keyboard. Many modified transcription schemes have been developed to 
overcome this problem, such as the DARPABET (ARPABET) for American English. 
For Cantonese, there has also been some schemes developed with similar goal. In The 
Speech Processing Group of Department of Electronic Engineering, the Chinese Univer-
sity of Hong Kong, a modified version is adopted for Cantonese transcription. The major 
differences in the transcription scheme include 
• Restricting the initial and final part of the transcription to be two alphabets long. 
• Allowing an additional digit for representing the lexical tone of the syllable. 
• All transcription symbols are ASCII and case insensitive, thus making labeling, 
transcription and documentation easy. 
• Each syllable is either 4 (without tone) or 5 (with tone) character long. Therefore, it 
is ideal for naming files on PC running MS-DOS ^ operating system. The remaining 
7 or 6 letters can be for other purpose such as speaker and trial identification. 
This is basically a phonemic transcription scheme. Unless otherwise specified, this scheme 
will be assumed throughout this thesis. 
For comparison, some popular Cantonese transcription schemes in Hong Kong are 
tabulated in parallel with the closest IPA symbols in table 2.1. These include the IPA, 
Yale scheme, Sydney Lau's scheme, scheme of the Linguistics Society of Hong Kong 
(LSHK) 1993 and the adopted CUHK-EE scheme. 
^MS-DOS is a trademark of MicroSoft Corporation 
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IPA I Yale | Sydney Lau | LSHK | CUHK-EE | Remarks 
Initial 
nu Null initial 
p b b b b-
t d d — d d- “ 
k g g g g^ 
k^ gw gw |w |w 
P" P P P P^  
~ t ^ ~ t t t t-
k" k k k — k- — 
~~~k^ kw kw kw kw 
s, J s s s ^ /J / before / y / 
— f f — f — g f- 一 
h ~ h h h ^ 
t s � t f " ch ch — c ts 一 /tf / before / y / 
~ t ^ 7 ? ~ j j —1 ~ ~ dz /dJ7 before / y / 
1 ~ " r ~ 1 1 L 
m m m m m_ 
n n n n n_ 
g ng 5 ^ ^ 5^ 
w w w w w_ 
j y y j j-
Vowel/Nucleus 
i, I i i i i_ / i / in velar ( / ing/ , / ik / ) 
e, e e e e e_ /e / in diphthong /ei/ 
SL aa a aa a_ 
y yu }^ ^ ^ 
ce eu, euh oe . in simple vowel, velar (/oeng/,/oek/) 
中 eu u eo J_ in diphthong /4>y/, alveolar (/4>n/,/cj)t/) 
0, 0 o 0, oh 0 c_ /o/ in diphthong /ou/ 
丨 U u in velar (/un/,/uk/) u u u_ • • \i 7 ". V u 00 in simple vowel, alveolar 
它 a a a r_ 
Coda 
P P P P P 
t t t t t -
k ~ ^ ~ k k k 
m m m m m 
n n n n n 
g ng ng ng 5 5 is used because it is 
pronounced as /ng/ in Cantonese 
Table 2.1: The symbols in some selected Cantonese transcription schemes are tabulated together 
with the related IPA symbols. 
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2.4 Cantonese Phonology 
Cantonese is a monosyllabic tone language. It is a Chinese dialect that is used in 
some of the South China areas and overseas. It is also the most commonly used 
language in Hong Kong. Prom the linguistics' point of view, it is important in the sense 
that it preserves some ancient Chinese sounds and words in its vocabulary. We do not 
attempt to give a thorough review because it is really beyond the scope of this work. 
Interested reader are referred to the following references [35, 36, 37]. On the contrary, 
some fundamentals about the phonology of Cantonese will be introduced such that basic 
concept can be developed to make it easier to go on to the later chapters. 
2.4.1 Some Properties of Cantonese 
In Cantonese, there are many different characteristics that are unique to this Chinese 
dialect. It is one of the dialects that preserve the nasal sounds and used extensively in its 
syllables. The nasal consonants, /m/ , /n / and / g / may appear as syllable initial or final 
coda. Phonologically, a single Cantonese syllable is also allowed to possess both nasal 
initial and coda. In addition, there are also syllabic /m/ and / g / where these nasals 
are syllables themselves. Alveolar, labial and velar are important articulation position 
in Cantonese consonants. These articulation positions are characteristics to the nasal 
I 
consonants and stop codas which in turn form important parts in the dialects. 
Place of articulation Nasal consonants Stop codas Nearby vowel 
Alveolar ^ ^ /n/ / t / 一 / i / 
Labial /m/ /p / /u / 
Velar / g / /k / || /o / 
Since Cantonese is monosyllabic, speech in Cantonese is made up from string of 
monosyllables. Phonologically, besides the onset-rhyme segmentation, we usually refer 
the building blocks of most Chinese languages as initials (聲母 ) a n d finals (韻母 ) . 
The full list of Cantonese initials and finals is given in the Appendix A.1. 
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2.4.2 Initial 
Initial is the first part of a syllable. In Cantonese, there are totally 19 initials plus the 
null initial - syllables without initial. The variety of initials includes fricative - / f / , / s / , 
/h / ; affricative — /ts/, /dz/; unaspirated plosive — /b / , /d / , /g / , /gw/; aspirated plosive 
- / p / , / t / , /k / , /kw/; nasal - /m/ , /n / , /ng/; lateral liquid - /1/; and semi-vowel glides 
(the approximants) - /w/ , / j / . They are tabulated in table 2.2 [38]. ^ 
II Bilabial Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
dental 
Plosive /p / , / b / / t / , / d / 丨二\ 丨二 
Nasal /m/ / j ^ /ng/ 
Fricative~~ / f / / s / — /h / 
Approximant /w/ |jJ_ 
Lateral /1/ 
Affricatives /ts/, /dz/ 
Table 2.2: Table of Cantonese initials and the manner and place of articulation 
Among these initials, they have some characteristic properties. Some of these prop-
erties are listed as follows. 
• /b / , /d / , /g / are unvoiced unaspirated plosive consonants. They are the unvoiced 
versions of the /b / , /d / , /g / in English. Their IPA symbols are /p / , / t / , /k / . 
Similarly, /p / , / t / , /k/ are unvoiced aspirated plosive, and their IPA symbols 
are /p" / , / t " / , A V respectively. In Cantonese, initials /b / , / p / does not form 
syllables with lip-rounded vowels. In addition, initial / b / is only followed by / l / 
and not / i / .^ 
• /m/ , /n/ , /ng/ have similar articulatory position as /b / , /d / , /g / . and their IPA 
symbols are /m/ , /n/ , / g / respectively. In Cantonese, the labial /m/ does not 
form syllables with lip-rounded vowels. 
^Some people use 22 initials plus the null initial. The / s / , / t s / , /dz / before lip-rounded vowels and 
others are differentiated. 
^There are new Cantonese sounds that are created from English such as " B B " , / b i / / b i / (means 
"baby") and / b u m / (means "pump"). 
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• / f / is the unvoiced labial-dental fricative consonant with IPA / f / . 
• /1/ is the unvoiced alveolar lateral liquid with IPA /1/. 
• /h / is a vocal aspirated fricative consonant with IPA symbol /h / . Syllables with 
initial /h / are usually associated with negative voice-onset-time and the initial 
/h / may sometimes be made voice-like by the intra-syllable coarticulation from its 
finals or inter-syllable coarticulation from preceding final. 
• /ts/, /dz/ are affricative and /s / is fricative consonant. They have similar phono-
logical properties in Cantonese that each of them groups two different initial phones, 
/ts/ is the unvoiced aspirated affricative of IPA /ts"/ and /t fV. /dz/ is the un-
voiced unaspirated affricative of IPA /ts/ and /tf/. And /s / is the unvoiced alveolar 
fricative of IPA /s / and / " . They can group two different phones together is due 
to the characteristics of Cantonese that /tf"/, / ^ / and /J / occur exclusively before 
lip-rounded vowels and not for /ts"/, /ts/ and /s/ . 
• Semi-vowels glides /w/ and / j / correspond to the IPA symbols of /w / and / j / . 
They usually have no friction or just a little bit friction. 
i 
• /gw/ and /kw/ are the lip-rounded version of the velar plosive /k / and /k^/. 
They have the IPA symbols of /k^/ and /k^^/. Phonetically, it is similar to a 
velar consonant immediately followed by the glide /w/ in pronunciation. 
• Null initial means syllables that have finals only. In practice, there is a trend in 
Cantonese that they are velarized. It either possesses some minor velar starting 
phenomenon or even becomes “ velar (/ng/) like" [35, 39]. 
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2.4.3 Final 
In Cantonese, there are 53 different finals. Among these 53 finals, they come from 
four categories : simple vowel, diphthong, vowel nucleus with coda and nasal. A brief 
description of each category is given below and the corresponding lists are given for 
reference. 
• Simple Vowel 
In Cantonese, there are eight different vowel phonemes. However only seven of 
them are used as simple vowels in finals. The seven simple vowel finals, namely 
/a / , /e / , / i / , / c / , /u / , / y / and / j / , cover most ofthe vowel phonemes in Cantonese 
while the phoneme /r / occurs in diphthongs only. 
• Vowel Nucleus with Coda 
In those finals making up from vowel nuclei and codas, the codas are either nasal 
or stop consonants. Possible nasal consonants are /m/ , /n / and /5/ . Stop conso-
nants are the unvoiced unaspirated /p / , / t / and /k/ where all of them are always 
associated with the entering tone. Valid finals in this category are tabulated in 
table 2.3 [40 . 
Labial Alveolar Velar 
Nasal S t o � N a s a l Stop Nasal Stop 
m p n t g k 
i im ip in it 
_ j ig ik 
_j_ yn yt 
u un ut 
u ug uk 
e eg ek 
¢) ¢)11 ¢)1 
ce oeg oek 
0 on ot og ok 
它 ^m ^p isn ^t ^g iek 
a am ap an at ag ak 
Table 2.3: Cantonese finals making up from vowel-nucleus with coda is tabulated. (IPA 
symbols is used here to illustrate some of the phonological properties in Cantonese.) 
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• Diphthong 
In Cantonese, there are two types of diphthongs, the labial terminated and the 
alveolar terminated. The labial terminated diphthongs are ended with the close-
back vowel /u / and the alveolar terminated diphthongs are ended with the close-
front vowels / i / or /y / . They make up a total of ten different diphthongs for the 
dialect and they are tabulated in table 2.4. 
starting vowel 
/a / /e / / i / / c / /u / / j / / r / 
Close-and-Front , ., , ., /c i / , . , “ , . . , 
/ i / o r / y / /ai/ /ei/ ( ! “ ! � M M M 
Close-and-Back , , ,. , /cu/ , , 
/u / I /au/ M (/ou/) " u / 
Table 2.4: The Cantonese diphthongs table showing all Cantonese diphthongs with the 
corresponding pairs of constituting vowels. (The bracketed ones are IPA for showing the 





In Cantonese, there are two syllabic nasal sounds that are used as finals. They 
are /m/ and /g / . However, these finals do not occur very often in the Cantonese 
syllabary and is included here for completeness. 
Phonological rules in final formation 
In the formation of finals from the vowels and/or codas, there are some phonological lim-
itations. The selection of phoneme symbol is based on some of these unique phonological 
properties. Some of these constraints are listed as follows. 
I • For the lip-rounded vowels /u/ , /o/ , / j / and /y / , they never form finals with the 
I bilabial codas /p / and /m/ (except informal colloquial phrases); 
• Finals with velar codas, /k/ and / g / are usually made from shorter vowel nuclei 
compared to those for alveolar / t / and /n/ ; 
• / y / only forms finals with alveolar /n/ and /t / ; 
24 
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• /a / and / r / are the two only vowel nuclei that can form finals with all codas. 
• /o / does not form diphthongs with /u / while / o / only forms with one with /u / [A 
single phoneme symbol, / c / is used]; 
• /(|)/ forms finals with alveolar ( /n/ , / t / ) while /oe/ form finals with velar ( /g / , 
/k / ) codas only [A single phoneme symbol, / j / is used]; 
• / i / forms finals with alveolar ( /n/ , / t / ) and labial ( /m/, /p / ) while / i / form finals 
with velar ( /g / , /k / ) codas [A single phoneme symbol / i / is used]; 
• /u / forms finals with alveolar ( /n/, / t / ) and /u / with velar ( /g / , /k / ) codas [A 
single phoneme symbol /u / is used]; 
• /e / nucleus associate with velar ( /g / , /k / ) codas which is also mutually exclusive 
to /e / that form diphthong with / i / [A single phoneme symbol, / e / is used]. In 
colloquial phrases, /e / also forms finals with labial ( /p/ ) coda. 
2.4.4 Lexical Tone 
Cantonese is a tonal language. It has a total of nine different lexical tones ( 九聲 ) . 
Tones in Cantonese play important role in that they are necessary for recognizing the 
syllable under consideration. Although the syllables themselves provide much clue for 
recognition from the contextual and acoustic properties, correct recognition of tones help 
reducing much of the ambiguity and uncertainty. 
level rising going entering 
upper 卜 ^ —- — ^ ^ ^ ^ 
middle ^ ^ ^ ^ 
lower 
^ 3 ^ s ^ = B 
i 
Figure 2.4: The characteristic pitch levels and profiles of the nine tones in Cantonese in 
the musical scale.[41 
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Tone Marks S.L.Wong[41]廣拼[35] ^ 
upper-level (陰平） 'x 55 (53) ^ 1 1 
upper-rising (陰上) 丨x 35 3 2 
upper-going (陰去 ) ~x ^ 5 3 
lower-level ( 陽 平 ） " j ^ H 2 4 
lower-rising (陽上) j^ ^ 4 5 
lower-going (陽去 ) _x 22 6 6 
upper-entering (陰入 ) 'x 5 7 7 
middle-entering (中入） ~x 3 8 8 
lower-entering (陽入 ) _x 2 9 9 
Table 2.5: Some of the Cantonese tones labeling schemes are listed. The scheme of 
廣拼 is used in this thesis. 
"Cantonese Transcription Scheme (廣州話拼音方案） 
^Tone 1 includes both level (55) and level-drop (53) pitch profile. The use of which profile 
depends on particular syllables and speaker habit. Reader may refer to [35] for further information. 
The lexical tones are realized by their characteristic pitch level, pitch profile, intensity 
and timing. The tones are categorized into two main categories, upper and lower ( 陰、 
陽 ) . F o r each of these categories, it is subdivided into level (平)，rising ( 上 ) , 
going ( 去 ) a n d entering ( 入 ) t o n e . With the additional middle entering tone, it 
makes up a total of nine different tones. The approximated pitch levels and profiles are 
sketched in figure 2.4. 
i 
The level and going tones in general have level or level-drop pitch profiles. The rising 
tones have the characteristic rising profile and entering tones are characterized by the 
short durations. In addition, all syllables in entering tones are associated with special 
I codas - /p / , / t / , /k/ . The upper-entering, middle-entering and lower-entering tones have 
[ 
[ the similar pitch level as the upper-level, upper-going and lower-going tones respectively. 
丨 Some popular schemes for lexical tones transcription are list in table 2.5. 
I i I 
I 2.4.5 Variations 
\ 
In continuous utterance, there are many variations in the uttered speech signals due 
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Tone Variation 
The tone of the syllables in an utterance may be changed under various conditions. In 
general, there are two main causes [35]: 
1. Coarticulatory 
The change in tone is caused by the tone of adjacent syllables. 
• Tone 1(53) + Tone 1(55) change to Tone 1(55) + Tone 1(55), e.g. /h_j51/ 
/dziul/,香奪、(means "banana"); 
• Tone 1(53) + Tone 1(53) change to Tone 1(55) + Tone 1(53), e.g. /g_c51/ 
/s_anl/,江山(means "landscape"); 
• Tone 1(53) + Tone 7(55) change to Tone 1(55) + Tone 7(55) e.g. /s_anl/ 
/g_uk7/,山谷（means "valley"); 
• For some phrases of relative name or children colloquial phrases, the tones of 
first syllable are changed to Tone 4(11) regardless of the original tones, e.g. 
/d_ri4 d_ri2/,弟弟(means "brother"). 
2. Habitual 
The change of tone is habitual in particular society and especially common in 
informal and colloquial conversation. 
• Tone is changed to Tone 1(55), e.g. /h_c_4 l_anl/,荷蘭（means "Holand"); 
• Tone is changed to Tone 2(35)，e.g. /t_c_l h_ai2/,拖鞋(means "slipper"). 
Acoustic Variation 
\ 
The acoustic variations refer to those changes due to the inter-syllable coarticulatory 
effect. In general they can be classified into two main types : 
1. Assimilation 
I Due to the articulatory positions of the initials and finals in phrases. The initial of 
含 
next syllable may be assimilated by the final of previous syllable and vice versa. The 
I effect is more prominent in fluent continuous utterances. For example, in /b_ak8/ 
I 
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/dzuk7/,^">^(means "centipedes"), the final coda velar /k / may be assimilated to 
alveolar / t / and becomes nearly /b_at8/ /dzuk7/. 
2. Merging 
In fast continuous utterances, especially colloquially, two syllables may be merged 
into one. The merged syllable may possesses unusual initial. For example, the col-
loquial phrase, /h_rm6/ /b_a56/ /l_a56/ (means "all") may be merged to /h_rm6/ 
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2.5 The Vowel Quadrilaterals 
I n order to set up reference for the study and identification of sounds in languages, 
British phonetician Daniel Jones (1881-1967) devised some standard reference points 
in the articulatory space as standard vowels. Their assignments are based on both 
articulatory and auditory judgment. These reference vowels are also known as cardinal 
vowels. They are used as reference for phonetic study rather than to represent any 
real vowels. With these cardinal vowels, phoneticians can investigate and compare the 
utterance of different languages through the deviations of the sounds from those cardinal 
vowels. 
There are two set of cardinal vowels, the primary and secondary series of cardinal 
vowels. The primary cardinal vowels correspond to the sounds uttered without lip-
rounding. While the secondary series correspond to those with lip-rounding. These 
vowels are usually displayed in the form of the vowel diagram (vowel quadrilateral). 
The coordinate system of the vowel quadrilateral is made up of the front-back position 
of the tongue body in horizontal direction and the openness of the oral cavity in the 
vertical direction. 
Front Central Back 
Front Central Back 
Close i ^ i Close Y^•>«•____->.___«^^ 
V r^t~~~~T V ( ^ ^ T ^ u 
Close-mid ey~~~________^______^ aose^mid 0 \ ^ 
v ^""^~~^ \ _ ( ^ ^ 
Open-mid 8V 1 八 Open-mid OCV~ 1 ^ 
(ae\ (B)\ \ \ 
Open a^ ^ la Open CE^  i lo 
Figure 2.5: Primary and secondary cardinal vowel quadrilaterals (bracketed symbols are 
not cardinal vowels) 
For the oral cavity openness, four theoretical positions are specified. Close refers to 
the highest position to which the tongue can achieve without producing audible friction. 
Open refers to the lowest position that a human's tongue can achieve. Mid-open and 
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Oral ^G>^gue pront Mid Back 
^ .1 Position 
Cavity ——j^ 
Openness ^ , , No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Rounded 
Close i (1) ~Y~ (9) i (17)" tt (18) m " 7 I T " " " " " " W " 
Close-Mid e (2) ~ ^ (10) x (7) ~o" (15) 
- Open-Mid " ^ " ^ oe (11) ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ o (14j" 
- Open a (4) ffi (12) a (5) p (13) 
Table 2.6: Table of the IPA Symbols of Some Vowels. Those with numbering are cardinal 
vowels and the number are their numbering code. 
mid-close are the two intermediate positions. This coordinate system applies to both 
series of cardinal vowels. In general, these cardinal vowels are numbered in sequence for 
reference purpose [Table 2.6]. Number 1 — 8 are used for the primary cardinal vowels and 
9 - 16 are for the secondary. Later on, some phoneticians think that the highest points the 
centre of tongue can reach is desired, number 17 and 18 are added for the unrounded lip 
and lip rounded vowels. Figure 2.5 shows the primary and secondary vowel quadrilaterals 
together with some nearby vowels. The respective detailed articulator positions are also 
tabulated in table 2.6. 
It is worth noting that this assignment of symbols to sounds is based on English. As 
specified by the International Phonetic Association, IPA [32], the closest IPA symbols 
is assigned to closest sounds and may not be exactly related to the same sound for the 
same symbols in different languages. Therefore, many deviations should be expected 
when different languages are considered. 
On the other hand, the two separate spaces may be combined into a three dimensional 
vowel quadrilateral with lip-roundness as the third domain. This allows easy deployment 
of phonetic knowledge in the acoustic signal synthesis process. The combined quadri-
lateral is shown in figure 2.6. In this representation, the numbering code is not used. 
However, based on the mid-sagittal diagrams, coarse theoretical coordinates are assigned 
as shown in figure 2.6. 
One of the advantages of the vowel quadrilaterals is that they assist the study of 
vowels. Simple vowels are treated as a particular point in this articulatory space. Any 
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, , U(0.0,1.0,1.0) 
tt(O^J^2J^Oi__>-^^^ 
y ( 1 . 6 ^ _ _ ^ - ^ i \ ^ (0.0, 0.67,1.0) 
^ V I XO(0.0,0.33,1.0) 
0(1.4,O^XO) � \ 
\ Ul(o.o,i.o,o.oV 
\^^ _ - - - - - • � ^ > t) (0.0,0.0,1.0) 
• _ , , .Oe(i^ro:4; ^ C ' ^ y ^ f ^ W 0.0) 
1 (1 -6.1.27¾ X ^ ^ . ^ ^ - � 
^ v CE(1.0,o!o^) 、、A(0.0 0.33,0.0) 
6(1.4.0.8.^¾^ 9(0.65.0.55.0.0i^ \ ^ 
\ ^ ^ )Q(o.o,o.o,o.o) 
8(1.2, 0.4, ^ V ^ ^ > ^ ^ 
a(1.0, 0.0, O.Oi 
Figure 2.6: The combined cardinal vowel quadrilateral integrates the primary and sec-
ondary quadrilaterals to form the bounded three dimensional space of articulator posi-
tions. 
slight deviation can be treated as coarticulatory or allophonic variations. For the study 
of difference between dialects or languages, this enables visual demonstration of the 
difference of phones as neighbouring points in the diagram. In addition, for the study of 
diphthongs and triphthongs, it allows these compound vowels to be treated as transition 
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Speech Synthesis Technology 
Speech synthesis has long been a hotly researched topics in the field of speech pro-cessing, People have tried various methods aiming at imitating the human speech 
production process. There have been many different methods investigated and demon-
strated. Some of the pioneers built mechanical models simulating the human speech 
production system. While some other chose to use the electronic means. Electrical 
analogue of the vocal organs had been worked out by Stewart in 1922 [42]. Later, at 
the World Fair of 1939, the famous speech production systems "Voder" was demon-
strated [43]. In addition, there were also other different synthesis systems such as the 
Pattern Playback by Cooper et. al. at Haskins Laboratory [44]. At that time, they 
tried to resynthesis speech signal from time-frequency intensity plots (the spectrogram) 
of original speech and also hand-made plots. Since then, people from all over the world 
have carried out much in depth research from different point of views for facilitating the 
ultimate goal of simulating human speech production. 
3.1 The Human Speech Production 
r I lhe human speech production process is facilitated by various organs as shown in 
JL figure 3.1. The respiratory system plays an additional role as speech production 
system. Air pressure from the lungs is controlled by the diaphragm and the rib-interstitial 
muscle. It flows through the trachea and passes through the vocal tract. Vocal tract 
is a collective term for the tube ranging from the vocal cord up to the lip. When the 
air-flow passes through the vocal cords, the cords may be widely opened letting air 
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flow through. On the other hand, they may be relaxed such that when air passes by, 
they will shutter and generate periodical thrust of air pressure to the vocal tract. To 
control the tension and status of the vocal cords, the muscles around are contracted 
and relaxed accordingly. Different types of vocal cord conditions will result in different 
types of sound sources. These sources give the speaker unvoiced and voiced sounds in 
the produced speech signals. 
Nasal ^ ^ ~ \ Soft 
Cavityx f \ ^ Palate 
Hard \ / ^ ^ ^ X | ^ V e l u m 
' t r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Pharynx 
^ : : ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ X ^ z Vocal Cord 
T - 力 ^ i P -
7 ^ ^ ^ 
/ W j 
L _H^ 
Figure 3.1: This sketch shows the main organs involved in the production of acoustic 
signals by human body. It consists of the lung, pharynx and various articulators. Some 
of these organs play the dual role for speech production and respiration. 
After passing through the vocal cords, the air stream will then be modulated by 
the vocal tract. There are articulators that are controlled to change position so as to 
alter the vocal tract shape. For in this way, the acoustic properties (such as resonance, 
absorption) of the vocal tract are varied. Consequently, the air stream is "shaped" to 
the desired sound pressure pattern. Through proper control of the articulators positions, 
human can produce different speech signals to convey information acoustically. Some of 
these articulators are shown in figure 3.1. 
Based on this idea, Fant [45] has proposed the source-filter model of speech produc-
tion. Where phonated air stream from the vocal cords is the excitation source and the 
vocal tract is the filter that modulates the source signal for final output. This model is 
so far the most widely adopted model in speech synthesis research. 
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3.2 Important Issues in Speech Synthesis System 
F ^ o r speech synthesis technology, there are a number of issues that are either of pri-
mary concern or gaining attention [46]. Among these, the most important are : 
controllability, naturalness^ complexity and the information storage. 
3.2.1 Controllability 
Synthesis control is an important issue in speech synthesis. It concerns about the amount 
and degree of the synthesis control provided for external controlling agents. In order to 
vary the output characteristics for targeted speech signal, speech synthesis system should 
provide controllable system features with adequate degree of variations. In addition, the 
quality of the resultant output should also be taken care of. 
These controls may be desired for many reasons. In real speech signal, there are 
as many possible variations as there are differences between different people's speech 
production systems and their speaking habits. In general, we need to have control in 
two main categories of properties: acoustic and prosodic. Acoustics includes those 
variations as large as for producing different words. It also includes variations as small 
as those in the same words but spoken at different time and under different context and 
conditions. It also includes the variations that allow changing the voice quality from one 
man to another, or even to voice of other gender, age groups or native tongue etc. 
In additional to acoustic properties, prosodic properties also play important roles in 
the determination of the naturalness of output signal as well as the individual charac-
teristics of speakers. Changing prosodic properties of speech signal may also achieve the 
goal of changing speaking rate and speaking attitude. 
3.2.2 Naturalness 
Naturalness is another concerned properties. Its importance is not simply for comfort, 
there is also psychological effect that might hinder the system's acceptability [47]. For 
short time interfacing, intelligible speech output is sufficient. However, if speech is sup-
posed to be the primary interface, its naturalness is important. The user may simply 
become reluctant or unable to use the system because of the stress and fatigue caused 
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after prolonged listening to synthesized speech output. It is desirable that the speech 
is psychologically tolerable for prolonged usage. Currently, the exact properties in the 
synthesis process that determine the naturalness of output are still unclear. By the way, 
it is generally believed that both acoustic and prosodic characteristics play significant 
role. 
3.2.3 Complexity 
For all kinds of systems, complexity is a main concern. The tolerable complexity of a 
system depends on the specific application and requirements. 
For speech synthesis system, there is a general trend that system with more control 
will be more complex. It appears in some sense that controllability and complexity 
are contradictive. However, natural sounding speech output can still be achieved using 
simple synthesis method. While complex systems do not guarantee the naturalness of 
speech output. 
On the other hand, it is believed that the importance of this issue is decreasing as 
technology continues to advance. However, this is valid for large scale systems only. For 
small scale or even portable system, mild complexity requirement is always desirable. 
3.2.4 Information Storage 
Information storage concerns with the problem of what sort of information is needed 
and how much is required to be stored up in database for synthesis. In general, a more 
natural sounding synthesis system will take up more storage for templates and rules 
storage. When there is a need for less storage, those information not included in the 
database is either simply ignored or modeled by some methods. This means that when a 
smaller database is desired, the controllability of the method should be better. Moreover, 
unnaturalness may be introduced in the output due to the imperfectness of the control 
model. 
As the computation power and storage cost are continuously decreasing, the concen-
tration may be shifted towards how to handle large amount of information intelligently 
and efficiently for practical systems. 
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The four issues summarize the idea of many different works and assessment schemes 
for speech synthesis. Although they do not represent perfect evaluation scheme for the 
technology, they provide useful guideline for development, assessment and comparison. 
Until now, there is not any particular technique perform exceptionally well on all these 
areas. The choice for implementation is always based on the specific application and 
requirements. 
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3.3 Units for Synthesis 
F ^ o r the synthesis of speech signal, templates of speech signal or parameters must be 
stored. The units of templates are important to the resultant characteristics of the 
synthesis system. 
The simplest way is to store up the whole sentences or paragraphs of speech and 
playback the appropriate one during synthesis. This templates playback method has 
the advantage that it has natural output and is simple and easy to use. However, large 
storage is required and the flexibility in using the templates is extremely small. In order 
to enhance the flexibility, smaller units such as phrases, words or syllables are used. 
These units of templates give better synthesis flexibility. As long as intelligibility is 
concerned, simple concatenation of word or syllable templates are still acceptable. For 




\ ^ Sentence 
I ^ \ ^ Phrase / Word 
I ^ ^ ^ Syllable 
I g ^ ^ ^ » v ^ ^ 
I K t ^ \ Triphone / CVC 
I aj = Level of ^ v ^ 
I ^ E Synthesis U n i t ^ ^ 
I E 田 ^ \ Diphone / Demi-syllable / CV • ^«8 ^ ^ ^ 
I ^ \ ^ Phone 
丨 ^*v^^^^Sub-phonemic 
Cont|plj[ability & Vaj;i^iMty _ ^ ^ N ^ 
參 參 
Figure 3.2: There are several levels of units common for speech synthesis. They have 
some resemblance to the linguistic hierarchy Fig. 2.2. In general, the lower the level 
of synthesis unit, the template size and simplicity decreases while the controllability 
increases. In order to suit different requirements, units from various levels are sometimes 
used together as a hybrid technique. 
In general, human recognizes speech not only from the stationary acoustic properties 
of the vowels and consonants, but also acoustic properties in the segment transition 
region. Wang et. al. [48] has proposed using diad as the template units. They are 
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cut-outs of speech signal that include the transitions. They are made to start and end 
at nuclei centers which have stationary properties and thus better for concatenation. 
In fact, diad is a set of diphones that include various different prosodic properties. 
Later, Hank Truby separated the prosodic features out and called them diphone [49 . 
Diphone type synthesis has the advantage of better transition properties and the storage 
requirement is medium only. It was first demonstrated by Dixon and Maxey [50]. 
In addition, other different units have also been proposed for other properties. Demi-
syllable [51] is similar to diphone. The difference is that diphone-cuts are made at the 
center of vowel nucleus while demisyllable-cut are made just after the consonant-vowel 
transition [52]. It reduces the problem of diphone concatenation in case diphones from 
slightly different vowel nuclei are joined [53 . 
iL i i i 
sentence y(^Mmm^ M M H ^ ^ /dzcu2//s_rn4//n_ei5//h_cu2/ 
Phrase "^ ||h||*^  ^!^^^"^^ 
/^^/s_rn^^\^^^^ /n_e,5/Ai_cu4/ 
一 ^ " ^ 7 ^ i ^ " 
• f ¥- ^ p ^ -
(sing?ecycle) 0 ^ \ J j V \ 
[c] [u] 
Figure 3.3: This figure shows an example of how synthesis units are made from real 
utterance. The speech data is cut into smaller size units as the level goes further. 
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Besides those linguistically based synthesis units, there are also other types of units 
such as sub-phonemic [54] units, triphones, hybrid type templates [55] as well as au-
tomatically selected units [3]. The selected units may be a mixture of different types 
depending on the specified requirement. 
Figure 3.2 lists the common synthesis units. It can be compared to figure 2.2 that 
shows the phonological hierarchical structure of sentences. In figure 3.3, an example of 
synthesis units cutting is shown for some units from sentence down to single pitch cycle 
phone template levels. 
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3.4 Type of Synthesizer 
I I ^here are many different types of synthesizers developed for different functions. 
J L The technique that it employed for templates storage and the method of synthesis 
are of primary concerns. For those information not included in the templates, rules 
are employed for generation of the required data. As far as the type of synthesizer is 
concerned, we can categorize them into three main types : copy concatenation, vocoder 
synthesis and articulatory synthesis. 
3.4.1 Copy Concatenation 
Copy concatenation method possibly has the longest history. Simple playback ofrecorded 
speech can sometimes satisfy needs of simple applications. This category may include 
those systems with waveform coded speech templates. Copy concatenation using higher 
level synthesis units [Figure 3.2] offers simplicity in the system but the controllability and 
flexibility are sacrificed. As more flexibility and quality is desired, people also consider 
concatenating templates of various synthesis units [56, 57]. 
I Template A | | Template B | | Template C | | Template D 1 Speech Output 
^ o ^ 
Method for Concatenation 
I ~ T e m p l a t e A ~ | + |~Template B ] + | Template C | + | T e m p l a t ^ ~ ~ | 
^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
""^“ “ Speech Templates 
Search Database • _ ^ . 
_^ Database 
] ^d：>^^ 
Output command for speech : 
A B C D 
Figure 3.4: Copy concatenation synthesis is basically achieved by searching among 
database templates and select appropriate candidates for concatenation. The concate-
nation of templates may have various different strategies for more desirable joining. 
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This type of synthesizers usually have an inventory of recorded or coded speech 
templates. For synthesizing speech signals, appropriate templates are selected and con-
catenated [Figure 3.4]. Variations in the speech are achieved by using large template 
inventory or by modification techniques. Similar modification approach can also be ap-
plied to reduce discontinuity problem in template transitions. 
The main advantage of this method is its simplicity and naturalness of output speech. 
However, as more variations are required, the storage grows larger and renders difficulty 
for small systems. While smaller storage can be achieved by using smaller units at the 
cost of additional problems (e.g. discontinuities) between template transitions. 
For speech template variations, there is method proposed for speech modification that 
is found to be beneficial to the modification of recorded templates. The pitch synchronous 
overlap add (PSOLA) method [4] allows either frequency or time domain modification 
of the prosodic properties like speaking rate and pitch profile of the utterance under 
consideration. It also provides certain degree of control over the templates transitions 
58]. Moreover, voice conversion and transformation has also been reported [59]. 
For further improvement, attention is paid to the controlled variation of stored tem-
plates and naturalness ofoutput. Searching of templates from large database and efficient 
use of storage resources [60] should also be taken care. Furthermore, people also work 
for methods to select synthesis units automatically and efficiently from large inventory 
speech corpus [3 . 
3.4.2 Vocoder 
Vocoder synthesis is another popular type of synthesis technique. It is based on the 
source-filter model. Vocoder type synthesizer may be made up of filter banks for modeling 
the vocal tract frequency response and the characteristics are controlled through the filter 
coefficients. Representative works include the vocoder by Dudley [61], phase vocoder of 
Flanagan et. al. [62] and the JSRU channel vocoder [63 . 
On the other hand, vocal tract characteristics may also be represented by parametric 
models. For example, the formant synthesizers and the family of linear predictive coding 
based techniques are popular ones. 
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Formant Synthesis 
Formant synthesizer is based on modeling the resonance properties of the vocal tract. 
The formants represent the high energy concentration frequencies in the speech signal 
spectrum. Together with proper bandwidth, the spectral properties of speech signal can 
be represented parametrically. 
Practical implementations demonstrated include the Parametric Artificial Talker 
(PAT) by Lawrence [64], Orator Verbis Electris (OVE) by Fant and hybrid approach 
by Klatt [65]. The commercial text to speech synthesizer such as DECtalk is also a 
formant based synthesizer. 
Formant synthesizers can be implemented in different architectures, such as parallel, 
cascade or in hybrid approach. The parallel and cascade formant synthesizers are essen-
tially resonant filters put in parallel and series. For any type of formant synthesizers, 
each formant can be digitally represented by a resonant filter section. Each resonant 
filter section is based on the second-order equation, 
k 
Hx{^) = BWx Z ‘ 2BW^ “ (3.1) 
1 - 2e" Fs c o s ^ z - ^ + e s^ 2;-2 
where Hx (z) represents the transfer function of the section with formant frequency Fx 
and formant bandwidth BWx- By combining several sections of these resonant filters, 
the speech output can be obtained by specifying formant parameters and by applying 
proper excitation sources to the synthesizer [Figure 3.5]. 
In formant synthesizers, the templates stored are the formant frequencies and band-
widths for the template speech signals. This type of synthesizer allows a great degree 
of flexibility by allowing control over the intensity, pitch, and timing. Template varia-
tions can be obtained by variations in formants and bandwidths for the modification or 
transformation of speech. 
In general, rules are formulated to control the formant synthesizers parameters. Early 
works include the rule based formant synthesis by Kelly and Gerstman [66], the elegant 
table driven synthesizer of Holmes [67] and the S-transitions for formant frequencies by 
Mattingly [68] etc. 
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Figure 3.5: The cascade and parallel structure of formant synthesizers are shown. Each 
section represents the resonant filter for a formant with the corresponding bandwidth. 
Hybrid type can be obtained by combining both the parallel and cascade structure into 
: one synthesizer. 
Linear Predictive Coding 
The linear prediction coding has imposed much impact in the field of speech processing. 
: After the advent of this technique [69, 70, 71], many works followed in the area of coding 
I and synthesis. The first LPC speech synthesis chip is made by Texas Instruments -
'•i 
j the Speak and Spell [73]. It has brought the LPC based speech synthesis techniques 
I 
I to many practical realization [74]. In general, this technique is often used in speech 
I 
I coding. For speech synthesis, it is used for the parametric storage of speech templates 
for concatenation [Figure 3.6 . 
This technique is also based on the source-filter model of speech production. The 
LPC parameters represent the digital filter properties and the source is represented by 
the excitation to the LP filter. The prediction of the LPC is based on the equation 
P 
^ W = 5Z ^i^i^ - 0 + ^(^) (3.2) 
i=l 
I where, Xn is the speech data, p is the prediction order, ai are the predictor coefficient 
I and u{n) is the excitation [72]. 
i S p e e c h templates stored in this parametric form lack the desired controllability 
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through simple manipulation of the LP parameters. To enhance the properties of the 
stored parameters, representations such as line spectrum pair (LSP) and partial correla-
tion parameters (PARCOR) are often used. 
^ ^ Pred>f(or „ .^ . ^ ^ .^  .. _ _ Inverse Filter Synthesized 
Speech • y ^ ( z ) * Residual Error Excitation • 1 ^ • Speech 
Predictor Synthesizer 
Figure 3.6: The predictor and synthesizer for the LPC based synthesis technique are 
shown. The predictor coefficients are usually obtained for a frame of speech data. Exci-
tation is then applied to the the inverse filter for synthesizing the speech signal. 
3.4.3 Articulatory Synthesis 
Besides the direct copy concatenation and the parametric models, there are also intuitive 
synthesis technique that has been investigated - Articulatory Synthesis. The idea 
behind articulatory synthesis is that with detailed modeling of the vocal tract cross-
sectional area profile, the vocal tract wall properties and also the glottal source etc., 
human speech production can be reliably simulated. However, the complexity, lack of 
knowledge and the high cost still hinder easy achievement of this ideal. 
Articulatory synthesis tries to model the human speech production process and pro-
vides controls with correspondence to real articulators. There has long been interest in 
this type of synthesizer and many related works have been carried out [75, 76，77, 78，79]. 
The first English text articulatory synthesizers are made by Teranishsi et. al. [80] and 
Matsui [81] and representative works in articulatory synthesizer include [82, 83, 84，85 . 
In articulatory synthesis system [Figure 3.7], an excitation source for the speech 
production is included. For speech production, it is actually the air stream passing 
through a gap between the vocal cords. For making reliable excitation source, there 
have been many models proposed for the vocal cords [86, 87]. 
On the other hand, there are also many different articulatory models proposed for 
the vocal tract. Ranging from simplified models [82] to more complicated vocal tract 
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area functions [88, 89]. Nasal tract [90] and lip radiation [91] are also incorporated for 
enhancing the model. In order to obtain better models, people also tried to include loss 
in the vocal tract wall [92], take account of varying vocal tract length and model the 
interaction between the glottal source and the vocal tract. 
1^^^^^^^——^^-^^—^ Vocal tract model r~~~~~~~"~| Glottal Source “ Lip radiation speech » (tract properties ^ » Excitation of air pressure ‘ , . , model signal & area function) * ~ — — ~ ^ 
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Figure 3.7: Figure (a) shows the general idea of articulatory synthesis. Glottal excitation 
generates source signal that is modulated by the vocal tract model and lip radiation to 
produce speech signal. Figure (b) is an example of the mid-sagittal vocal tract model 
(lossy wall and source interaction not included). (Simplified from P. Mermelstein ) 
This technique is generally believed to have the greatest potential as the ultimate 
solution for speech synthesis. The modeling of actual speech production process gives it 
much flexibility and room for improvement. Main problems of this type of synthesizer are 
the lack of synthesis rules, complexity of reliable model and the difficulty of the inverse 
problem. 
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For the inverse problem of estimating vocal tract information from speech signal, 
many different works have also been done [93, 94, 21, 95]. The extracted information 
enables easier formulation and verification of the controlling rule for the articulatory 
synthesizers. 
In figure 3.8, the simplified relationship between various types of synthesizer is illus-
trated and serves as a conclusion for the description of their characteristics. 
Articulatory Controllability . Complexity 
Synthesizer (Higher) f (Higher) 
Formant | 
Synthesizer I 
^ v 丨 
Template Copy/ Naturalness • Storage 
Concatenation (Better) • (Larger) 
Figure 3.8: This figure shows the main characteristics ofthe three main type of synthesiz-
ers and the relation among them. In general, the complexity, naturalness, controllability 
and information storage involved are to be balanced for particular area of application. 
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Neural Network Speech Synthesis with 
Articulatory Control 
In this chapter, we w i l l discuss the use of art i f icial neural network (ANN) for the synthesis of speech signal. Neural network speech synthesis provides an alternative 
solution that is complementary to the existing techniques. I n this method, spectral data 
of recorded speech signals are used as the training templates. Synthetic utterances are 
obtained by providing proper articulatory input control to the neural network. I t w i l l 
estimate the desired output based on the training information. Exact templates w i l l be 
returned i f available and approximation is made otherwise. Hence, i t is essentially a 
non-linear approximation of the training data for speech synthesis purpose. 
* Speech 
Template . 
I ^^^"^^^^"^^^"""^^^^^ I 
I Preporcessing • 
I ^ i 
I Training • 
~"N 
Input Synthesizer Output 丨 Signal 
Control Network(s) “Feature 」 Output 
‘ J 
Figure 4.1: The block diagram illustrates the general components in a neural network 
speech synthesizer. 
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I n figure 4.1, the block diagram illustrates the idea of speech synthesis using neural 
network. I n general, the input control and the output feature can be selected based 
on application and requirements. I n this work, the output feature is chosen to be the 
spectral information and the input control is some simplified art iculatory parameters 
aiming at more control flexibility. 
4.1 Neural Network Approximation 
Neu ra l network is a powerful tool for the approximation of complicated relationship 
through learning. I n general, the mapping of input-output relation f rom examples 
can be formulated as an approximation problem which aims at finding an approximation 
for the target relationship. 
For approximation, methods such as regression, shaping and fitting by polynomial, 
Bezier or spline have been widely applied. The use of neural network for approximation 
and interpolation gives flexibility in the architecture and capability for high complexity 
and non-linearity in the approximation. Moreover, classical approximation methods can 
be formulated as particular cases of the network approximation [96] • 
4.1.1 The Approximation Problem 
The goal here is to find a function F{W,X) that approximates a targeted function 
Z = / ( X ) , {/ : X G W — Z G 况打}. This can be achieved from a pr ior i knowledge of 
the function f{X) and make up the approximate function F(W,X). On the other hand, 
i t can be done through learning from a set of typical input-output pairs, {X { , Z i } . The 
learning method is useful in cases where only l i t t le knowledge of the function f{X) is 
available or only specific domains of the function f{X) are needed to be approximated. 
I n order to obtain approximation through learning, there should be sufficient sample 
data available for training. These examples should at least include representatives from 
the domains of interest. I f the sample data set includes certain degree of redundancy, 
better generalization result of the input-output relationship can be achieved. Proper 
degree of redundancy in sample data not only improves generalization, but also makes 
the resultant approximation more tolerable to noise in data. I n general, generalization 
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of input-output relationship is based on data redundancy and smoothness assumption 
across data samples. 
4.1.2 Network Approach for Approximation 
Network approach can be used to solve the approximation problem. The network is 
trained w i t h sample data to approximate the targeted input-output mapping. The map-
ping may have continuous smooth values rather than discrete clusters as in the classifi-
cation problem [96]. 
Neural network approximation is equivalent to extracting the desired target relation-
ship using a composition of basis functions to provide higher degree of complexity and 
non-linearity in the approximation process. I n actual implementation, classification and 
approximation networks can be viewed as the application of same method to different 
problems w i t h different goals. I n a classification network, “ teacher" data usually have 
values near the extreme sides of activation functions. The “ teacher" data in an ap-
proximation network, however, are not necessarily at the extreme sides of the activation 
funct ion (even exists) unless i t is a known property in the target mapping. I n general, 
continuous and smooth mapping is preferred in approximation networks while clustering 
is preferred in classification networks for decision making. 
On the other hand, both approximation and classification networks may suffer f rom 
training problems such as local minima or poor convergence. There may also be problem 
of over-fitt ing and oscillation in the generalized regions. Put t ing too much resource (large 
network size) may lead to over-fitting and sacrifice generalization for higher accuracy 
while smaller network w i l l have smoother generalization. However, too much smoothing 
w i l l lose accuracy in memorized data. I t is necessary to strive a balance between accuracy 
in training and generalization for the application. 
Basis Function and Activation Function 
I n the general network formulation, we have 
Z = F{u(W,X)) (4.1) 
where Z is the output, F{u) is the activation function and u{W,X) is the basis function. 
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There are many different basis functions applicable for network approximation. The 
two main categories are linear basis function (LBF) and radial basis funct ion (RBF). 
Linear Basis Function : The output, u, is a linear combination of inputs. I n mul t i -
dimensional cases, this formulat ion of basis function w i l l form hyper-planes for the 
network approximation. A n example first order linear basis funct ion w i t h i neurons 
and n inputs is given by 
n 
Ui {W,X ) = Y ^ W i j X j (4.2) 
j=i 
Radial Basis Function : The output, u, is given by a non-linear (e.g. second order) 
combination o f the input values. I n the multi-dimensional cases, this formulat ion of 
basis funct ion w i l l form hyper-ellipses for the network approximation. A n example 
of radial basis function is given as 
Ui{W,X) = j y H j * � - c � � (4.3) 
3 = l 
w i t h funct ion centers Cj. For symmetric weight matr ix W, the formulat ion w i l l be 
reduced to the case of hyper-sphere in the approximation. 
The activation functions, on the other hand, are usually used in amplif ication and 
non-linear warping. They determine the properties of the corresponding neurons. 
Linear Function ； Linear amplification is the simplest form of activation function. I t 
is commonly used for output neurons of networks that require unbounded output 
range. I t is defined as 
u(x) = wx + 6 (4.4) 
where w is the amplification factor and 6 is the offset. 
Hard Limiter : This is a simple non-linear activation function defined as 
r 
—w : X + 9< c 
u(x) = w : X + 6 > c (4.5) 
0 : x + e = c 
K 
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w i t h amplif ication w, offset 6 and c is the center of the function. A sharp, two-
valued output similar to crisp logic is obtained. However, this function is not often 
used for its differential discontinuity at x = c which makes i t diff icult for t ra in ing 
and analysis. 
Sigmoid : The sigmoid function is defined as 
yj 
咖 = 1 _ e * - c ) (4.6) 
where w is the gain, c is the center (threshold) and k is the crispness (tempera-
ture) . I t s differentiabil ity makes the training and analysis simpler by making the 
deployment of backpropagation training algorithm easier. 
Linear and Non-linear Approximation Network 
By combining different basis and activation functions, we can get different approximation 
network which can be linear or non-linear in the approximation. 
Linear Approximation Network A simple way of approximation is through the 
optimization of a least square error function. Widrow [97] has formulated the network 
model for the linear least square approximation. The Adaptive Linear Element (ADA-
L INE) [97] is described by 
y = W . X (4.7) 
where optimization is done by minimizing the cost function 
1 M 0 
E = l j : ( y ( - ) - t ( - f (4.8) 
m=l 
wi th X and W being N dimensional vectors of input and network parameters. M is 
the number of training data and 力(爪）the targeted training output. Formulation in this 
approach wi l l result in a single layer network for the problem. This is because no matter 
how many layer the ini t ia l formulation is, i t can eventually be simplified as a single layer 
linear network mathematically. Whilst, this linear approach also has the advantage that 
a globally optimal solution is generally available unless in the event that the training 
data makes the linear system become singular. 
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This type of network is usually used to continuously updat ing data which is useful 
for the estimation of input-output relation in real-time linear systems. General concern 
of A D A L I N E is the speed of convergence in the adaptive process. For approximating 
complex non-linear systems, this approach may not be suitable. 
Non-linear Approximation Network Non-linear approximation network is useful 
for approximating more complex systems although model parameters are sometimes 
more diff icult to estimate. To incorporate the non-linearity, i t may be achieved by piece-
wise polynomial or spline at defined order of differential continuity. Non-l inearity may 
also be obtained by nested functions and employment of non-linear basis and activation 
functions. 
I n a two layer network, using suitable basis function w i l l arrive at classical approxi-
mat ion schemes in a network approach [96]. 
F { W , X ) = ^ W i ^ i { X ) (4.9) 
i=l 
Through the selection of ^ i { X ) , we can formulate the classical approximation functions 
like splines and many orthogonal basis as approximation network. As an example, i f 
^i(X) is chosen to be powers and products of input X, the result is a polynomial ap-
proximation. 
I n general, the nested multilayer network can be described by 
( ( \ \ 
F{W, X) = ¢71 ^tyi ,mCT2 .•• ^ ) WM-i,UM-i^M {wM,nM^) ‘ ‘ ‘ (4.10) 
\ ni \ nM-i J j 
wi th ¢7(.) being the activation function. For a two layer network, i t becomes 
F(W, X) = ¢7 [ 5 ^ wi^n^cr {w2,n2X)^ . (4.11) 
\ ni / 
W i t h a linear basis function at input layer, the activation function then becomes the basis 
of approximation for the following layer. This relation is repeated unt i l the final output 
layer is reached. I f linear activation function is used, the formulation w i l l degenerate 
to a linear network. Although this recursive basis function approach is rare in classi-
cal approximation problem, i t has high potential capability in many difficult function 
approximation problems in network approach. 
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4.2 Artificial Neural Network for Phone-based Speech Syn-
thesis 
I n speech synthesis, the ideal solution is fai thful ly imitate the speech product ion mech-
anism. However, this approach is st i l l far f rom perfect because of its complexity in 
deriving a reliable model and an incomplete knowledge about the complete mechanism. 
From an estimation point of view, linear parametric models can be adopted which treat 
this as a system identif ication problem. The formant synthesizer and the LPC family 
of d ig i ta l filter models are examples that have gained much attention. On the other 
hand, for producing natural speech output, record playback or copy concatenation are 
simple solutions. However, they have drawbacks that good quality and naturalness are 
usually associated w i t h large synthesis units. These large units also lack f lexibi l i ty and 
controllabil i ty. I f small units are used to save storage, improve flexibility and simpli fy the 
template-based searching, problems wi l l occur in the modeling of template transitions 
and property variations. 
I n order to provide a method for phone-based concatenation synthesis that allows flex-
ible input control, neural network is regarded as a viable alternate solution [98]. Small 
templates database is inherently associated w i th the phone-based approach. While, flex-
ib i l i ty for synthesis control is achieved through the manipulation of a set of art iculatory 
input parameters that are fed to the neural network. This method provides a basis 
for comparable control f lexibi l i ty as articulatory synthesis. Dur ing synthesis, transitions 
between templates are approximated by the neural network. I t w i l l reduce undesirable 
effect due to template discontinuities and insufficiency of acoustic variations in train-
ing templates. This method attempts to integrate various nice properties from different 
synthesis techniques into a single approach for the production of speech signals. 
4.2.1 Network Approximation for Speech Signal Synthesis 
Network approximation is chosen in this method for the reason that i t is, at least, 
theoretically capable of mapping arbitrary complex relation between input and output 
spaces. I t has been proven that the network approach can approximate arbitrary complex 
mapping provided that the network size and training data are adequate [99, 100, 101]. In 
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For a given architecture, At the synthesis stage, input sequences are 
choose { W, b } are presented to the network. Output {Z} 
to minimize an errror is retrieved for input {X} and approximation 
based on examples { X，Z } is carried out for input { V } to output { T } 
(mapping) (approximation) 
{Zi ^ …2；…Z> {Z, ^ …Z| … � {T, T,…T,…TJ 
z y z 
X Trained Network 
Network \ Network 
{ w , b } / {W,b} 
7 {w, b} 
/ z z 
{X, \ …X| …X^  {X, \ …X| …y^ {V, V,…V,…y^ 
Figure 4.2: Dur ing the training stage, speech phone templates are used to t ra in the 
neural networks as synthesizer network for speech synthesis. For synthesizing output, 
control parameters are fed to the inputs of the synthesizer network. The desired speech 
signal w i l l be obtained after the post-processing stage. 
speech synthesis, neural network first stores up the training templates for later retrieval. 
The accuracy of stored templates is determined by the provided network resource. The 
neural network can also provide non-linear approximation for input-output mapping 
in the untrained spaces. Hence, i t is used to model the vocal tract of human speech 
production system through proper training. 
The spectral approximation problem for speech signal is formulated as a mapping 
between the input control parameters and the spectral information, 
X e W 
Z = / ( X，H O (4.12) 
ze^^ 
w 
where X is the input control parameter vector, Z is the output vector of spectral 
information and m, n are the dimension of the input and output spaces respectively. In 
this case, i t is to find a function, { / : R ^ ^ R^} , w i th network parameters W , that 
can approximate the real mapping as good as possible. By training the network using 
data set { X , Z}^, we can estimate the network parameters, W, that optimize some preset 
objectives. Upon obtaining the network parameters, the synthesis process is facilitated 
by controlling the input vectors. 
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Z e R " 
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Multilayer Network for 
Multidimensional Function 
Mapping, Z = f(X) 
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X e F T 
Figure 4.3: The multi-dimension function approximation problem is formulated as a 
network problem. 
I f the network is trained w i th sample spectral templates, i t w i l l allow a reliable 
retrieval of spectral information at the training locations. Therefore, more templates 
w i l l result in more reliable modeling of the vocal tract properties. Depending on the 
architecture chosen, the spread of the training templates may affect the ul t imate result. 
The space converge of the templates should be large enough to cover most of the occupied 
art iculatory space. After all, this approach of network approximation through learning 
can incorporate information and knowledge of the vocal tract spectral properties that is 
either known or unknown into a single network solution. 
I n the synthesis process, for any input vector which may be trained or untrained, 
the synthesizer network w i l l return the approximated spectral information as its output. 
This approximation is achieved through certain degree of redundancy in the set of train-
ing templates. Moreover, smoothness is assumed among the training templates. This 
approximation of spectral information is useful for characterizing the transit ion between 
templates during synthesis to avoid any discontinuity. I t is also useful for the modeling of 
any variations of the output due to either allophonic or coarticulatory variations. These 
variations are simulated by corresponding changes in the input vectors controlling the 
synthesizer network. 
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Another property of the network approach for spectral information approximation is 
that i t gives a non-parametric model for the vocal tract spectral information. I n addit ion, 
t ra in ing the network w i t h vowel templates w i l l simplify the source-filter interaction and 
so can reliably reproduce the spectral content. Modeling of different untrained types of 
sources are achieved by applying manipulat ing the spectral envelopes ( In the form of the 
i 
phase properties and spectral envelope changes). 
4 .2 .2 Feed forward Backpropagation Neural Network 
The simplest choice of network architecture for approximation is the linear network. 
However, opt imizat ion of the linear network is simply a least mean square fitting for the 
t ra in ing data. The resultant network is linear and the approximation is just a linear 
interpolation. This is obviously insufficient for the vocal tract model. 
Spectral Information 
t 0 0 " : ， 
m 
Q Q ^ s = « ( 
^ 0 0 s = 變 ) p ^ 
Articulatory Space Control Parameters 
Figure 4.4: The multi-layer feed forward backpropagation network used for the speech 
synthesis problem 
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I n order to achieve a more appropriate model, non-linear elements are incorporated in 
the approximation process. Mult i- layer perceptrons w i th non-linear activation functions 
are possible choice. I n these feed forward networks, non-linearity can be incorporated 
through the use of activation functions. Sigmoid functions are usually applied since i t 
enables adoption of the error backpropagation training. 
A single layer feed forward backpropagation network is actually a linear basis ap-
proximat ion funct ion w i t h a sigmoidal activation function. When more layers are added, 
the approximation becomes more complicated. The linear basis approximation w i t h sig-
moidal activation function is cascaded again and again t i l the output layer. The output 
f rom the activation function of previous layer is treated as the input to another linear 
basis approximation w i th sigmoidal activation function. For a non-tr iv ial network size, 
this w i l l create highly complex and non-linear basis for the approximation problem. Ad-
di t ional linear output layer can also be applied to provide extra mapping of the network 
approximation result to an unbounded space. 
By using the feed forward backpropagation network for speech synthesis, reliable 
spectral outputs for corresponding input vectors can be achieved for those w i th in the 
t ra in ing templates. On the other hand, for input vectors not ly ing w i th in the t ra in ing 
set, approximation is carried out. Based on the information in the training templates, 
a smoothing process is performed to obtain the resultant spectral output. Therefore, 
the accuracy and generalization of the network rely on the amount and coverage of the 
training data. More templates and wider coverage of the input space w i l l give better 
approximation over the whole space at the cost of a larger and more complicated network. 
I f the training templates are concentrated around certain space rather than evenly 
spread, the approximation may tend to be biased towards those specific domains. I n 
order to overcome these problems, there are several different possible solutions such as 
to collect data statistically and to perform input vector quantization. On the other 
hand, we may pre-bias the training data based on statistical results so as to equalize its 
effect. Lastly, we may also simply avoid undesirable clustering of the training templates 
through a careful templates selection process that bases on linguistic knowledge of the 
phone distr ibution. 
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4 . 2 . 3 Radial Basis Function Network 
Radia l basis funct ion has long been applied to tackle the approximat ion problem i n many 
different engineering applications. The radial basis funct ion approximat ion can also be 
formulated i n normal network approach. 
Spectral Information 
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Articulatory Space Control Parameters 
Figure 4.5: The Gaussian radial basis funct ion network for the speech synthesis problem. 
There are many different radial basis functions available for use as interpolat ion 
basis. The Gaussian radial basis funct ion is a typical example. I t has been shown that 
96, 102] approximat ion using the Gaussian radial basis funct ion is a part icular solut ion 
of the least square error formulat ion w i t h regularization on the derivatives of the basis 
funct ion. The energy funct ion to be minimized is 
N 
H = J2 (ti -树〜…尸 +丨1尸洲 2 (4.13) 
i=l 
where | . | denotes the L^ norm and P{-) is the constrain operator. 
I f the constraint operator, P, is chosen to be the second order derivative of the 
funct ion 4>, the resultant basis � funct ion is a Gaussian funct ion [96, 102 . 
^ lk-cdl^ 
^ {x ) = 2^Wie 2<r^  (4.14) 
i=l 
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Apply ing this approximation to speech synthesis, we w i l l arrive at a mult idimensional 
basis function, ¢. Under predefined spread a, the centers ci are chosen and the weight 
Wi are optimized. The result is a network w i th an input layer, a hidden Gaussian radial 
basis funct ion layer and an output layer which is a linear combiner for the basis functions. 
4.2.4 Parallel Operating Synthesizer Networks 
I n this neural network approach for speech synthesis, architectural simplif ication can be 
achieved by using parallel operating synthesizer networks. I t can reduce the complexity 
of each synthesizer network by reducing the dimension of the controll ing space for each 
network. The use of parallel networks should be made properly by taking into account 
the actual art iculat ion process for producing the sound. Different parallel synthesizer 
networks are used to produce different types of sounds. The adoption of parallel syn-
thesizer networks provides simplification in the synthesizer architecture and avoid the 
t ra in ing of large neural networks. 
Output 
( ^ Z w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 〜 ( t ) 
Synthesizer Synthesizer 眷 ^ ^ Synthesizer 
Network 1 Network 2 Network N 
^ ¾ ^ ^ 
Input Control 
Figure 4.6: Parallel synthesizer networks are used for simplifying the overall synthesizer 
architecture. 
Since the adoption of parallel networks is a simplification in the overall architecture, 
i t w i l l br ing about certain degree of degradation in quality. I n order to minimize this 
effect, the use of parallel synthesizer networks are usually l imited to cases where the 
transitions across phonetic segments are so short that perceptual change of the output 
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qual i ty w i l l not be noticeable. From the art iculatory phonetics point of view, this sim-
pl i f icat ion should be applied to those segmental transitions that involve fast f l ip-f lopping 
of articulators. I n Cantonese, transit ion to and from nasal consonants is an example. 
I n figure 4.6, a block diagram is shown to i l lustrate the general idea of the architec-
tu ra l simplif ication. I f parallel networks are not used, all of the control parameters must 
be integrated into a single synthesizer network and the dimension of the control space, 
the size i f the synthesizer network size w i l l become very large. This may not be desirable 
i f the increase in complexity is far more than the gain in control labil i ty and quality. 
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4.3 Template Storage and Control for the Synthesizer Net-
work 
r I ^he proposed technique of using neural network for speech synthesis has two im-
J L portant characteristics : firstly impl ic i t storage of the templates information as 
network parameters, and secondly, a selectable input control for the synthesizer network. 
This method does not require addit ional external template database. Moreover, infor-
mat ion is impl ic i t ly stored as network parameters. This not only allows more compact 
storage, but also provides a basis for the approximation of the template transitions. On 
the other hand, i t allows user designed input control for the synthesis process. Art icula-
tory parameters are selected so as to enable more intuit ive and flexible control. Model ing 
for various kinds of variations in speech signals are thus simplified. 
4.3.1 Implicit Template Storage 
I n this approach, the information in the training templates are stored impl ic i t ly as net-
work parameters through training process. This allows the storage capacity to be set by 
configuring the network size. The data to be stored as the network parameters w i l l be 
automatically selected by the training process. In general, larger network w i l l store the 
information in a more reliable sense. Although smaller network is also feasible, i t is done 
at the cost of losing some fine details and hence the accuracy is lowered. 
Network training wi l l also take advantage of the redundancy in the training infor-
mation for estimating the network parameters. I t w i l l make use of the redundancy for 
information generalization during the approximation process. The success of network ap-
proximation is believed to rely on certain degree of redundancy assumed in the training 
data provided [96]. The choice of network model size wi l l determine the generalization 
properties. Whi le Over-modeling wi l l cause oscillation, under-modeling wi l l lose accuracy 
during the reproduction of the templates. 
4.3.2 Articulatory Control Parameters 
The input control to the synthesizer network is articulatory based so that a more intu-
it ive and flexible control for synthesis can be achieved. There have already been a fair 
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amount of works in art iculatory synthesis [88]. I n this proposed synthesizer network, 
the art iculatory parameters are chosen based on the combined cardinal vowel diagrams. 
Three parameters are included and they are 
• Oral Cavity Openness, 
• Tongue Body Front-end Position, and 
• Lip Roundness 
which constitute a three dimensional space of input control. 
Table 4.1: The table lists out the relationship between the formant frequencies and the 
characteristics of the vocal tract for speech signal [103 
Length Rule : The average frequencies of the vowel formants are inversely propor-
t ional to the pharyngeal-oral tract length. The longer the tract length is, the lower 
the average formant frequencies are. 
Fi Rule - Oral Constriction : The frequency of Fi is lowered by any constriction 
in the front half of the oral cavity. Greater constriction implies a lower F i in the 
speech sound. 
jPi Rule — Pharyngeal Constriction : Constriction in the pharynx will raise the 
F i frequency. The greater the constriction, the more the F i is raised. 
F2 Rule - Back Tongue Constriction : The formant frequency F2 tends to be 
lowered by a back tongue constriction. The greater the constriction, the more F2 is 
lowered. 
F2 Rule - Front Tongue Constriction : The frequency of F2 is raised by a front 
tongue constriction. The greater the constriction, the more F2 is raised. 
Lip-Rounding Rule : The frequencies of all formants are lowered by lip-rounding. 
The more the rounding, the more the constriction and subsequently the more the 
formants are lowered. 
The first two dimensions make up the basis of the cardinal vowel diagrams. They 
are sufficient for the specification of some vowels in common languages. The addit ional 
lip-roundness constitutes the additional dimension for differentiating l ip rounded and 
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unrounded vowels. By combining the three dimensions together for vowel specification, 
we have defined a three dimensional hyper-space for speech sounds. I n fact, higher 
dimensional control space may be used for the the synthesizer network. However, the 
higher the dimension of the control space, the more the amount of t raining templates 
required for more accurate model for the vocal tract. I n practice, the choice of the control 
dimension and the parameters is subjected to application and performance requirement. 
The use of art iculatory space parameters as input control has a very good reason. 
A l though the formants of speech signal are not simple linearly related, they are found to 
be related to the articulator position during the production process [Table 4.1]. Figure 4.7 
shows the clustering of the vowels in the F1-F2 space. Comparing w i th the vowel coverage 
of Cantonese speech in figure 4.8, we can see a crude relation between spectral variat ion 
and the articulators position. 
200 
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Figure 4.7: The clustering o f the vowels in Cantonese consonant-vowel syllable is shown. 
Obvious resemblance of the articulatory space for vowels can be observed. [40 
However, the trends shown do not imply any specific detail of the spectral transit ion 
trajectories. Some tradit ional methods rely on detailed rules for these spectral transi-
tion. W i t h the articulatory parameters controlled synthesizer network, these rules are 
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incorporated into the vocal tract network model through the training process. Dur ing 
synthesis, only the path of the art iculatory control parameters are needed for the re-
product ion of speech signal. The complex spectral transitions are retrieved through the 
trained network mapping and problems concerning the rules of parameters trajectories 
are transformed and simplified. 
Unrounded Lip Rounded Lip 
I \ i ^ I \ � -
o /8/ x \ \ o \ x /¢/ \ 
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Figure 4.8: The coverage of the Cantonese vowels and diphthong targets w i th in the 
cardinal vowel diagrams. 
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4.4 Summary 
I n this chapter, the neural network speech synthesis approach for the phone-based 
speech synthesis is elaborated. Basic functionality of this method is described. 
The adoption of neural network in this synthesis method aims at the phone-based 
synthesis through the mapping capability. I t can also provide non-linear approximation 
for spectral properties of signals in the transitions regions between templates. This ap-
proach also allows impl ic i t , non-parametric storage of the speech templates. I n addit ion, 
f lexibi l i ty in the architecture of the synthesizer network enables the selection of input 
control parameters according to the specific requirements of the target system. The 
choice of art iculatory control parameters provides additional f lexibi l i ty and controllabil-
i ty in the synthesis process. Some important features and capability of the synthesizer 
network, such as voice correspondence, also depend on this specific type of control space. 
I n order to verify the capability of the proposed method, prototype networks of 
various structure have been constructed. I t is found to be capable of synthesizing speech 
in a fair ly simple way. Furthermore, subjective listening test has been carried out to 




Prototype Implementation of the 
Synthesizer Network 
In this chapter, a prototype system for demonstrating the funct ional i ty and potent ia l of the synthesizer network w i l l be described. Detai l of the architecture and some 
fine-tune enhancement w i l l also be discussed. Moreover, an informal subjective l istening 
test has been conducted and the result w i l l be presented. 
5.1 Implementation of the Synthesizer Network 
In order to verify the capabil i ty of the approximation network in speech synthesis, sim-ple network models to imitate the vocal tract have been bui l t . These network models 
are used in a prototype Cantonese synthesizer which serves as a vehicle to demonstrate 
the operation of the synthesizer network. Several networks of different types and ar-
chitectures have been trained to examine the performance of the proposed synthesis 
technique. 
I n figure 5.1，the functional block diagram o f the prototype synthesis system is shown. 
The synthesizer system basically accepts phonemic transcript ion and returns the corre-
sponding speech signal. 
Based on the phonemic transcription, control parameters targets (art iculatory con-
tro l , segmental durat ion and intensity) are retrieved from a look-up table. On the other 
hand, the pi tch targets are retrived from another pitch table based on the specified lexical 
tones. These targets are then interpolated to form desired sequences of control parame-
ters (art iculatory parameter, pitch and amplitude). The art iculatory control parameters 
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Figure 5.1: The block diagram illustrates the operation of the synthesis process, from 
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are fed to the synthesizer network w i th the magnitude spectra returned. The p i tch se-
quence, on the other hand, controls the phase spectra and the pi tch of the t ime-domain 
signal. The magnitude and phase spectra are nverse Fourier transformed to t ime-domain 
signals. These t ime-domain signals are then modified by the required ampli tude profile 
and concatenated to form the final speech output. 
5.1.1 Network Architectures 
Two types of network are used to construct of the synthesizer network — feed forward 
backpropagation network and the Gaussian radial basis function network. They are used 
as the basic architecture for this multidimensional approximation problem. 
Feed Forward Backpropagation Network Training 
The first type of approximation network being investigated is the multi-layer feed forward 
backpropagation network. In order to obtain more approximation capability and to 
incorporate certain degree of non-linearity into the synthesizer network, sigmoid funct ion 
is used as the activation function for the non-linear layers. 
/W = i T ^ (5.1) 
Equation 5.1 gives a bounded continuously differentiable function. I t enables error back-
propagation training to be used for the synthesizer network. 
A l l the architectures under investigation have one input layer, two non-linear hidden 
layers w i th sigmoidal activation function and an output layer w i th linear activation 
function. The hidden layers make up the non-linear approximation for the synthesizer 
network. Whereas the linear output layer is essentially a linear combiner of the hidden 
layer outputs. I t is used to produce unbounded final output from the synthesizer network 
I n many artif icial neural network application, the least sum square error is usually 
employed as the optimization goal. Its advantage is that the problem is made simpler 
and a small difference between the target and estimation is guaranteed in the opt imal 
sense. However, in speech processing, optimization of spectral information on the square 
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error does not guarantee good perceptual quality. A more commonly used error cr i ter ion 
is the Itakura-Saito distort ion (ISD) measure which is defined as 
ISD = e^ — V — 1 (5.2) 
I n equation 5.2, V is the difference between the log-spectrum of the targeted and 
estimated signals. This distort ion measure is essentially a dynamically weighting funct ion 
that emphasizes the spectral region w i th larger magnitude. Whi ls t , a sum square error is 
a equally weighted difference criterion for distort ion measure. I n figure 5.2, the two errors 
are compared. I t can be observed that the Itakura-Saito distort ion is not symmetric 
about zero as the square error. 
Squared Difference 12 Itakura-Saito Distortion 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the sum square error and Itakura-Saito distortion. I takura-
Saito distort ion is dynamically weighted but i t is not symmetric. 
Modified Itakura-Saito Error Criteria Although the Itakura-Saito distort ion mea-
sure is proven to be useful in speech processing, it cannot be directly applied as error 
function in backpropagation neural network training. This is because of the exponen-
t ia l ly increasing slope of the error criterion makes the backpropagation training diff icult 
to converge. [Appendix B.1, equationB.10]. Nearly all the emphasis is put on the regions 
w i th large target making the over-corrected regions difficult to be brought back to the 
desired solution. I n order to obtain a more appropriate error function for use in artif icial 
neural network, the ISD is modified. The modified Itakura-Saito Distort ion (MISD) is 
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constructed w i t h reference to the tradit ional ISD. I t is symmetric about zero and there-
fore the weighting is the same for either target based (target — estimation) or estimation 
based (estimation - target) error estimation. 
For a target spectrum t and an estimated spectrum a, we eliminate the constant term 
1 and put balanced weights on both large target and estimation. As a result, we obtain 
MISD = - - - + ln- (5.3) 
a t a 
Using log-spectrum difference, V = \ogt — loga, equation 5.3 becomes 
MISD = e^ - e_v + V (5.4) 
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Figure 5.3: The modified Itakura-Saito Distortion and the comparison between MISD 
magnitude w i th the original ISD. 
I n figure 5.3, we can see that the MISD error function is an odd function about the 
origin. To ensure a magnitude matching in the spectra (similar to absolute error instead 
of linear error), the MISD used in the synthesizer network is therefore squared (absolute 
value is not chosen as it has differential discontinuity). Furthermore, i t can also be 
shown that the gradient of the squared MISD is a symmetric function [Appendix B.2, 
equation B.16] which thus eliminates the trend of under estimation. 
Another reason for using the MISD is that i t retains the dynamic weighing property 
as in tradit ional ISD. While the ISD distortion generates estimation error by put t ing 
additional weighting to those regions wi th larger target value, the MISD effectively give 
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emphasis bo th on the spectral peaks in targets and false peaks in the estimation. There-
fore, the estimated spectrum is expected to track the targeted spectrum much more 
reliably. 
Comparison of MISD error convergence 
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Figure 5.4: The error convergence of the backpropagation training for two networks. 
One uses the SSE error criterion and the other employs the MISD error criterion. The 
comparison shows that the SSE optimized network may show a slower convergence under 
the MISD error criterion. 
Figure 5.4 shows the error convergence for the training of a network w i th SSE and 
MISD error function respectively. The comparison is made using the MISD distort ion 
measure. The result indicates that the network w i th SSE error function converges more 
slowly when compared to that of the MISD. I t is t r iv ia l because the SSE network is 
instructed to travel in a direction that has smaller SSE. Although the two error functions, 
have the same ult imate solution for null error, the difference in the error measure causes 
backpropagation training to travel w i th different paths. Prom the speech processing 
point of view, a more perceptual oriented error is desirable in order to obtain better 
quality. 
I t is found empirically that for a training set w i th 10 to 20 spectral templates at 8kHz 
sampling rate, a network size of around 3-10-20-32 to 3-20-40-32 is sufficient. As the 
amount of information increases wi th higher sampling rate, the network size is expected 
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to be increased. I f more training templates are available, a larger network should also 
be used. This w i l l enable the templates to be retrieved accurately upon presenting the 
corresponding input control during synthesis. However, i t is believed that the required 
network size w i l l soon grow slower as the redundancy in the templates increases. On 
the other hand, since backpropagation training can be trapped by local min ima in the 
highly non-linear optimization problem, the network size should not be excessively large. 
Otherwise, i t w i l l be difficult to obtain desirable solution and the generalization property 
may be lost as well. 
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Figure 5.5: Example spectrogram of speech output ( /nuai / ) from the FFBP synthesizer 
network. 
Error Backpropagation Training 
I n this synthesizer architecture, the multi-layer feed forward synthesizer networks are 
trained using the tradit ional error backpropagation technique. Both sum squared error 
(SSE) and modified Itakura-Saito distortion (MISD) have been used as the network error 
function. Networks of different size have also been trained using the training templates. 
I n general, the resultant synthesizer shows that trained synthesizers based on the MISD 
possess better output quality for similar errors. 
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Radial Basis Function Network Training 
Radial basis funct ion is a class of basis functions that is popularly used in the funct ion ap-
proximat ion problem. I t is applied to the synthesizer network w i th an aim to investigate 
its capabil i ty in the approximation and interpolation of speech spectral templates. 
I n this prototype, Gaussian radial basis function (GRBF) approximation network is 
used. I t gives the optimized result of approximation networks under the sum square error 
cr i ter ion w i t h regularization on the second derivative of the basis function. The resultant 
networks are found to be capable of synthesizing speech signal w i t h good approximation. 
The GRBF network employed is constructed using a multi-layer architecture. I t con-
sists of an input layer, a hidden layer of radial basis functions and an output layer of 
neurons that are linear combiners. I n general, the optimization process in the t ra in ing 
stage is to find the opt imal basis centers and weights. However, simultaneous optimiza-
t ion of the centers and weights is a highly non-linear and complex task. Therefore, i t is 
common to choose centers from the training templates and then optimize the weights. 
This simplif ication relies on the assumption that among the training template there are 
representative templates for the targeted space of approximation. 
Orthogonal Least Square Center Selection There are many different methods 
for the selection of basis centers given a set of training templates. Some of these are 
random based while others may make use of pruning and growing technique among the 
candidate centers. I n the radial basis function synthesizer network, an orthogonal least 
square center selection scheme is adopted [104]. I t selects the appropriate centers among 
the training data on individual basis by minimizing the least square error of the network 
output. 
The orthogonal least squares (OLS) learning algorithm is given by 
M 
c^W = E P i W ^ + eW (5.5) 
i=l 
where d is the desired output, pi are the basis which are function of the network input Xi, 
6i are the weighting parameters and e is the noise. The advantage of OLS is that i t can 
assist the selection of basis center through the classical Gram-Schmidt procedure [104]. 
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A n error goal or maximum number of basis can be specified as the stopping criterion. 
More details are provided in Appendix C.1. 
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Figure 5.6: Example spectrogram of speech output ( /nua i / ) f rom the RBF synthesizer 
network. 
Besides the basis center, the spread of the basis function can also be changed. The 
spread of the basis is the variance, cr^, in the Gaussian function. I t determines the degree 
of smoothness assumption in the approximation. In the OLS algorithm, the orthogonal 
selection is based on the specified spread, while the choice of proper spread is based on 
the transit ion quality of the resultant network and is done empirically. Figure 5.6 shows 
an example of spectrogram from RBF network output. 
5.1.2 Spectral Templates for Training 
Spectral data of phone units from recorded speech are used as training templates to 
t ra in the FFBP and RBF synthesizer networks. The articulatory control parameters 
are estimated according to the location of the phone units in the combined space of the 
vowel quadrilateral. 
Template Selection 
I n general, for a particular target language (Cantonese in this example), the vowels near 
the cardinal vowels in the vowel diagrams should be included. For example, the phone 
units of the Cantonese vowels are all included in the training data [Figure 4.8]. 
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Figure 5.7: The coverage of an examples t ra in ing set (18 t ra in ing templates) for Can-
tonese in the 3-dimensional art iculatory space is shown. A l l of the simple vowels are 
included w i t h certain amount of phone units extracted f rom diphthongs. 
Description Articulatory Parameters 
/ a / (1.0, 0.0, Q.Q) " ^ 
between / a / h /17" (1.15, 0.3, 0.0) 
between / a / h / i / ~ (1.3, 0.6, 0.0) 
between / a / fc / i / (1.45，0.9, 0.0) 
/ i / (1.6, 1.2, 0.0) 
between / u / h / i / (0.8, 1.1, 0.6) 
between | u | h / y / (0.4, 1.05, 1.0) 
between / u / fc Jyf (0.8, 1.1, 1.0) 
between / u / fc / y / (1.2，1.15, 1.0) 
一 / j / (1-2, 0.4, 1.0) 
between / j / h / y / (1.4，0.8, 1.0) 
_ / y / (1-6, 1.2’ 1.0) 
/ c / (0.0, 0.0’ 1.0) 
between / c / k, / u / (0.0，0.25, 1.0) 
between / c / h / u / (0.0, 0.5，1.0) 
between / c / h / u / (0.0, 0.75, 1.0) 
/ u / (0.0, 1.0, 1.0) — 
/ r / (0.5’ 0.5’ 0.0) 
Table 5.1: The table lists out the phone units used in training the prototype synthesizer 
network together w i t h their articulatory control parameters. 
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I n order to assist the synthesizer network to establish the unique relationship between 
the input control and spectral output, other pertinent information is desirable. Phone 
units extracted f rom diphthongs wi l l provide valuable details about the properties of the 
transi t ion regions [Figure 5.7]. Theoretically, the more the templates used, the better 
the approximation. However, the network size and the training resource requirement 
w i l l also increase w i t h the training data. The phone templates used for t ra in ing the 
prototype networks are listed in table 5.1 for reference. 
Template Pre-processing 
Speech data used for training synthesizer network are pre-processed at the front end. 
Phone units extracted from recorded speech are converted to spectral domain represen-
tat ion by Fourier transform. The spectra are then interpolated to twice the length of 
the targeted network output (c.f. magnitude spectrum of real signal is an even func-
t ion). The first half of the magnitude spectrum is used as the spectral templates, Z i , 
in the training templates. Together w i th the estimated articulatory control parameters, 
X i , the spectral templates form the training templates pairs, { X j , Z j } , for the synthe-
sizer network training. The pre-processing applied to extract phone units is shown in 
figure 5.8. 
5.1.3 System requirement 
I n view of the memory and computation, the proposed synthesis method places moder-
ate requirement on the resources. This method takes only l i t t le storage for the speech 
templates by using phone units. Further reduction is achievable by taking advantage of 
the redundancy in the training templates. The largest requirement on memory comes 
from the table for transcription to control parameters conversions. I t stores up the tar-
get points for the articulatory control parameter profiles (Depending on the syllables, an 
average o f ten set of articulatory control parameters targets are needed for each syllable.). 
On the other hand, the computation complexity for this synthesis method is mild. 
The mapping of control parameters to output spectrum is simply a non-linear mapping 
by trained FFBP neural network or RBF network. The most intensive tasks, however, 
are the interpolation of the parameters from the targets to desired length. The spline 
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Figure 5.8: The pre-processing work applied to the phone units before using in the 
network training process. 
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interpolat ion gives a smooth parameters profile at the cost of more computat ion works. 
The computat ion load from the inverse Fourier transformation of the magnitude spec-
t r u m to speech signal can be relaxed by using fast transformation algorithms. 
I n this prototype system, aiming at proofing the feasibiliy of the method, the complete 
system is implemented on the Mat lab ^ environment. Prom the stage of extraction of 
phone templates f rom recorded speech, tranining of the synthesizer network, and the final 
synthesis process, i t is performed using Mat lab (W i th an exception that the t ra in ing of 
the backpropagation network is performed using C programs for reducing the t ra in ing 
t ime.). 
I n the synthesis stage, the complete process is performed using the Mat lab environ-
ment. The control parameter targets are stored in M-files as variables to take the role 
of a real look-up table. I n addition, the interpolation of parameters, the neural network 
mapping and inverse Fourier transform are all carried out using Matlab. I n general, 
f rom the stage of giving the transcription up to obtaining the output speech file, i t takes 
around one second for 500 ms of output speech on a Sparc 20 ^ platform. 
The slow synthesizing speed is believed to be caused by the slow looping performance 
of Matlab. T ime ticking of major steps of the synthesis process also shows that the in-
terpolat ion process for articulatory control parameters take more than half of the tota l 
processing time. To improve the processing speed of the system, the synthesis should 
be implemented using programming language such as C. This can certainly improve the 
speed significantly because the looping can be inplemented w i th integer instead of float-
ing point 3. This w i l l reduce the time spent on the spline interpolation and resizing the 
spectrum length of the syntehsizer network. To further enhance the performance, the 
synthesis process can be implemented using hardware. There are places that parallel 
processing is feasible and significantly improve the overall speed performance. The inter-
polation, neural network mapping and the inverse Fourier transform are already capable 
of fast parallel hardware implementation and can ensuring better speed performance. 
^Mat lab is trademark of Mathworks 
^Sparc 20 is a trademark of Sun Microsystem 
^Integers in Mat lab are implemented through flint - floating point integer. 
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5.2 Subjective Listening Test 
Ssubjective l istening test has been conducted to assess the qual i ty of the synthetic 
speech. The test concentrates on the acoustic (segmental) properties rather than 
the prosodic (suprasegmental) properties of speech signal. The a im is to grade the natu-
ralness o f t h e output speech signal f rom the synthesizer network of different architectures. 
The l istening test is based on that described in [47]. However, cardinal grade point is 
used instead of nominal grade, and listeners are requested to suggest subjective grades 
for the presented speech signal. 
5.2.1 Sample Selection 
I n order to el iminate any suprasegmental features affecting the assessment o f t h e listeners, 
only short speech segments are used in the test. The test data are div ided into three 
groups [Figure 5.9]. Each group has various set of data and each set has samples of 
different types. The three groups of speech data are vowel, consonant-vowel ( C V ) , 
and diphthong. 
TestData Listening Test Data 
. r J . 
Group Vowel Consonant-vowel Diphthong 
r “ ~ ~ I “ r ^ ” “ ” I I “ I ~ ~ p ^ ~ ~ “ ~ ~ I I ~ I ~ ~ I ~ r ^ ~ I ~ I ~ ~ I 
Set /nua_/1 /nuc_/ /nuj_/ /d_a_/ \ /d_c_/ /dJ_/ /nuai/ | /nucu/ /nuuU \ /nuru/ 
—- /nui_/ /nue_/ /d_iJ /d_e_/ /nuau/ /nujy/ /nuiu/ 
/nuu_/ /nuyJ /d_u_/ /d_y_/ /nucU /nuei/ /nurU 
For Each Set 
I 1 1 1 1 
Type FFBP FFBP-LPF RBF RBF-LPF LPC-10 
Figure 5.9: The hierarchy shows the test data included in the test and also the naming 
convention of the data in the hierarchy. 
Vowel I n the vowel group, al l of the seven simple vowels in Cantonese are included 
Table 5.2]. The vowels are set to the lower-going tone, tone 6. Since the synthesizer 
network generates these vowels basically by templates retrieval, the basic capabil i ty o f t he 
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synthesizer network in speech signal synthesis is demonstrated. The seven vowel samples 
included in the test are : /nua_/, /nui-/, /nuu_/, /nuc_/, /nue-/, /nuj_/, and 
/nuy-/. 
Consonant-vowel syllable The group of consonant-vowel (CV) syllables encompass 
al l seven Cantonese simple vowel finals. They all start w i th the in i t ia l consonant /d_ / 
w i t h the upper-going tone, tone 3. This group aims at testing the perceptual quali ty of 
the synthesized signal in CV syllables. Different sets of CV syllables are / d _ a _ / , / c L i _ / , 
/d-u-/, /cLc_/， /d_e_/ , /d_j_/，and /d.y./ ^ 
Diphthong The diphthong group includes all ten Cantonese diphthongs. They are 
intended to investigate the vowel-to-vowel transitions in compound vowels of Cantonese 
syllables. The lower-going tone, tone 6, is used in the diphthongs. The ten sets of speech 
data are /nuai/, /nuau/, /nuci/, /nucu/y /nujy/, /nuei/, /nuui/, /nuiu/, 
/nuri/, and /nuru/. 
Groups 
Vowels C V syllables Diphthongs 
~ S e t IPA Tone — Set IPA Tone Set IPA Tone" 
/ nua_/ / a / 6 /d_a_/ / da / 3 /nua i / / a i / 6 
/nui_/ / i / 6 /d」-/ / d i / 3 /nuau/ / a u / 6 
/nuu_/ / u / 6 /d_u_/ / d u / 3 /nuc i / / o i / 6 
/ nuc_/ / o / 6 / d_c_/ /do/ 3 /nucu/ / ou / 6 
/nue_/ |e| 6 /d_e_/ /dg / 3 / nu j y / |^y| 6 
/nuj_/ /oe/ 6 /d_j_/ /doe/ 3 /nuei / / e i / 6 
/nuy - / / y / 6 || /d_y_/ / d y / 3 /nuu i / / u i / 6 
/nu iu / / i u / 6 
/ nu r i / / ^ i / 6 
/nu ru / / ^ u / 6 
Table 5.2: The speech samples used in the listening test includes vowels, CV syllables 
and diphthongs. 
i 
"d」_/， /d_u_/ and /d_j_/ does not occur in formal Cantonese (except colloquial phrases). They 
included only to test the CV synthesizing abil i ty of the synthesizer network. 
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Types of speech samples I n each set of syllables, there are five different types of 
data. Some of these are output signal used for testing (RBF, FFBP) while others are 
used to give reference grading level (LPC-10,XXX-LPF) for reference. The five different 
types of speech outputs are 
1. feed forward backpropagation synthesizer network output (FFBP), 
2. low pass filtered feed forward backpropagation synthesizer network output (FFBP-
LPF), 
3. radial basis function synthesizer network output (RBF), 
4. low pass filtered radial basis function synthesizer network output (RBF-LPF), 
5. LPC-10 coded real speech ( L P C - 1 0 ) . 
As a result, there are 3 groups w i th different number of speech data sets (7, 7, and 
10) and there are 5 different types in each set that makes up a total of 120 ^ segments 
of speech signals. Dur ing the test, all these segments are presented to the listeners for 
assessment. 
5.2.2 Test Procedure 
There are total ly five listeners in the test and none of them are involved in speech 
processing research. Speech experts are intentionally excluded such that the result of 
the listening test wi l l be more reliable. People w i th experience in speech processing may 
have bias in the assessment depending on their particular training. 
For each listener, the speech signals are presented through a headphone and are 
requested to grade them one after the other. They are allowed to replay particular 
sample or repeat the whole set of samples to aid them in proper assessment. 
The presentation order of the types of outputs wi th in each set is in i t ia l ly randomized. 
The resultant order wi l l be used as the presentation order to all listeners. This random-
ization can reduce the chances that the listeners perceive regular pattern in the presented 
speech across different set that may affect their grading. However, the presenting orders 
53 X ( 7 + 7 + 10 ) X 5 = 120 speech segments 
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for different listeners are the same so that listeners can compare the different type of 
speech more easily. 
Af ter ini t ial izat ion, listeners are instructed to assess the speech output based on their 
subjective feeling. A guideline scale is given to the listener as shown in table 5.3. 
— 0 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 6 6 - 8 8 - 10 
Unacceptable Intell igible Fair Comfortable Perfectly human 
Table 5.3: The guideline scale for the listener in the informal subjective listening test. 
The output presented to the listeners are either digital ly processed speech signal 
or synthesized output in digital form. The specification of the digi tal speech and the 
hardware used in the test are given as follows : 
• 8000 kHz sampling rate w i th 16 bit signed integer precision, 
• SparcUltra Bui ld- in Audio device, and 
• Sony MDR-V200 Stereo Headphone 
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5 .2 .3 Result 
The results of the subjective listening test are summarized in this subsection. Table 5.4 
to 5.6 and figure 5.10 to 5.12 give the results for the vowel test, consonant-vowel test 
and diphthong test respectively. 
/nua_/ /nuL/ /nuu-/ /nuc-/ /nue_/ /nuj-/ /nuy_/ 
FFBP ~ 5.5 3.75 一 2.7 5 4.2「 4.275 3.5 
~RBF “ 5 — 3.5 3.5 4.875 4.625 “ 4 3.25 
F F B P - L P F " 5.05— 2.75 “ 2.95 — 4.875 4.875 T"~~~4.375 
R B F - L P F ~ 5.075— 3.625 “ 3.25 4.75 4.5 4 2 4 " 
"LPC-10 II 2.975 2.425 1.75 1.7 2 1.525 1.375 
Table 5.4: Listening test result of vowel test 
Grading of Vowel Segments 
8 ！ ！ ！ ！ ！ 7 ； : : -
——FFBP 
6 r ：• ： ： ： -
- - R B F 
0 \ FFBP-LPF 
2 5 ^ \ /S^;;.;;.;;i - ——RBF-LPF 
C3 ^ \ \ A:^<s^- _ ：••• 
1 、 \ ; ; , / ; ^ < S ^ ^ ... X LPC-10 
^ 4 -. _ ^  NA\ , [ ..: 、._^r^:、.、 
o 4 : l : / / ： : 、 > ^ 
* ^ 4 # ^ .丨….丨...丨 
2 • . . . ‘ ^ " ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 _ : : 
1 i I i i I 
i ' i i ' ^ i ' i ^ 妥 ^ ^ ^ 妄 - ^ 
Figure 5.10: Listening test result of vowel test 
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一 II /d-a-/ / c L L / / “ _ / / d - c - / / d _ e _ / /d4_/ / d _ y _ / 
F F B P 5.175 T 4 4 —4.475 3.225 3.975 
R B F — 4.75 • 4 ~ 2 . 8 7 5 3.375_ 3.975 2.975 ~ ~ i l 2 ^ 
F F B P - L P l ^ 5.375" 2.75 — 2.875 3.37^ 3.225 2.725 — 3.125 
R B F - L P F ~ 4.75" 3.5 — 2.875 J^ 4.225 3.725 — 3.5 
L P C - 1 0 II 2.125 2.625 1.25 2 l . S 7 ^ 1.25" 2.125 
Table 5.5: Listening test result of consonant-vowel test 
Grading of Consonant-vowel Segments 
8 ！ ！ 1 ！ ！ 
7 : r : : : 
——FFBP 
6 - r ： ： ： ： -
一 - R B F 
① , F F B P - L P F 
2 5 ^ ^ - ——RBF-LPF 
1 ' ^ ： 丨 ^ ^ X L P C - 1 0 
1 4 -….、:.、.^N^  ： L , < ^ t ^ 
o ' 、 \ : \ ; . - > ^ N > C - ^ . ^ 
0 、 : \ ； 〜 疼 ^ ...:. ^>^、、 
3 .'.:.::......、.'少广....； ;...,...。：：.〉）.,.,：：..：、： 
、^^^ 丨 )• 
‘ — . . 丨 ^ \ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ 、 
1 i i i i i 、| 、1 、1 、1 、1 、1 、1 « ：丨 = o ①丨 ：？ — 
:d ^ ：5 � y ^ :° 
Figure 5.11: Listening test result of consonant-vowel test 
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— II F F B P R B F F F B P - L P F R B F - L P F L P C - 1 0 
~7nuai/ T " 6.875 ~ 7.875" 7.625 4 .5 ' 
~/nuau/ 5.25 5 “ 5 . 1 ^ 5.25 ^ 
/nuci/ - 6.25 " T ^ 5.75 4.875 4 " 
~7nucu/ ~"4625 5.375 “ 4了 4.5 3.7^ 
~7nujy/ 5.75 4.5 ~ 5.25" 4.875_ 4 “ 
~/nuei/ ~~^875 5.75 “ 5 X 4 4 . 6 ^ 
/nuui/ 一 4.875 ^ 5.5 4.75 3~ 
/nuiu/ “ 4.625 ~ 5 l 2 5 ~ 4.75 4.875 — 3.75 
~7nuri/ 6 . ^ 5.5 “ 6.75' 6.5 4.5 
~~Jnuru/ II 5.5 5.875 5.125 5.875 3.125 
Table 5.6: Listening test result of diphthong test 
Grading of Diphthong Segments 
8 ！ ！ ！ ！ ! ！ ！ ！ 
V. ： ： ： ： ： ： ： ： 
%1 丨...丨.............丨....I..... p^_ 
: % ^ p ; ^ ^ =E_LPF 
2 5 - 、• •、:乂 •. . \ : / . V ; / NC^. u i ^ . - • - RBF-LPF 
CD : s . N / z < : > . 乂 .^ ^^^=-^ ^ 
« >i 、— 、 \ 力 / . X X LPC-10 
, : x ^ ^ _ ^ : : ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : l — I 
2 - ； : r : : : : ； -
^ I i i i i i i i t 
^ 1 ^ s ^ ^ 3 1 1 ^ 3 <5 二 y 2 二 3 zj 异 3 ^ I ^ I ^ 妥 妥 ^ - I 
Figure 5.12: Listening test result of diphthong test 
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5.2.4 Analysis 
From the l istening test, i t is observed that the speech outputs of the synthesizer networks 
are in general of fair ly good quality. The assessment is based on subjective l istening o f t he 
speech quality. A l though i t is only a small scale test, the results indicate certain degree 
of consistency. As expected, the grading for synthesizer network outputs increases as the 
the segment of speech gets larger and reach fairly high level for some of the diphthong 
units. Comment on indiv idual sample set w i l l be made in the following paragraphs. 
Vowel 
The result of the vowel test shows that the grades of the synthesized output f rom different 
networks are more or less the same. Al though they give consistent superiority over the 
LPC-10 coded speech, they cannot be regarded as possessing high naturalness. The 
lower grades in single vowel segments are expected because the acoustic properties of 
short segments lack variations. This makes them sound monotonous to any listener even 
the coded speech. Al though the LPC-10 coded speech is used as reference level only, 
this test indicates that the synthesizer networks are capable of producing output speech 
j> 
w i t h quality better than the commonly used LPC-10 low bit-rate coded speech. On the 
other hand, the decline in quality for the /nui-/, /nuy-/ and /nuu-/ indicates that 
isolated close vowels sound more unnatural than others. 
Consonant-vowel 
For the consonant-vowel syllables, the listening test result is more or less the same as 
that of the vowel test. This is because these are st i l l short segments that lack acoustic 
variations. However, the absence of degradation for these CV syllables demonstrate the 
capability of the synthesizer network in CV syllables synthesis. To certain degree, i t 
also shows that the network approach is capable of synthesizing perceptually acceptable 
transitions in the CV transitions. 
I t should be reminded that in this CV syllable test, only the alveolar in i t ia l /d_ / 
is tested. This is only selected as an example for i l lustrating the perceptual quality of 
syllables w i th CV transitions synthesized by the network approach. I n synthesizing this 
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type of C V transit ion, art iculatory correspondence is used for the transit ion f rom in i t ia l . 
Details w i l l be given in the next chapter on art iculatory control of the speech synthesis 
problem. 
Diphthong 
For the diphthong test, the result agrees well w i t h theoretical prediction. The subjective 
qual i ty grading increases a great deal over the short, near stationary speech utterance 
一 simple vowel, CV syllable. The inherent acoustic variations in the diphthong units 
seem to give the feeling of better perceptual quality. Figure 5.12 shows that there is a 
significant increase in grading for both the synthesized speech and the coded speech. 
The simultaneous improvement in the perceptual quality of both types of speech 
output indicates that the synthesizer networks have successfully synthesized utterance of 
perceptually acceptable transitions between the vowel to vowel transitions in diphthongs. 
The result also shows that the quality of the diphthongs near the region w i th more train-
ing templates [refer to figure 5.7] is better. This is expected and verifies the theoretical 
predict ion that more training templates wi l l generally give better quality. Moreover, 
the test result clearly shows that the subjective grading for the network synthesized 
diphthongs is quite high. 
The result shows that this approach can synthesize fair quality short segment speech 
signal w i t h a small size synthesizer network and only small amount of templates. This 
indicates that this approach has successfully generated the spectral features of the re-
quired speech segments from information in the training templates. Moreover, the test 
also strengthens the believe that w i th appropriate property variations, longer speech 
segments sound more natural. 
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5.3 Summary 
I n this chapter, prototype implementation of the synthesizer network and its t ra in ing 
has been described. Moreover, a performance test for the proposed network approach 
for phone-based speech synthesis was described. The capability of this method is testified 
through the prototype implementation and subjectively assessed through an informal 
l istening test. The prototype implementation aims at demonstrating the feasibil ity of 
acoustic speech signal synthesis through neural network. 
The result of the informal subjective listening test shows that fair to comfortable 
speech qual i ty can be achieved. The outcomes also agree w i th predictions made based 
on theoretical reasoning. 
I n the following chapter, some other implementation issues and simplifications based 
on the art iculatory control w i l l be described. I t w i l l make better use of the art iculatory 
control for the synthesis of speech signal. 
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Simplified Articulatory Control for the 
Synthesizer Network 
Sufficient external control needs to be provided to a synthesizer network in order that i t can produce arbi trary segments of speech w i th high quality. Al though a num-
ber of control techniques for speech synthesis have been proposed and investigated, the 
most natural and intui t ive choice is the articulatory-based control method. Ar t icu latory 
control not only provides effective control that simulates the human speech product ion 
mechanism, but also enhances the flexibil i ty and controllabil i ty of speech synthesis. I t 
can be used to model different types of variations in the actual speech production pro-
cess. This makes i t part icularly attractive to be developed as the ult imate solution to 
produce natural human speech. 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the general idea on the synthesis control — the art iculatory 
control for the spectral features and some prosodic features control. 
• Sequence of j^—-^^— 
Command_ Rules and Articulatory _ Synthesizer _ ^ Desired Sequence 




Figure 6.1: The use of articulatory control parameter for the synthesis control in neural 
network speech synthesizer. The control sequences to the synthesizer network(s) and 
post-processing parts are generated according to input command and based on pre-stored 
information. 
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I n this chapter, we shall discuss some art iculatory control schemes and propose a 
simple way of using the art iculatory parameters derived f rom the combined vowel spaces 
as synthesis control for the N N synthesizer network. Some practical issues on the imple-
mentat ion of this method w i l l also be elaborated. 
6.1 Coarticulatory Effect in Speech Production 
I n speech production, acoustic signals are generated by the articulators modulated 
phonation. However, for various reasons, there are differences in the signal properties 
between isolated utterance of syllables and continuous speech. These include both the 
acoustic and prosodic properties [35, 37]. The causes of these variations are mainly 
physical l imi ta t ion of articulators as well as psychological effects. The contextual rela-
t ionship of the utterances can create mental linkage that w i l l make the speaker subcon-
sciously carry some properties of one acoustic segment over to other "related" segments. 
6.1.1 Acoustic Effect 
The acoustic coarticulatory effect refers to those acoustic variations of speech segments 
due to other speech segments. I n continuous speech, there are usually changes in between 
the uttered segments and some of the acoustic properties of one segment may be carried 
to other segments. These variations in properties are mostly linguistically related. 
The causes of the coarticulatory effect in continuous speech are multi-fold. First of all, 
for the speech segments that are physically adjacent in time, the reason of coarticulation 
is obvious. Due to the difference in place and manner of articulation, there must be a 
f inite durat ion for the transition. In general, the faster is the speaking rate, the greater 
the coarticulatory effect. W i t h larger difference in the place and manner of art iculation, 
the effect w i l l be more prominent. These changes are due to the physical l imi tat ion of 
the speech production system. 
On the other hand, there are also psychological causes for the coarticulatory effect. 
Between adjacent syllables/words, people may t ry to make preparation for the next 
articulated word. This results in both forward and backward transfer of acoustic prop-
erties between segments. I t is also possible that properties of al l related segments are 
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modified. Acoustic property transfers are, therefore, not only common across syllables 
w i thout inter-syllable pause, but also found in regions w i t h inter-syllable pauses. 
6.1.2 Prosodic Effect 
The prosodic coarticulatory effect in continuous speech comprises of several different 
aspects. These include interference in the pi tch profile and also the t im ing of segment 
units and pauses between syllables. 
The pi tch profile of syllables in a spoken utterance is determined by several factors 
: bas i c lexical tone of syllables, habitual changes of tones in phrases, intonation of the 
utterance, and coarticulatory variation of the pitch profile across syllables. The order of 
the factors also represent their importance in descending order. 
The determination of t iming property of segments and pauses in spoken language a 
fair ly complicated issue. The basic phonemes, habit and intonation are crucial factors. 
I n addit ion, i t is also changed by coarticulation. Under different context, the segment 
and pause durat ion may change accordingly. 
Similar to acoustic coarticulatory effect, the coarticulation of prosodic features are 
also brought about by physical and psychological causes. The finite transit ion t ime for 
the change of status of the vocal cord hinders any sudden change in pi tch of vibration. 
Therefore, the start ing and terminating pitch profiles of adjacent syllables may be inter-
fered by any difference in lexical tones. Psychological effects may also be observed from 
the change of pi tch profiles of syllables in different phrases, either in continuous speech 
or in isolation. 
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6.2 Control in various Synthesis Techniques 
Synthesis controls in various speech production methods not only provide the neces-
sary control for deriving the target speech signals, some of them also allow detailed 
model of speech variations due to coarticulation. Available control strategies for some 
common synthesis methods are given below. 
6.2.1 Copy Concatenation 
Copy concatenation is so far the simplest synthesis method. I t also provides the most 
natural speech output for applications w i th predefined speech sounds. However, special 
methods could be employed to vary the acoustic and prosodic properties to simulate the 
coarticulatory effects. 
To generate arbi t rary speech output from stored templates, the synthesizer must put 
together pre-selected templates from the inventory. However, even for a moderate size 
inventory, the concatenated speech output w i l l sound unnatural due to possible abrupt 
t ransi t ion between templates. Simple solution to this problem is to apply interpolat ion 
to the templates. Improved result can also be achieved by including the transitions in 
inventory or even construct new template database based on the transitions (such as 
diphone, demi-syllable and triphone databases). 
However, interpolation alone cannot solve the problem of required variations in speech 
segments. Change of phone unit properties due to coarticulatory or allophonic variations 
must be added to inventory i f desired. Combining these solutions together, a large 
synthesis template database is inevitable. The storage and searching problems w i l l hinder 
implementation in smaller systems. 
I n concatenation based synthesis, the change in pitch and t iming of speech templates 
for target output are usually achieved by warping, insertion and deletion. For better 
result, Moulines et. al [4] have proposed the use of PSOLA for either t ime domain or 
frequency domain modification of speech on both time and pitch scale. 
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6.2.2 Formant Synthesis 
I n formant synthesizer, the acoustic variations of speech signals are usually achieved by 
the variat ion of the formants and bandwidths. Transitions are modeled by corresponding 
t ransi t ion of formants and bandwidths. 
The success of formant synthesizer model depends on the conformance of different 
control rules applied to model the actual transitions and variations. Simple rules for 
the formant and bandwidth transitions such as linear and sigmoidal transit ion paths are 
commonly used. 
For the prosodic changes in pitch and t iming, the change is simply achieved by varying 
the frequency and repeti t ion of synthesizer excitation pulses. Formant synthesizer usually 
provides better control over the concatenation based approach. I t also provides better 
models for the variations of speech signals which are prescribed by proper rules. The 
intel l ig ibi l i ty of formant synthesizer are usually guaranteed by proper formant database 
of basic synthesis units such as phones or selected common allophones. 
6.2.3 Articulatory synthesis 
I n art iculatory synthesis, the acoustic variations of the speech output is achieved by con-
t ro l l ing the area function or articulator positions. Since articulatory synthesis is t ry ing 
to simulate the real speech production mechanism, proper control of the articulator posi-
tions can guarantee good transitions between segments. Moreover, allophonic variations 
can also be reliably simulated by corresponding variations in the articulator positions. 
I n general, segmental transitions and coarticulatory or allophonic variations of speech 
signal is achieved by controlling the articulatory parameters. The merits of this type of 
synthesis control are intuit ive and highly controllable over simple concatenation. 
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6.3 Articulatory Control Model based on Vowel Quad 
I n the proposed synthesizer network, the input parameters of the network are art icu-
latory based. These quasi-art iculatory parameters represent a simplif ied ar t iculatory 
model. I t does not pose any l imi ta t ion on further enhancement of the control l ing model 
whenever deem necessary. 
The art iculatory model is derived f rom the vowel space of the vowel quadri laterals 
figure 6.2]. I t is made up of three parameters that have been found to be sufficient for the 
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\ ^ 口 ^ Q (0.0,0.0,0.0) 
£(1.2, 0.4, ^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
3.(1.0, 0.0’ 0.0) 
Phone-unit coordinate : ( tongue body front-back position, 
oral cavity open-close, 
lip roundness) 
Figure 6.2: The vowel space of the combined vowel diagram is used as the control space 
for the simplif ied art iculatory model. I t provides an example art iculatory control space 
for the synthesizer network. 
W i t h this art iculatory control model, the complicated relationship between the ar-
t iculatory space and spectral domain of phones can be efficiently modeled by providing 
t ra in ing templates to the synthesizer network. I t equips the synthesizer network w i t h 
control flexibility and controllabil i ty similar to art iculatory synthesis. I n general, the 
trajectories of the art iculatory parameters determine the transit ion of the spectral prop-
erties. I t can be used for the modeling of coarticulatory and allophonic variations of 
speech signals through proper parameters control. 
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I n addi t ion, this control model effectively provides t ransi t ion approximat ion for the 
phone-based copy concatenation synthesis. The reliable templates mapping through 
the synthesizer network makes i t funct ion like a phone-based concatenation synthesizer. 
The t rans i t ion between the target segments are either obtained by concatenation of 
intermediate phone templates ( i f included in t ra in ing data) or by approximat ing v ia the 
synthesizer network. 
6.3.1 Modeling of Variations with the Articulatory Control Model 
The simpli f ied art iculatory control parameter space is used for the modeling of spectral 
variations i n speech. A l though the reduced space provides far less control labi l i ty than 
the detailed area function, i t provides a simple prototype example for i l lust rat ing the 
capabi l i ty of this approach. As shown in figure 6.2，the simplif ied art iculatory control is 
i n a three dimensional space. Extension to a higher dimension hyper-space is feasible i f 
that is essential to a specific applications. 
From the trajectories of the required art iculatory parameters, i t is observed that 
the center of the vowel-space is not common in the trajectories in Cantonese speech 
utterance. Exception is found for the start ing vowel / r / , which itself is located near the 
center. The related finals are /ru/, /ri/, /rn/, /rt/, .... Observation also shows 
that farther away f rom the center, the positions are more probable to lie w i t h i n the 
art iculatory parameters trajectory of continuous speech. Therefore, the trajectory of the 
control vector concentrates on the border of the vowel space except central vowels or 
short t ransi t ion in nearby regions. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that 
central voice is rare in Cantonese and there is much less t ra in ing templates near the 
middle of the space. 
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Variation Modeling 
Coarticulatory I n this art iculatory control, coarticulatory effect can be modeled in a 
similar manner as art iculatory synthesis. I t is practically a three parameter art iculatory 
control for speech synthesis. 
To simulate the acoustic coarticulatory effect in speech utterance, i t may be done 
as interference between the adjacent segmental targets. These targets are retrieved 
f rom database for the specific speech segments. I n continuous speech, t ransi t ion of 
control vectors between the adjacent segmental targets is used to simulate the actual 
acoustic transit ion. Under extreme cases, the targets may be varied according to the 
other segmental target to reflect the actual coarticulatory effect in fluently uttered speech. 
Allophonic : For the acoustic variations in allophones, the changes of targets are usu-
ally determined by some preset values based on the art iculation properties of the related 
segments. Under the preset direction of variations for the segment targets, the synthe-
sis control model w i l l generate the desired acoustic variations through the synthesizer 
network. 
Segmental transition : I n vowel-vowel segmental transitions such as diphthongs, the 
synthesis control model can not only implement the allophonic variations of the vowel 
segments, but also realize the vowel to vowel transit ion in diphthongs. Based on the 
two preset targets in the diphthong and the control model, the synthesizer network 
provides approximation of the transition. In case the specified targets do not correspond 
to any training templates, the synthesizer network w i l l attempt to produce such acoustic 
variations based on information derived from the training templates. 
Similarly, consonant-vowel (CV) and vowel-consonant (VC) transitions can be gener-
ated. The production of consonants is facilitated by their voice correspondence together 
w i t h prosodic control. The rules determining these correspondences and prosodic con-
trols are already predefined in the database. Variations in control vector for allophones 
of consonants are stored as varied target vectors or correspondences [Section 6.4]. The 
actual acoustic variations are hence derived from the articulation positions of the conso-
nant allophones. 
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6.4 Voice Correspondence : 
I n order to take advantage of the art iculation process and to provide further simpli-
f ication in the system implementation, voice correspondences are employed. The 
voice correspondence technique is based on the place of articulation of the original 
phone units and that of the referencing phones. Voice correspondence is the assignment 
of articulatory parameters to some speech sounds that cannot be exactly represented by 
the employed parameters to parameters of other sounds that have similar place of articu-
lation. Since the major i ty of speech sound lies in the flat tongue space, the assignments 
are usually referred to the flat-tongue space [Figure 6.3]. 
Original ~~~~~~~~~~j~~~~~~—~"p~—~^^~~ 





Articulatory Target 1 丁 、. ^ _ • „ 
Parameter corr. Transition 2 Target2 
Sequence ____________j______________«_L««—<«—«««_ 
such that Transition 2 simuMes Transition 1 
Target 1 
Target 1 and ^ � have similar Place of Articulation ^ Correspondence 
Figure 6.3: The basic idea of voice correspondence. The correspondences for segment 
targets enable good perceptual transit ion for synthesized speech signals. 
Voice correspondence gives an efficient and effective way to produce transitions be-
tween segments. I n human perception of speech, the quality is not only determined by 
stationary properties, but also depends on the properties of transitions. By using voice 
correspondence, the acoustic properties in the transit ion regions can be reliably modeled, 
which in turns is determined by the place of articulation of the phone units. I t provides 
pertinent information for the interpolation of articulatory control parameters to pro-
duce good quality transitions of acoustic properties across segments. I n this particular 
implementation, voice correspondences are mainly assigned to consonants. 
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6.4.1 For Nasal Sounds - Inter-Network Correspondence 
To faci l i tate the use of parallel synthesizer networks [Section 4.2.4], voice correspondence 
can be used to provide guidance for the transit ions of acoustic properties across different 
synthesizer networks. To switch between different networks, t ransi t ion of the ar t iculatory 
control parameters should be properly controlled to simulate the corresponding t ransi t ion 




\ I decaying energy _ 
Flat-Tongue ^ Flat-tongue Transit to flat-tongue 
Network Operates \ Voice correspondence of nasal 
I I 
evolving energy 一 \ 
Nasal Network 。01?1^ 工*„1^ |||^ 0^ <^ |31丨»10 |J®®®' ？ 
operates flat-tongue sound Voice \ 
mmm mam ^m ^m mm aH ^m wmm ^m mm ^m mm ^m ^m mm wmi wmm wmm wma mm mmm mm mm mmm mm mm amt mm ^m ^m ^m mm mam ^m wam ^m ^m mm m 
Resultant \ Flat-tongue voice transits to Nasal voice ^ 
Utterance \ \ 
Figure 6.4: The figure shows a flat-tongue voice to nasal voice transi t ion (e.g. for nasal 
codas). The flat-tongue synthesizer operates first and then decays in a short t ransi t ion 
period. Prom the start of the transit ion period, the nasal network begins to operate. I t 
gradually increases and finally completely takes over. The system then generates nasal 
sound only. For nasal to flat-tongue transit ion (e.g. nasal init ials), the operation is 
similar w i t h the operation order of synthesizer networks reversed. 
I n Cantonese, nasal consonants are good examples that satisfy the requirement for 
using parallel synthesizer networks. For example, a flat-tongue voice synthesizer network 
can be operated in parallel w i th a nasal voices synthesizer network because the transit ions 
across flat-tongue voices and nasal voices (both init ials and codas) are found to be very 
short. I n human speech production, these transitions are usually achieved by fast flapping 
of art iculators that add or remove the coupling to nasal tract. Hence, parallel synthesizer 
network is most suitable for production of speech signals in these cases. 
I n general, the nasal voices in Cantonese ( / n / , / m / , / n g / ) correspond to three 
different places of art iculation - alveolar, labial and velar. The assignment of voice 
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correspondence to nasal consonants is based on these positions and the correspondence 
assignment is summarized in table 6.1. 
Nasal Space Flat-Tongue Space Remarks on Place of Articulation 
/n/ (1.6,1.2) /% / (1.6,1.2,0.0)- Alveolar — 
/ n g / (0.0,0.0) / c / (0.0, l .Q,1.0)~ Velar — 
/ m / (0.0,1.0) /u/ (0.0,1-0,1.0) Labial is approximated by art iculat ion 
position of rounded l ip close vowel 
Table 6.1: The correspondence assignment for the Cantonese nasal init ials (and codas) 
to targets in flat-tongue space. 
Since there must be a finite duration to change the place of art iculation, the ar-
t iculators posit ion of the vowel should change gradually to approach that of the nasal 
consonant. The assigned voice correspondences can assist to determine the art iculatory 
control parameters trajectory that simulates these articulator position changes for the 
transit ion. 
As shown in figure 6.4, the control parameters of the flat-tongue network change 
slowly to the correspondence for the nasal. Meanwhile, the art iculatory parameters for 
the nasal network emerge from the correspondence for the vowel to the targets for the 
nasal sound. W i t h i n the transition, there is a predefined short transit ion period where 
the signals f rom the two networks are overlapped and added to produce the desired 
vowel-nasal transition. Moreover, the energy of the flat-tongue network decreases while 
that of the nasal network increases gradually. 
I n this type of transitions, the role o f the voice correspondence is to facilitate the pro-
duction of a perceptually natural transition based on the concept of place of articulation. 
Since the parameters do not change abruptly, the effects of voice correspondence extend 
beyond the predefined transit ion period. They play an important role in producing good 
quality output from the flat-tongue network. 
Similarly, the same approach can be applied to nasal-vowel transitions in syllables 
w i th nasal in i t ia l consonants. I n figure 6.5—6.6, the control parameters profiles are shown 
for syllables w i th nasal initials and/or codas. These show the example control parameters 
trajectories for the nasal-vowel transitions. 
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Figure 6.5: Control parameters profile for syllables (/n_ai2/, /m_ai2/ and /ngai2/) w i th 
nasal ini t ial . 
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Figure 6.6: Control parameters profile for syllable ( /m_rn2/) w i t h nasal in i t ia l and coda. 
I n these figures, the left-hand plots are that of the art iculatory control parameters 
amd the r ight-hand ones are the prosodic control of amplitude and pi tch levels. These 
control parameters are the output of the parameter targets interpolation shown in fig-
ure 5.1. These parameters are the input fed to the synthesizer network and the I F F T 
operation for the final speech output. 
6.4.2 In Flat-Tongue Space - Intra-Network Correspondence 
I n order to facilitate synthesis of different in i t ia l and coda consonants, voice correspon-
dence is also applied w i th in a single synthesizer network. I t can significantly simplify 
the synthesizer network architecture. Voice correspondences for init ials and codas in 
flat-tongue space are described in the following paragraphs. 
Stop Codas 
I n Cantonese, there are only two types of codas : nasal and stop consonants. Nasal codas 
have been already discussed and only stop codas wi l l be detailed in this part. The stop 
consonant codas in Cantonese are always associated w i th the entering tones. Moreover, 
there are only three types of these codas wi th different places of articulation : labial / p / , 
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alveolar / t / and velar / k / . A l l of them are unaspirated unvoiced consonants. Their 
correspondences in the flat tongue space is listed in table 6.2. Figure 6.7 il lustrates the 
basic idea of applying voice correspondence to stop codas. 
Stop Coda Flat-tongue Correspondence Remarks on Place of Articulation 
一 N N (1.6, 1.2, 0.0) A l v e o l a r 
— / f c / “ / c / (0.0, 0.0, 1.0) ^ ^ r 
/ p / / u / (0.0, 1.0, 1.0) Labial is approximated by art iculat ion 
position of rounded l ip close vowel 
Table 6.2: Flat tongue space correspondence for the stop codas in Cantonese 
Articulatory \ Vowel ^ .i. Coda 
r^ 〒 Transition ^ . 
Parameter \ Target Correspondence 
\ Level of 礼 ^ 
E ^ g y r vowel Nucleus SharpDrop 
Figure 6.7: The realization of stop codas through voice correspondence. The correspon-
dences for segment targets enable good perceptual quality for synthesized stop codas. 
These stop codas always go w i th the entering tone and have characteristic short 
segmental duration. Syllables w i th stop consonants are realized by short durat ion and 
a sharp drop in energy for the stop effect. The assignment of correspondence is an 
addit ional feature that characterizes the stop codas by providing transit ion targets for the 
control parameters of preceding vowels. This improves the perceptual quality by proper 
transit ion of the place of articulation which in tu rn produce the required transit ion in 
acoustic properties. Figure 6.8 shows typical parameters trajectories for the syllables 
w i t h the three stop codas and illustrates the transitions as voice correspondences. 
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Figure 6.8: Control parameters profile for syllables (/s_ip9/, /s」t9/ and /s_ik9/) w i th 
stop coda / p / , / t / and / k / respectively. 
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Initials 
I n Cantonese, the number of in i t ia l consonants is larger than that of codas. The realiza-
t ion of these init ials is determined by several factors including segmental durat ion and 
energy profile that are controlled by rules, and art iculation and spectral properties that 
are represented by the art iculatory control parameters. Since the place of art iculat ion of 
most init ials are similar to many corresponding flat-tongue vowels, voice correspondence 
is an efficient technique for producing these initials. Figure 6.9 - 6.11 show the control 
parameters profile of some of the Cantonese in i t ia l consonants, and table 6.3 lists out 
the correspondence of all Cantonese initials. 
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Figure 6.9: Control parameters profile for syllables (/w_ai2/ and / j_ai2/) . 
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I n figure 6.10，we can see that the place of art iculat ion for the in i t ia l / d / and / t / 
are the same. The difference for them lies in the durat ion of the low energy level noisy 
segment between the pulsive start of the consonant and the vowel segment i n the in i t ia l 
/ t / . Th is low energy segment represents the aspiration section of the aspirated in i t ia l 
/ t / . 
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Figure 6.10: Control parameters profile for syllables (/d_ai2/ and / t_a i2 / ) . 
For the in i t ia l consonants / dz / and / t s / , they are distinguished f rom the init ials 
/ d / and / t / by a longer pulse of energy, that is, these init ials have a longer duration. 
On the other hand, from figure 6.11, i t can be seen that the init ials / d z / and / t s / are 
identif ied by the relatively longer and lower energy noisy region at the beginning of 
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/ t s / which represents the aspiration. I n general, the assignment of the energy profi le 
for real izat ion of the ini t ials are based on observation f rom the real recorded syllables. 
Detai ls of realization for other Cantonese init ials are tabulated in table 6.3. 
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Figure 6.11: Control parameters profile for syllables ( /dzai2/ and / tsa i2 / ) . 
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Initial Correspondence Remarks 
/n/ /i/ With parallel operating nasal synthesizer network. 
/m/ /u/ With parallel operating nasal synthesizer network. 
/ng/ / c / With parallel operating nasal synthesizer network. 
/ t / /i/ Noise excited. With pulsive starting energy and a segment 
of low energy noise transition to vowels. 
/ d / / i / Noise excited. With pulsive starting energy and quick tran-
sition to vowels. 
/ts/ /i/ Noise excited. With longer pulsive starting energy and a 
segment of low energy noise transition to vowels. Corre-
spondence may change to lip-rounded / y / for lip-rounded 
vowel nucleus. 
/dz/ /i/ Noise excited. With longer pulsive starting energy and 
quick transition to vowels. Correspondence may change 
to lip-rounded / y / for lip-rounded vowel nucleus. 
/ p / /u/ Noise excited. With pulsive starting energy and a segment 
of low energy noise transition to vowels. 
/h/ /u/ Noise excited. With pulsive starting energy and quick tran-
sition to vowels. 
/ k / / c / Noise excited. With pulsive starting energy and a segment 
of low energy noise transition to vowels. The correspon-
dence changes with the vowels according to rules. 
/ g / /c/ Noise excited. With pulsive starting energy and quick tran-
sition to vowels. The correspondence changes with the vow-
els according to rules. 
/w/ /u/ With gradual increasing energy in association with the 
transition of articulatory parameters to vowel target. 
/ j / /i/ With gradual increasing energy in association with the 
transition of articulatory parameters to vowel target. 
/kw/ / c / - /u/ Combination of /k/ and /w/ with additional transition 
inside the initial and modified timing. 
/gw/ /c/ - /u/ Combination of /g/ and /w/ with additional transition 
inside the initial and modified timing. 
/ s / /i/ Noise excited. With a low energy level segment. Corre-
spondence may change to lip-rounded / y / for lip-rounded 
vowel nucleus. 
/h/ dynamic Noise excited. The articulatory parameters depend on the 
vowel nucleus of the syllable and the preceding voice seg-
ment, if exists. The articulatory control vector is a transi-
tion from the preceding to the targeted vowel. 
/ / / /u/ Concatenated from stored templates. Make use of the cor-
respondence for t rans i t i on . 
/ l / dynamic Concatenated from stored templates. 
Table 6.3: A l l Cantonese initials are included in the table showing their correspondence 
in flat-tongue space together w i th the implementation remarks. 
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6.5 Summary 
I n summary, the proposed art iculatory control provides an alternative approach for 
the synthesis control in speech synthesis. I t provides better flexibility and controlla-
bi l i ty. A t the same time, this intuit ive approach for synthesis also allows much logical 
simpli f ication for synthesis control based on the knowledge of actual human speech pro-
duct ion mechanism. These simplifications includes parallel operating synthesizer net-
work that simplifies the network architecture and the voice correspondence that applied 
to most consonant generations. The voice correspondence is derived f rom knowledge 
of the art iculat ion positions in the real speech production system. I t gives an efficient 
implementation of the synthesizer network while st i l l provides a good synthesis control 
model for speech production. I t also provides guidelines for spectral transit ion across 
different parallel operating synthesizer networks. A l l in all, art iculatory control for the 
phone-based neural network concatenation synthesis creates much room for innovative 




Pause Duration Properties in Cantonese 
Phrases 
r I ^0 study the prosodic variations due to coarticulation in spoken Cantonese and also 
丄 bu i ld up basis for the prosodic control in speech synthesis, experiments have been 
performed to investigate some of the underlying phenomena. I n this chapter, concentra-
t ion w i l l be made on the inter-syllable pause duration in Cantonese phrases. Statistical 
measurement on the pause durations under different acoustic context shows that the 
rat io of pause durat ion to phrase duration is consistent among different trials on phrases 
of two and three/four syllables long. The result provides useful basis to determine the 
durat ion of pauses to be inserted between syllables in speech synthesis. Figure 7.1 illus-
trates an example phrase including phrases w i th inter-syllable pause and also wi thout 
i t . To certain extent, the existence of inter-syllable pause is believed to depend on the 
neighbouring phones. 
Phrase Under Consideration 
Z L \ 
^ I Syllable 1 | Pause 1 | Syllable 2 |Pause2| Sylable 3 Syllable 4 | " ^ 
No Pause 
Figure 7.1: The inter-syllable pauses between the syllables in a phrase is shown. The 
pause durations depend on the adjacent phones. In some cases, pause may be absent 
and the syllables are uttered continuously without pause. 
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7.1 The Prosodic Feature - Inter-Syllable Pause 
r I ^he inter-syllable pause durat ion is one of the many different prosodic features in 
J L spoken language. I t is part icularly important in syllabic languages, specifically 
for many oriental languages and dialects like Mandarin and Cantonese, where sentence 
meaning are based on the syllable meaning. Incorrect insertion or assignment of these 
features may result in a change of the perceived meaning of utterance. 
Basically, the pauses between syllables have several major functions. They are added 
to mark acoustical boundaries for the syllables. The pause durat ion between pairs of 
syllables in phrases and that in sentences are fairly different. Perceptually, the pause 
durations also determine the grouping of syllables as phrases in continuous speech. I n 
general, i t assists the delivery of linguistic information in a clearer way. I f the inter-
syllable pause durations are set inappropriately, there exists chances that the delivered 
meaning or speaking att i tude is altered. Or more importantly, a completely different 
idea might be delivered due to a misplacement of the phrase and sentence boundaries in 
the spoken utterance. 
Furthermore, pause durations together w i th segmental durations control the rhy thm 
of the utterance. Well-controlled rhythm wi l l give better naturalness in the sense of 
prosody. I f the pause durations and segmental durations are not properly inserted, the 
uttered sound wi l l sound more mechanical even the information is intell igibly received. 
Prolonged listening of this type of speech may cause fatigue and stress to the users. 
Certainly, the inter-syllable pause duration itself does not completely control the 
delivery of information in spoken language. I t is the joint effects of different l inguistic, 
prosodic and acoustic features that determine the information delivery. Each property 
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7.2 Experiment for Measuring Inter-Syllable Pause of Can-
tonese Phrases 
Several tests have been conducted to examine the pause durat ion d is t r ibut ion of 
Cantonese. These tests mainly focus on the inter-syllable pause durat ion between 
syllables in two-syllable to three/four syllable phrases. This particular t im ing character-
istic governs the fluency and to a certain degree, the naturalness of continuously uttered 
phrases. 
I n this experiment, the basic assumption is that the effect of one segment does not 
spread over to more than one of its adjacent segments. I t determines the pause durat ion 
r ight next to i t but not extend any longer. The validity of this assumption is consolidated 
by the required fluency in the uttered samples which makes the physical l imi ta t ion of 
art iculator positions dominant in the determination of the pause durations. 
7.2.1 Speech Material Selection 
The data set used in the tests are chosen so as to cover most of the possible in i t ia l to 
f inal phone-pairs. I n the selection process, the lexical tone of the syllable is ignored. 
I t is expected to have minor effect on the pause duration since a large port ion of the 
involved phones are unvoiced consonants. In addition, nul l in i t ia l is not included and 
rare combination of phone pairs are also excluded. To be more specific, the / j - / vowel 
final (an extremely rare vowel final in Cantonese) is excluded in the list of phrases since 
there is not many commonly used phrases. 
On the other hand, diphthongs w i th the same final phones are put to the same class, 
e.g. / e i / , /ai/, /ci/ and /au/, /ru/, /cu/ are in the same final phone class. For 
the in i t ia l consonants, similar grouping is also made, / g - / , /gw/ and / fe_ / , /kw/ are 
put into the same ini t ia l phone class respectively. 
The list of three/four-syllable phrases is constructed by extending the two-syllable 
phrases in the list to phrases of four syllables. Basic criteria of phrase selection is listed in 
table 7.1. The complete lists of the two-syllable phrases and three/four-syllable phrases 
are given in Appendix D.1 and Appendix D.2 for reference purpose. 
I t should be noted that since the three/four-syllable phrases are made up from the set 
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of two-syllable phrases, therefore, there is always a corresponding pause in the three/four-
syllable phrase for the two-syllable phrases. This enables the investigation of the effect 
of phrase durat ion on the inter-syllable pause duration. I t also allows easier and more 
reasonable comparison to be made among the pause-ratio's f rom phrases of different 
syllable count. Hereafter, pauses in three/four syllable phrases refer specifically to these 
corresponding pauses. 
Exclusion Lexical tone of syllable is ignored 
Nu l l in i t ia l is not counted as in i t ia l 
F inal vowel / j i _ / is excluded 
Inclusion A l l possible pairs of in i t ia l and final phone-pairs 
Diphthongs w i th same final phones are put to same phone class 
In i t ia l consonants w i th same starting phone are put into same 
phone classes 
Table 7.1: Summary of the criteria in the selection of phrases for the two-syllable and 
three/four-syllable phrase list. 
7.2.2 Experimental Procedure 
Speakers are invited to read out the lists of phrases - 238 two-syllable phrases and 
238 three/four-syllable phrases. The speakers are required to utter the list of phrases 
natural ly and i t is not necessary to exaggerate the clearness of individual syllables. 
The speech data is recorded using Technics RS-B50 tape recorder. A / D conversion 
is made using the aux line of Sun Sparc D B R I audio interface. The sampling rate is 16k 
Hz at 16 bi t signed integer precision. 
There are three speakers invited to the experiment - 1 male and 2 female. I t makes 
up a tota l of eight samples. The speaker information is summarized in table 7.2. 
Speaker ID 11 mQl f01 fQ2 
Gender male female female 
T r i a l one two five 
Table 7.2: Speaker information of recorded phrase lists for pause duration measurement. 
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I n each tr ia l , there are 913 pauses inc luded、Therefore, the recorded speech pro-
vides a to ta l of 7304 pauses from the 8 trials giving rise a moderate sample size for the 
experiment. 
Measurement and Analysis 
The tape-recorded speech is digitized and manually labeled to mark the boundaries of 
syllables and phrases. Based on the marked boundaries, the inter-syllable pause durat ion 
and the tota l phrase durat ion are computed. Comparison is made on the rat io of the 
pause durat ion to the phrase duration. 
Several measurements have been derived and analyzed from the computed result. 
1. Mean and standard deviation of the pause duration for verifying the consistency 
of measured result in different trials 
2. Ratio of pause durat ion to phrase duration is computed as pause-ratio 
. pause duration 
pause ratio = — ：^ 
phrase duration 
3. Means of pause-ratio in two-syllable phrases and means of pause-ratio in three/four-
syllable phrases are compared 
4. Mean of normalized pause-ratio are calculated by mult ip ly ing the syllable count in 
the phrases to mean pause-ratio 
normalized pause ratio — pause ratio • syllable count in phrase 
5. The ratio of pause-ratio in 2-syllable phrase to 3/4-syllable phrase is defined as a 
pause-ratio factor for investigation of the change in pause due to phrase length. 
. two syllable phrase pause ratio 
pause ratio factor = — j-. 77^ — 
three/jour syllable phrase pause ratio 
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7.2 .3 Result 
Table 7.3 and table 7.4 shows the mean pause-ratio of two-syllable Cantonese phrases 
and the mean pause-ratios of the corresponding pauses in three/four syllable Cantonese 
phrases respectively. Preliminary result shows general consistency in the pause-ratio, 
and detail analysis w i l l be given in the following sections. 
Figure 7.2 shows the pause-ratio factor for two-syllable phrases to corresponding 
pause in three/four syllable phrases. The syllable count normalized ratio distr ibut ion is 
also given. 
Ratio of Mean Pause-Ratio (2-syl. : 3/4-syl.) 
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Figure 7.2: The distribution of the pause-ratio factor of two-syllable phrases to the 
corresponding pause in three/four syllable phrases. Clustering of the factor is observed 
and the clustering increases in the normalized case. I t shows that there is a slight but 
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Chapter 7 Pause Duration Properties in Cantonese Phrases 
7.3 Characteristics of Inter-Syllable Pause in Cantonese 
Phrases 
7.3.1 Pause Duration Characteristics for Initials after Pause 
Based on the in i t ia l after pause (if exists), the following characteristics are observed 
• There is no inter-syllable pause before the following initials : / j _ / , / t i ; _ / , / L / , 
/ n _ / , / m _ / , / / - /， / h - / and / s _ / . I t can be seen that these init ials belong to 
either of these initials categories : glides, liquids, nasals, and fricatives. 
• There are exceptions particularly when the preceding syllable is in entering tone. 
I n these cases, there are inter-syllable pauses due to the preceding final codas 
dominant. 
• The nasal in i t ia l /ng/ is usually associated w i th a very short pause duration. 
• Those in i t ia l consonants w i th sudden burst of energy (e.g. plosive) w i l l have a 
finite period of pause. 
• Init ials w i th aspirating properties are generally associated w i th shorter pause than 
the corresponding non-aspirating counter parts. The aspirating and unaspirating 
pairs of initials are given in table 7.5. 
The pause-ratio against different preceding finals in the in i t ia l pairs / t _ / 一 /d_ / , 
Aspirating Unaspirating 
A - / /d-/ -
/ts/ /dz/ 
/P-/ /h-/ -
A-/ /9-/ — 
Table 7.5: The pairs of aspirating and unaspirating initials that are similar in place and 
manner of articulation. 
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Pause duration in 2-sy l . phrase before /t_/ and / d J Pause duration in 3/4-syl. phrase before l\J and I6J 
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Figure 7.3: The figures compare the pause-ratio before different pause preceding finals 
for the init ials / t _ / and /d_ / . 
Pause duration in 2-sy l . phrase before /ts/ and /dz/ Pause duration in 3/4-syl. phrase before /ts/ and /dz/ 
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Figure 7.4: The figures compare the pause-ratio before different pause preceding finals 
for the init ials / t s / and / dz / . 
Pause duration in 2-syl . phrase before /p_/ and /b_/ Pause duration in 3/4-syl. phrase before / p J and FoJ 
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Figure 7.5: The figures compare the pause-ratio before different pause preceding finals 
for the init ials /p_ / and /b_/ . 
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Pause duration in 2-syl. phrase before / k J and /g_/ Pause duration in 3/4-syl. phrase before /k_/ and /g_/ 
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Figure 7.6: The figure compare the pause-ratio before different pause preceding finals 
for the init ials / k_ / and /g_/ . 
• I f the preceding syllable is in entering tone, the decrease in pause durat ion for 
aspirating in i t ia l is not necessary to be in proportion. 
7.3 .2 Pause Duration Characteristic for Finals before Pause 
Based on the final phones of the syllables preceding pauses, the following phenomena are 
detected. 
• I n general, entering tones are associated w i th a pause period regardless of the in i t ia l 
of the following syllable. 
• As mentioned earlier, syllables preceded pauses w i th entering tone ( / _ p / , / - t / , 
/_ fe / f ina ls) w i l l have dominant pause duration. They may override the effect due 
to the in i t ia l of the syllable following the pause. 
• I n case the final coda preceding the pause is a nasal, the associated pause durat ion 
is shorter (if exists) than those w i th vowel (include diphthong) finals. 
7.3 .3 General Observations 
Consistent pattern of existence of inter-syllable pause 
The existence of pause is generally consistent among all speakers and trials, w i t h very 
l i t t le exception. This consistent pattern is due to the fact that certain phone-pairs are not 
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associated w i t h inter-syllable pause in fluently spoken phrases. Therefore, the existence 
of inter-syllable pauses depends only on some specific inter-syllable phone-pairs. This 
consistency in existence consolidates the assumption that coarticulation effect between 
syllables take a dominant part in the pause duration of the data recorded. 
From the computed pause ratio [figure 7.3], i t can be seen that pause is consistently 
associated w i t h initials w i th pulsive energy. Those glides, liquids, nasals (except /ng/) 
and fricatives do not have pulsive starting energy and so do not have inter-syllable pause. 
General consistency in pause-ratio for all phone-pairs 
The pause ratio for each phone-pair between the syllables generally has only small de-
viat ion among speakers and trials. This observed consistency ensures that the pause 
ratio in a phrase depends very much on the particular phone-pairs in the fluently spoken 
utterance. 
I n addition, the pause-ratio factors are found to be quite consistent across differ-
ent phone-pairs and their distr ibution [figure 7.2] shows that there is a fairly constant 
normalized factor between short and long phrases. In this case, the factor is around 
1.2 for two-syllable and three/four syllable phrases. This means that there is a slight 
decrease in the pause duration in longer phrases as expected. 
Some initial consonants are usually not associated with pause 
Three main categories of initials usually have no preceding pause in their inter-syllable 
transitions. 
1) noisy consonants, /s_/? //-/， / " - / ; 
2) glides and liquids, / i y _ / , / j - / , / L / ; 
3) nasal consonants, / n _ / , / m _ / , except /ng/ 
These consonants do not have pauses mainly because they do not have pulsive consonant 
energy. Unless the phrase is very long, the noisy consonants do not need pause period to 
be properly pronounced and the air-flow of the preceding final can be continued without 
break. 
Glides and liquids do not introduce pause because they are practically transition 
vowels. On the other hand, acoustic coarticulatory phenomenon in the inter-syllable 
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t ransi t ion f rom the preceding final phones are often observed in glides. Coart iculatory 
effects are usually found instead of pause in the transit ion to semi-vowel init ials. 
Based on the idea of voice correspondence, nasals are viewed as decaying voices of the 
correspondence points in flat tongue space. There is addit ional parallel excit ing nasal 
resonance tube of increasing energy level. This means that they resemble fast t ransi t ion 
vowels rather than sudden energy change. Therefore, there is not any inter-syllable pause 
in front of these initials. 
A n exceptional nasal is /ng/, there is always a short pause before i t . I t is believed 
to be caused by the manner of articulation. This velar nasal is associated w i t h a velar 
close at the start of articulation. This temporary close of the vocal tract leads to the 
short pauses. Moreover, the pause durations also decreases as the syllable count i n the 
phrase increases. 
Pauses in long phrases are shorter than those in short phrases 
I t is found that the normalized pause-ratio factor [Figure 7.2] is just above one while the 
raw pause-ratio factor is slightly greater than two. This indicates that the pause-ratio in 
2-syllable phrases are generally longer. The normalized pause-ratio factor ( 1.2) shown 
in figure 7.2 also indicates that there is a 20% increase in the pause-ratio from 2-syllable 
phrases to 3/4-syllable phrases. The result also shows that there is a general consistency 
in this durat ion increment without any dramatic change. 
7.3.4 Other Observations 
Besides the statistics for the inter-syllable pause duration, some other characteristics 
have also been noticed. 
Voice Correspondence of consonants in flat tongue vowel space is verified by 
coarticulatory transitions 
I t is experimentally verified that the transitions of the phone in consonant-vowel are per-
ceptually similar to the phone transitions in corresponding vowel-vowel This is observed 
through the acoustic coarticulatory transitions. 
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As an i l lustrat ing example, the transit ion for /XXXi/-/mJKX/ is found to have the 
former syllable coda, / _ i / pronounced w i th trai l ing phone, / w / , becoming /XXXiu/-
/rri-XX/. This effect is more prominent in the / i / a n d /u/ corresponding init ials such 
as /w-/f / j - / , / m _ / , and / p _ / etc. This observation well agrees w i t h the idea of 
voice correspondence that is based on the place of art iculation of sounds. 
Acoustic coarticulatory effect may extend across pause 
The acoustic coarticulatory effect may extend across the inter-syllable pauses. That is, 
pause may lie between the phone-pairs while the acoustic properties are carried across 
the pause to the affected phone. 
二二 I 'P-CJ I + I 'P-CJ 
4 > 
CoarticuUition | | 
in fluent /p^Cp/ paUSC /p^C_/ 
utterance • _ 
Figure 7.7: The figure is an example showing the coarticulatory effect that extends across 
the inter-syllable pause. 
As shown in the example of figure 7.7, the phrase / p _ c _ / / p _ c _ / is found to be 
uttered as /p-cp/ /pause/ / p - C - / . This type of acoustic coarticulatory effect across 
pause is also found in plosives such as / p - / , /&-/, /d_/, / t _ / , /dz/, / t s / , etc. 
/ / i _ / is highly influenced by its surrounding phones 
Individual Preceding i . . . . „ . i Final to the 
Segments vowel, VI ‘ ^ ^ T initial /h_/, V2-X 
^ o ^ 
Segments in Preceding Vocalized Vocalized Final to the 
fluent utterance vowel, V1 vowel of VI vowel of V2 initial /h_/, V2-X 
X: may be coda or diphthong tail 
Figure 7.8: The assimilation of the ini t ia l /h_/ by its adjacent phone units which are not 
necessary its final. 
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The consonant / / i _ / is found to be the most easily affected one. I f i t is started 
f rom to ta l silence, i t has a clear noise-like waveform. However, i f i t appears as the 
in i t ia l of non-start ing syllables in phrases, i t is w i l l depend on the final phone of the 
previous syllable [Figure 7.8]. The more fluently the phrases are uttered, the more i t 
is affected, even to the extent that the noise-like property becomes very minor and the 
vocalized noisy version of the preceding and following phones become dominant in the 
“consonant". Another prominent observation of the consonant / h _ / is that unless the 
phrase is intentionally separately uttered, there is usually no inter-syllable pause involved 
except after the entering tone (i.e. coda / p _ / , / , _ / a n d / f c _ / ) . 
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7.4 Application of Pause-duration Statistics to the Synthe-
sis System 
r I ^he statistics of pause durat ion is found to have certain degree of consistency. These 
J L data are usually found useful in concatenation of synthesized syllables or just 
recorded templates. Based on the the length of the whole phrase, appropriate durat ion 
of pause is inserted as a fraction of the total phrase duration. 
The basis of pause durat ion t iming rules can be derived f rom the two tables of mean 
pause-ratio's [Figure7.3 and 7.4]. Insertion of proper pause between syllables in phrases 
w i l l enhance the perceived rhy thm of the utterance. 
I n the prototype system, incorporation of this pause insertion information to the syn-
thesized phrases give noticeable improvement on the rhy thm of the utterance. A l though 
the change is not dramatic, i t is certain that there is enhancement over other strategy for 
inter-syllable pause such as zero, fixed or fixed-ratio pauses. However, the application of 
these pause insertion rules only improves the perceptual naturalness slightly. Since the 
t im ing property is merely one of the many different prosodic features, i t w i l l not affect 
the overall perceived quality considerably. 
Figure 7.9 illustrates the insertion of inter-syllable pause. I t shows how the experi-
mental measurement is applied to practical system. 
Syllable l(l) 1(2) 1(3) ！⑷ 
Duration , , • , 
I /dzik9/ I + I /dzi_3/ \ + | /j_in6/ | + | /dzci6/ | 
<y 
Duration 1(1) pl2 1(2) p23 1(3) p34 K4) 
I /dzik9/ I sil I /dzi_3/ | sil | /j_in6/ | sil | /dzci6/ | 
pr*[l(n) + l(n-l)] „ . . . pr:pause-ratio 
pause = ^ ~ — P23 = 0 since pr = 0 sil: silence 
l(X): sylUible duration 
pl2 = 0.288*[l(l)+l(2)]/j_^ 288 P34 = 0 .04��+ 1 (4)]/ 1_0.045 P(X) :pause duration 
Figure 7.9: The inter-syllable pause duration is assigned to pauses between syllables in 
a phrase. I t is based on the pause-ratio from the measurement and estimate the pause 
durat ion from the expected phrase duration. 
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Prom the comparison of the subjective quality of phrases w i t h the pause inserted 
according to the experimental result and those w i th fixed pause or even none, slight 
improvement is noticed. Al though the significance of pause durat ion is minor in the 
understanding of phrases, they play a significant role in the speech quality. Inter-syllable 
pause insertion is also useful in the speech synthesis by template concatenation. Properly 
assigned inter-syllable pause can improve the naturalness of the concatenated output . 
「 
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7.5 Summary 
f I ^0 summarize, i t can been concluded that inter-syllable pause durat ion exists in 
J L most multi-syllable phrases. I t is determined by the involved phones in the phone-
pairs. I n continuous speech, the existence of pause depends on the pause-related phones, 
whi le the durat ion of pause also depends on the involved phones. 
I t has been found that the existence of pause rat io is consistent throughout the 
experiment. The pause-ratio factor in phrases of different syllable count shows that 
there is only minor changes in phrases of different syllable counts. As expected, the 
larger the syllable count, the smaller the pause-ratio. The normalized factor for two-
syllable phrases to that of three/four phrases is around 1.2 indicating a 20% increase in 
the pause-ratio for the shorter phrases. 
By insertion of proper length of pauses, i t is found that there is some improvement 
on the perceived rhy thm of the output phrases. The rhy thm is found to be enhanced 
over that w i t h zero, fixed or fixed pause-ratio pause. The result confirms the role of the 
proper inter-syllable pauses in the perceptual quality. However, the improvement cannot 
be regarded as substantial. I t is because there are many other factors determining the 
overall quality. 
Under certain occasions, acoustic coarticulatory effects are observed in the inter-
syllable transit ion. These coarticulatory transitions can help experimentally verify the 
concept of voice correspondence for various phones. 
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8.1 Conclusion 
r I lhere are many different important applications of speech synthesis. Some of them 
i are essential while others may be just enhancement to existing applications. As 
the complexity of the applications of speech synthesis continue to increase, more so-
phisticated synthesis techniques and synthesis controls are desired. Art iculatory control 
is believed to possess high potential to be the ult imate solution. This is because i t is 
based on the control mechanism in real speech production. I t is also capable of provid-
ing arbi t rar i ly high controllability. In this work, inter-disciplinary approach based on 
art iculatory phonetics, speech synthesis and network approximation is used for speech 
synthesis that possesses simple and efficient control. 
The use of art i f icial neural network as the basic synthesizer architectures enables an 
1 
impl ic i t and non-parametric storage of phone templates as network parameters. This 
approach allows the retrieval of the spectral templates of phone units for reliable repro-
duct ion o f the acoustic properties. In addition, the neural network approach also provides 
non-linear approximation for the articulatory input controls that have no corresponding 
t ra in ing templates. Therefore, the neural network approach enables the construction of 
synthesizer networks w i th selectable output quality and degree of controllabil i ty through 
the provision of training templates, the choice of network architecture and also the se-
lection of input control parameters used in the synthesizer network. 
The articulatory control for speech synthesis allows simple and efficient control for 
the speech synthesis process. Adoption of the parameters in vowel quadrilaterals ensures 
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effective control for the synthesis of most vowels. The use of the art iculatory synthesis 
control also allows extension of the control space for extra controllabil ity. 
The idea of voice correspondence, on the other hand, makes use of the art iculatory 
phonetics knowledge for the enhancement and effective simplif ication of the synthesis 
control. Together w i t h proper prosodic control, the voice correspondence enables the 
synthesis of nearly al l Cantonese consonants and vowels to be done in a simple way w i t h 
just a few control parameters. Dur ing synthesis, the art iculatory based control parame-
ters allows intui t ive specification of the parameter trajectories that are only constrained 
by physical l imi ta t ion of the involved articulators. 
I n addit ion, the voice correspondence gives useful transit ion targets for the articula-
tory control. These targets enables a better transit ion quality across phonetic segments 
in the synthesized speech output. Since the correspondence assignment is based on artic-
ulat ion positions, i t ensures proper and effective transit ion targets. The correspondence 
also provides a useful basis for the simplification of the articulatory space according to 
the requirement by using the correspondence points for synthesis and adoption of parallel 
synthesizer network. 
I n continuous speech, pause duration is one of the many important prosodic fea-
tures. To certain extent, i t determines the rhy thm of the spoken utterance and thus the 
perceived naturalness. The statistical experiment on the measurement of inter-syllable 
pause durat ion in Cantonese phrases gives valuable information on the characteristics of 
this feature. I t provides useful guideline in designing controlling rules for this particular 
prosodic properties in short and fluently uttered speech. I t can also be used as the basis 
for extension to determine pause properties in longer utterance. 
A l l in all, this work emphasizes on the novel use of artif icial neural network for 
acoustic speech synthesis under the control of articulatory parameters. I t provides an 
integrated technique for speech synthesis that bridges the gap between copy concatena-
t ion and articulatory synthesis. By using the neural network speech synthesizer w i th 
the art iculatory control in a small prototype, i t is found that this approach has already 
achieved fair (4 in a 10 point scale) level of perceptual naturalness in the reproduced 
short speech segments. The quality of the vowel-to-vowel transitions in diphthongs can 
even achieve fairly good (6-7 in a 10 point scale) grading. 
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I t is by no means an ideal method but i t contributes to the speech synthesis area 
by making a start ing point on the use of art iculatory control for speech synthesis other 
than conventional art iculatory synthesis. Together w i th the neural network approach, i t 
provides an non-parametric synthesis technique w i th art iculatory control. The fu l l po-
tent ia l of the proposed methods is st i l l to be explored and room for further improvement 
is available. 
Controllability Complexity Articulatory 
(Higher) A (Higher) • 】 
I Synthesizer 
• \ Neural Network 
I I Synthesizer 
丨 j L ^ 
‘ Template Copy/ 
N a t ^ l r j ^ s T Storage Concatenation 
(Better) (Larger) 
Figure 8.1: The neural network speech synthesis technique serves as an intermediate 
approach for bridging the gap between articulatory synthesis and copy concatenation 
using non-parametric templates. 
r 
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8.2 Further Extension Work 
Based on the fundamental work in this thesis, further extension could be continued 
to improve the performance of this approach. Emphasis o f the suggested extensions 
are al l aiming at providing better approximation and quality. Extension of the work to 
related research area is also proposed for better exploitation of the result and idea in 
this work. 
8.2.1 Regularization Network Optimized on ISD 
I t has been found that synthesizer being trained by using a modified Itakura-Saito distor-
t ion (MISD) measure gives better perceptual quality. I n addition, radial basis functions 
are popular ly used for multi-variate approximation, i t is employed as the synthesizer ar-
chitecture in an attempt to test its capability in speech signal synthesis. Gaussian radial 
basis funct ion is actually an optimized solution of sum square error w i th regularization 
on its second derivatives. Therefore, i t is believed that using the MISD as the error 
cri teria may be advantageous. Perhaps using the optimized analytical basis funct ion as 
approximation basis in speech application wi l l give better performance. The solution 
to the regularized approximation is surely highly complex which may hinder its wide 
application. However, i t provides valuable information in the interpolation of spectral 
property in speech applications. Furthermore, the regularization criteria may also be 
changed to achieve desired properties in the optimized result. 
8.2.2 Incorporation of Non-Articulatory Parameters to Control Space 
) B e s i d e s adding other control parameters from the articulatory space to the synthesizer 
network for enhancing controllabil ity and quality, pitch and energy level may also be 
incorporated. The incorporation of pitch and/or energy as synthesizer control allows the 
spectral properties variation of phone units due to difference in pitch and energy level 
to be synthesized. Addi t ion of parameters beyond the articulatory level enables other 
phonetic or acoustic knowledge to be accounted for by the synthesizer architecture. The 
adoption of abstract parameters as synthesis control is also an inherent characteristic of 
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wi l l figure out the mapping of the control space to the domain of the output templates. 
These kinds of control may enable greater abstraction of the mapping between the control 
space and the output domain. 
8.2.3 Experiment on Other Prosodic Features 
Another possible extension is the collection of more data on prosodic features and to 
study their general characteristics. Better prosodic control on the synthesis process 
enable better perceptual naturalness on the synthesized output. Taking and analysis data 
to extract the general characteristics may seem tr ivial . However, thorough knowledge 
in these properties is undoubtedly beneficial to the production of more natural output 
speech. 
8.2.4 Application of Voice Correspondence to Cantonese Coda Dis-
crimination 
The discrimination of Cantonese nasal and stop codas are found to be diff icult because 
of their short duration. Based on the idea of voice correspondence (related to place of 
art iculat ion), the synthesis of these codas are found to be successful w i t h fair ly good 
quality. Therefore, i t is suggested to make use of the voice correspondence for assisting 
the discrimination of nasal and stop coda in Cantonese speech recognition. By finding 
out the correspondence target in the transition, i t gives better confidence measure in 
discriminating the nasal and stop codas. Correspondence of nasal init ials may also 
improve its discrimination. As a result, the accuracy of recognition of these consonants 
by conventional methods such as H M M , ANN, D T W etc. w i l l be improved. 
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Cantonese Initials and Finals 
A.1 Tables of All Cantonese Initials and Finals 
Initial 
IPA Sydney Lau C U H K - E E Example Remarks — 
nu 丫 Nu l l in i t ia l 
p b ^ ^ 
— t d d- 打 
k g ^ ^ 
k ^ ^ gw ^ 
— p ^ p p - � 
— t ^ t — t - 他 
" ~ ~ F ~ k k - 卡 
— k ^ kw — kw 誇 
s, J S — s- 沙 / S / before / y / 
~ r f 一 f- 花 
— h 一 h h - 一 蝦 
_ts", f ^ 一 ch ts 一 又 一 / f / before / y / 
~ ~ ^ 7 ? ~ j dz � / d J / before / y / 
" ~ r 1 1- 啦 
^ m m m_ 媽 
n n ^ t 
g ^ ^ ^ 
w w w_ 娃 
一 j y j - 也 
Table A.1: Table of in i t ia l consonants 
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Finals : Simple Vowels 
~Y^A Sydney Lau C^HK-EE Example 
a aa a_ 沙 
• • • ^^ 
1 1 i_ ^ 
u u u_ 姑 
e e e_ 些 
0 0 ^ 梳 
oe ^ ^ � 
y yu y- 書 
(a) Simple vowel finals 
Finals : Diphthongs 
^ A Sydney Lau cbHK-EE Example 
ai aai ai 曬 
au aau au 霄 
^ i ai r i 西 
^u au ru ij^ 
iu m m 消 
ui ui ui 灰 
ei ei ei 死 
ci oi ci 總 
ou ^ ^ 蘇 
~4)y eoi j y 雖 
(b) Diphthong finals 
Finals : Nasal Sound Codas 
IPA Sydney Lau CUHK-EE ExampLT 
/ m / m m 吾 
/ g / ng ng 五 
(c) Nasal sound finals 
Table A.2: Tables of finals without coda 
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Finals : Vowel-Nasals 
"fPA Sydney Lau CUHK-EE Example 
am aam am 三 
an aan an Jj 
ang aang a5 省 
^ m am r m 心 
^n an rn 新 
^g ang r5 牲 
im im im 严人， 
in in in 先 
W ^ ^ 星 
un un un 歡 
^g ^ ^ 嵩 
£g eng e5 腫 
on on cn 干 
og ^ c5 桑 
¢)11 eon j n 詢 
oeg oeng ^ 商 
yn yun yn 孫 
(a) Vowel-nasal finals 
Finals : Vowel-Stop Codas 
^ A Sydney Lau CUHK-EE Example 
ap aap ap 圾 
at aat at 殺 
ak aak ak 索 
^p ^ rp 濕 
^ t at r t 失 
^k ak - rk 塞 
ip i_P 'i_P 攝 
i t ^ H 屑 
、 lk ik ik 色 
ut ^ ^ 活 
uk ^ }^ 肅 
ek ^ ^ 石 
ot ot ct 割 
ok ^ ^ 角 
4>t ^ ] t 卒 
oek oek ]k 削 
一 yt yut yt 説 
(b) Vowel-stop finals 
Table A.3: Tables of finals w i th coda 
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Using Distortion Measure as Error 
Function in Neural Network 
B.1 Formulation of Itakura-Saito Distortion Measure for 
Neural Network Error Function 
For a targeted spectrum t and estimated spectrum a, we define T and A as their log-
spectrum respectively. The log-spectral difference, V is defined as 
V = T-A (B.1) 
Itakura-Saito distort ion measure is defined as 
ISD = - - log - - 1 (B.2) a a 
Substi tut ing B.1 into B.2, we have 
� ISD = e^ — V — 1 (B.3) 
Formulating the ISD as neural network error function and applying error backpropaga-
t ion for training, we define error function as, E as ISD. 
E = e^ - V - 1 (B.4) 
I n order to calculate the gradient of the error function w i th respect to the log-spectral 
estimation, E is differentiated w i th respect to A. Applying chain rule, 
8^ _ 8^ 5V_ 
JI = WJI (B.5) 
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and 
f = 4(eV-V-l) (B.6) 
- e ^ — 1 (B.7) 
On the other hand, 
5 7 _ � - ⑷ . B 8 ) 
M _ " " 7 Z ^ (B-8) 
= — 1 (B.9) 
Therefore, by substi tut ing B.6 and B.8 into B.5, we get 
- g = e V - l (B.10) 
This formulat ion of the gradient of error surface shows that the emphasis is put on to 
the region w i t h target values larger than the estimation. For regions of small targets or 
small difference, the emphasis is lowered. These are the key features of the ISD measure 
which preempt the spectral peaks in the target spectrum. I n addition, due to the error 
gradient of the ISD measure, i t is not suitable for use as error function in neural networks 
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B.2 Formulation of a Modified Itakura-Saito Distortion (MISD) 
Measure for Neural Network Error Function 
Supposed that we have target spectrum t and estimated spectrum a, we define a new 
error measure as 
E = i v f - - - + / n - V (B.11) 
2^Va t aJ ^ � 
I f log-spectrum is used instead of the magnitude spectrum, substitute T = \ogt and 
A = loga, B.11 becomes 
E = W{e^-^-e^-^ + T - A f (B.12) 
UJ 
Subst i tut ing V = T - A, B.12 becomes 
E = l i : { e ^ - e - ^ + V y (B.13) 
OJ 
Differentiat ing B.12 w i th respect to the estimation, A 
5E SE SV h , , � 
^ = ^ y ' M (B.14) 
we have, 
SE V _Y T,i�V -Y ‘ ——= e — e + V e + e + 1 SV L 
= e 2 ^ + 1 + e^ - 1 - e-2^ - e " ^ + F e ^ + F e " ^ + V 
=e2V - e-2V + e^ - e"^ + Fe^ + P^e"^ + V 
• = - e 2 〜 V e 〜 V 2 — VeV 
- e - 2 ^ + 2V^e-^ - y2 - y e - ^ 
+ , _ e - ^ + T/ 
= e ^ + y ] ^ - f e " ^ - y l ^ + (1 - V)e^ - (1 + F ) e " ^ + V (B.15) 
. J L J 
Since f ^ = - 1 , therefore 
~ 二 V + [e^ + y f + (1 _ V) e^ - [ e -v — F ] ' - (1 + V) e " ^ (B.16) 
oA. L 」 L J 
which can be plugged into the error backporpagation algorithm for network training 
using the modified Itakura-Saito distortion. 
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Orthogonal Least Square Learning 
Algorithm for Raidal Basis Function 
Network Training 
C.1 Orthogonal Least Squares Learning Algorithm for Ra-
dial Basis Function Network Training 
The algori thm is based on that of Chen et. al [104] for the training of radial basis 
funct ion (RBF) approximation network. 
The problem of radial basis function approximation is given in general as 
M 
f(x) = Ao + E A ^ - Q | | ) (C.1) 
i= l 
Suppose that we have N pairs of targeted outputs di w i th inputs xi^ for i = 1, • • • N, the 
/ 
problem is formulated as a regression problem. 
M 
d{i) = Y l P j m + ^i^) (c.2) 
j=i 
where pj{i) are regressors which are functions of inout xj(i). The error, e(i), is assumed 
to be uncorrelated w i th the regressors, Pj{i)- For fixed center Cj w i th non-linearity, ¢(-), 
i t corresponds to a regressor, Pj{i)- The center selection for the radial basis function 
f rom training templates is regarded as subset selection of regressors from candidate set. 
By reformulating the problem in matrix form, we have 
d = PS + E (C.3) 
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w i t h 
d = [c/(l) • • • d{N)f (C.4) 
E = [e ( l ) " .e (7V) ] t (C.5) 
e = [6>(l)�0(iV)]f (C.6) 
P l ( l ) … P M ( 1 ) 
P = 丨 丨 （C.7) 
_ Vi{N)…pM{N) _ 
where P is made up of rows of regressors from the training data. 
Because the regressors are correlated in general, the OLS scheme w i l l first form an 
uncorrelated basis matr ix, W such that 
P = H^4 (C.8) 
where W is NxM and A is MxM in size. Moreover, A has a diagonal of T s w i t h al l 
elements below the diagonal equal '0'. W is now a set of orthogonal columns Wi such 
that 
W*W = H (C.9) 
where H is a diagonal matr ix. 
Therefore, the problem is now formulated as 
� d = Wg + E (C.10) 
The estimated parameters, g is given by 
g = H-^W'd (c.ll) 
and the final estimated solution for the parameters, 6 is 
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fj_L/ 一 /sj_/
fjj_/ - /t_cu/ 








/tsru/ - /tsim/ 
/j .:ru/ - /n_ei/ 
/tsru/ 一/何5/




/g_a_/ - /tsit/ 
/g_a_/ 一 /n_jy/
/ gwa_/ - / dzL/ 






























































/tsai/ - /d_ck/ 
/d_ei/ 一 /tsan/
/Lci/ 一 /njn/
/g ..l1i/ - /dzL/ 
/s_e_/ 一 /jj-/





/j_e_/ - /dzL/ 
/d_jy/ 一 /jjn/
/s_jy /一 /s.:ru/
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/dzc_/ - /dzi_/ 49 〇 阻 止 /f-c_/ — /b_rn/ 84 〇 貨 品 
/w_u_/ - / j J 5 / 50 〇 3£^形 /w_u./ - /p_un/ 85 〇 烏 盆 
/w-u_/ — /s_i_/ 51 〇 護 士 /w_u_/ — /wjci/ 86 〇 污 滅 
/w-u_/ — /t_ru/ 52 〇 芋 頭 /w_u_/ — /mAn/ 87 〇 互 勉 
/w_u./ - /d_u5/ 53 〇 烏 冬 /w.u. / - /b.un/ 88 〇 湖 畔 
/w_u_/ — / tsak/ 54 〇 户 册 /s_ri/ - /f_c5/ 89 〇 西 方 
/w_u_/ — /n_am/ 55 〇 湖南 / L u i / - / h _ r n / 90 〇 •海个艮 
/w_u_/ — /dzik/ 56 〇 污 漬 /s_ri/ — /Lcu/ 91 〇 細 路 
/ t_ai/ - /pJ5 / 57 〇 太 平 /d_ai/ - /g_a_/ 92 〇 大 家 
/g_ai/ — /w_a_/ 58 〇 佳 話 /tsai/ — /k_yn/ 93 〇 猜 拳 
/k_ri / - /m_u5/ 59 〇 啓 蒙 /s_ri/ — /ngru/ 94 〇 犀 牛 
/d_ri/ — /b_cu/ 60 〇 逮 捕 / j-e-/ — /f-c_/ 95 〇 野 火 
/tse_/ — /p-ai/ 61 〇 車 牌 /s-e_/ — /h_j5/ 96 〇 麝 香 
/tse_/ — /w_ri/ 62 〇 車 位 /dze_/ — /l_ri/ 97 〇 謝 禮 
/j_e_/ — /m_an/ 63 〇 夜 晚 /dze_/ — /g- jy/ 98 〇 借 據 
/s_e_/ — /b_a./ 64 〇 射革巴 /tse_/ — /k.a_/ 99 〇 車 卡 
/s- jy/ — /p_in/ 65 〇 碎 片 / j-e-/ — /ngru/ 100 〇 野 牛 
/s-y-/ — /w_un/ 66 〇 舒 緩 /s_y_/ — /Lc5/ 101 〇 書 房 
/dzjy/ — /mJ5/ 67 〇 罪 名 /dzjy/ — /h_ru/ 102 〇 最 後 
/d_jy/ - /b_ei/ 68 〇 對 比 / t s j y / - / L u k / 103 〇 翠 綠 
/ j J - / - / p i 5 / 69 〇 夷 平 /dzjy/ — /g_ru/ 104 〇 追 究 
/ j J - / — /w_ak/ 70 〇 疑 惑 /d- jy/ — /k.c5/ 105 〇 對 抗 
〜 / j_L/ — /m.ei/ 71 〇 意 味 / tsy./ — /ngri/ 106 〇 廚藝 
, / j J - / — /b.c5/ 72 〇 異 邦 / j i / — / f-uk/ 107 〇 衣 服 
/k_iu/ — /p_ai/ 73 〇 橋 牌 / j i / — / h J u / 108 〇 以 後 
/ j_ru/ — / w i 5 / 74 0 游》永 /j」-/ — /l-e5/ 109 Q 衣 領 
/ j_ru/ - / m ^ k / 75 〇 油 墨 / j i / — / g j n / 110 〇 意 見 
/ tsru/ — /b_ei/ 76 〇 籌 備 /j」-/ — /k-au/ 111 〇 依 靠 
/f_a_/ - /pJ5/ 77 〇 花 瓶 / j i / - / n g c i / 112 〇 意 外 
/f.a_/ — /w_ri/ 78 〇 花 舟 /s」u/ — /La_/ 113 〇 消 化 
/s_a./ — /m.ck/ 79 〇 沙 漠 /tsru/ — /h_u5/ 114 〇 抽 空 
/m_a./ — /b.cu/ 80 〇 麻 布 /t_ru/ — /Lan/ 115 〇 偷 懶 
/p_c_/ - /p-c./ 81 〇 婆 婆 /dziu/ — /g_rp/ 116 〇 焦 急 
/f_c_/ — /w-an/ 82 〇 科 幻 /s_m/ - /kwri / 117 〇 羞 愧 








































/t_am/ --- /tsat/ 
/g..rm/ --- /njn/ 
/tsrm/ 一 /dzim/









/t吋t/ --- /tj5/ 
/bjt/ --- /dj5/ 
/t吋t/ 一 /tsai/










/ljn/ --- /w_an/ 
/tsin/ 一 /mjn/
/s_an/ --- /b_an/ 
/tsu5/ --- /p_un/ 
/j_u5/ 一 /w_ui/
/Lu5/ 一 /m_au/



























































/ljn/ 一 /j ..rm/
/d_an/ --- /s..rn/ 
/sjn/ 一 /tjn/
/njn/ 一 /d..ri/
/gjn/ --- /tsL/ 
/nucn/ 一 /nj5/
/jjn/ 一 /dzuk/







/j ..rm/ 一 /jJU/
/tsrm/ 一 /sJ_/
/s..rm/ 一 /t_ai/
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/ ts rm/ - /m_rk/ 189 〇 沉 默 / h j :p / - /g_ak/ 224 〇 合格 
/ j_ rm/ — /b_ei/ 190 〇 1 ^ 庇 /s_ip/ — /k_rp/ 225 〇 涉 及 
/ tsrp/ - /p.c. / 191 〇 緝 破 /h.ap/ - /ngai/ 226 〇 狹 隨 
/dzap/ - /w.u i / 192 〇 雜 匯 /m」t/ — /f_c_/ 227 〇 滅 火 
/dzap/ — /m_rt / 193 〇 雜 物 / ts i t / — /h_rp/ 228 〇 切 合 
/h^p/ - /b_ik/ 194 〇 合 璧 / j_ i t / - /Lau/ 229 〇 熱 鬧 
/ t_ i t / — /p-a5/ 195 〇 鐵 棚 /dzi t / — /g_i5/ 230 〇 捷 徑 
/ b _ r t / - / w _ a k / 196 〇 筆 劃 / U t / - / k _ j 5 / 231 〇 列 強 
/ s ^ t / - /m_i5/ 197 〇 失 明 / U t / - / n g r u / 232 〇 鐵 勾 
/d_yt/ — /b_iu/ 198 〇 奪 標 / l-ck/ — /f_c./ 233 〇 落 貨 
/ j . uk / - /p_ui/ 199 0 玉 佩 /dzik/ - /hJ5/ 234 〇 即 興 
/ f -uk/ — /w.u t / 200 〇 復 活 /g_ik/ — /Lck/ 235 〇 極 樂 
/d_jk/ — /m_c_/ 201 〇 環 磨 / t-ck/ — /g_un/ 236 〇 托 管 
/dzak/ — /b_ei/ 202 〇 責 備 /gJk / — /k_ru/ 237 〇 擊 球 
/ U n / — /f_a_/ 203 〇 蓮 花 /s_ik/ - /ngan/ 238 〇 食 晏 
/ t J n / — /h_ci/ 204 0 填 海 
/n_in/ — / U k / 205 〇 年 歷 
/s. jn/ - /g_an/ 206 〇 瞬 間 
/ f .an/ — /k_c5/ 207 〇 反 抗 
/ hJn / — /ngri / 208 〇 獻 藝 
/gwc5/ — /f-uk/ 209 〇 光 復 
/tsc5/ — /h.ci / 210 0 激 海 
- / h _ j 5 / — /l_ei/ 211 〇 鄉 里 
^ / s _ j 5 / - / g _ a _ / 212 〇 商 家 
/ tsj5/ — /k_ru/ 213 0 搶 購 
/Lc5/ - /nga_/ 214 〇 狼 牙 
/ s _ r m / — / f _a_ / 215 〇 深 化 
/h_rm/ — /h_ci/ 216 〇 陷 害 
/ g _ a m / - / l _ a m / 2 1 7 、 〇 橄才覽 
/ g ^ m / - /g_ai/ 218 〇 M M 
/g_rm/ — /k.c5/ 219 〇 金礦 
/n_am/ — /nga_/ 220 0 南 亞 
/s_rp/ — /f-c5/ 221 〇 拾 荒 
/dzap/ — /h_rp/ 222 〇 集 合 
/h_ip/ — / U k / 223 0 協力 
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/w_ai/ 一 /jJn/ 一 /d_c5/ 一 /d_cu/
/gwck/ 一 /g_a_/ 一 /d_ai/ 一 /S-Ï_/
/tJi/ 一 /t-Ïp/ 一 /jJp/ 一 /m_ei/
/s_jn/ 一 /s_jy/一 /tsai/ 一 /d_ck/
/d_ei/ 一 /tsa叫一 /g_u5/ 一 /s-Ï_/
/Lci/ - /n-Ïn/ 一 /h_cu/ 一 /wJn/
/dzyn/ 一 /s_ek/ 一 /g_ai/ 一 /dzL/
/s_e_/ 一 fj-Ï_/一 /s_y_/ - /s-Ïk/ 
/hJu/ 一 /b_ei/ 一 /tse_/ 一 /s-Ï_/
/gJm/ 一 /dze_/ 一 /t -Ïn/ 一
/d_uk/ 一 /s_e_/ 一 /d_am/ 一
/tse_/ 一 /tsL/ 一 /bJn/ 一
/Lc_/ 一 /tse_/ 一 /n_ci/ 一
fj_e_/ 一 /dzL/ - /s_y_/ 一
/dzL/ 一 /p-Ïu/ 一 /d_jy/ 一 /j -Ïn/
/dzr5/ 一 /g_a_/ 一 /s_jy/ - /SJu/ 
fj-y-/ 一 /tJU/ 一 /dJu/ 一 /Lu_/
/sJn/ 一 /w_a_/ - /s_y_/ - /d-Ïm/ 
\ /s_j5/ 一 /dJ5/ 一 /j-y-/一 /tsL/
fj-y -/一 /nJi/ 一 /dzc_/ 一 /sJk/
/gwck/ 一/g_a_/ - / dzy _/一 /dzik/
/j-Ï_/一 fj_yt/ 一 /SJp/ 一 /jJt/
/j-Ï_/一 /s-Ï_/一 /j -Ï_/一 /hJu/
/j-Ï_/一 /t_CU/ 一 /bJt/ 一 /gwri/
/sJn/ 一 /tsy_/ 一 /j -Ï_/一 /d_ei/
/hJn/ 一 /gJU/ 一 /jj-/ 一 /tsin/
/g_ai/ 一 /k_yt/ - fjj_/ - /n_an/ 
/tsrn/ 一 /sJ5/ 一 /jj-/ 一 /dzL/
/g-Ï5/ 一 /dzri/ 一 /SJU/ 一 /jJp/
/lJu/ 一 /sJm/ 一 /s_j5/ 一 /Lc_/
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/ k_m/ - / t j u / - /dze_/ — / l_r i / 31 〇 叩頭謝禮 
/ g j : u / - /d .e i / - / tsu5/ - / j_ru/ 32 〇 舊地重遊 
/ t s ru / - / ts im/ - / k . y t / - /d_i5/ 33 〇 抽籤決定 
/ j_ ru / - /n.e i / - /s_ik/ — /m_rt / 34 〇 油腻食物 
/d_ai/ - / ts ru / - /dzj5/ - 35 〇 大 抽 獎 
/s_a_/ - / j_ ru/ - /dzi_/ — /s. j5/ 36 〇 沙丘之上 
/s - jy / - /d-cu/ — /b .a . / - /sJ_/ 37 〇 隨 道 巴 士 
/m_a_/ - / t j : i / - / U t / - 38 〇 馬 蹄 鐵 
/w-a_/ - /d .u5/ - /s_jy/ - /dzci/ 39 〇 華柬水災 
/g_a_/ - / t s i t / - /tsc_/ - /nung/ 40 〇 假設錯娱 
/g_a_/ - / n . j y / - /b_e5/ - 41 〇 嫁 女 餅 
/d_ai/ — /h_u5/ - /gwa_/ - /dzL/ 42 〇 大乡工瓜子 
/d.c_/ - / j ^ p / - /ngci/ - /h.c_/ 43 〇 墮入愛河 
/ d _ c _ / - / s _ c u / - / j _ r n / — /s」_/ 44 〇 多數人士 
/ f .c_/ - / t .c5/ - /dz i . / - /s_j5/ 45 0 課堂之上 
/ n g c . / - / d _ r i / - / t _ a m / - / j - y n / 46 〇 g U U ^ i 
/f_c_/ - / tse./ - / sJ . / - /g_ei/ 47 〇 貨車司機 
/ d _ c _ / - / n _ i n / - / g 」 5 / - / j 」 m / 48 〇 多年經驗 
/k_rp/ - /sJ_/ - /dzc_/ - /dzi_/ 49 〇 及時阻止 
/w_u_/ - / j J 5 / - /t_cu/ - /nucn/ 50 〇 5^^形圖案 
/ w _ u _ / - / s 」 _ / - / h _ c k / - / h _ a u / 51 0 護士學校 
/ j .e_/ - /s_r5/ - /w_u_/ - / t j : u / 52 〇 野生芋頭 
/w_u_/ - /d_u5/ - / m J n / - 53 〇 烏 冬 麵 
、 /tsyn/ - /dzrn/ - /w_u_/ - / tsat / 54 〇 村鎮户册 
/w_u_/ — /n_am/ - /s_a5/ - 55 〇 湖 南 省 
/ ts i5/ - / ts jy / - /w-u. / - /dzik/ 56 〇 清除污漬 
/ t _ a i / - / p 」 5 / - / s 」 5 / - / s _ r i / 57 〇 太平盛世 
/ tsyn/ — /w_ri/ - /g_ai/ - /w_a_/ 58 〇 傳爲佳話 
/k_ri/ - /m_u5/ - /tsin/ - /b_ui/ 59 〇 啓蒙前輩 
/d_ri / - /b_cu/ - /j」_/ — /f_an/ 60 〇 逮捕疑犯 
/tse_/ 一 /p_ai/ - /h_cu/ - /m_a./ 61 〇 車牌號為馬 
/s_L/ - /dzcu/ - /tse_/ - /w_ri/ 62 〇 時租車位 
/dzik/ - /dzi_/ - / j -e. / - /m_an/ 63 〇 直至夜晚 
/s_e_/ - /b_a_/ — / U n / - /dzap/ 64 〇 射革巴練習 












































































js_y_j 一 jw_unj 一 jg.:rn/ 一 /d吋5/
jdzjyj 一 /mj5j 一 /sj5/ 一 /Lap/
jw_u_j 一 js_j5j 一 /d-Jyj 一 /b_ei/
力斗-j 一 jpj5j 一 jdjkj 一 jgwckj
js.:rmj 一 jg.:rmj 一九j-/ 一 /w_akj
jn_cij 一 jn_jyj 一 jjj-j 一 jm_eij
jt.:ruj 一 jb.:rnj 一九j-/ 一 /b_c5/
jkjuj 一 /p_aij 一 jb_ei/ 一 jtsci/
jj ..ruj 一 /wj5/ 一 jgjn/ 一 /dzj5/
jj ..ru/ 一 /m.:rk/ 一 /j .:rn/ 一 jtsat/
jtsruj 一 /b_ei/ 一 /dzit/ 一 /m_uk/
js-Jy j 一 /dzi5/ 一 /La_/ - /pj5/ 
jfÄ_/ 一 /w.:ri/ 一 /dzin/ 一 /Lam/
jgwc_j 一 /bjk/ 一 /s_a_/ 一 /m_ck/
jtscuj 一 /jj-/ 一 /m_a_/ 一 /b_cu/
/p_c_j 一 /p_c_/ 一 /m_a_/ - /m_a_/ 
jLc_/ 一 /w_an/ 一 /sju/ - /s_yt/ 
力jtj 一 /tsi5/ 一/g_c_/ - /m.:ri/ 
jtsrnj 一 jljtj - /Lc_/ 一 /b.:rn/
fj_e_/ 一 js.:rm/ 一 /w_u_/ 一 /p_un/
jw_u_/ 一 /w.:ri/ 一 /sj_/ 一 /s_j5/
/w_u_/ 一 /l.:ri/ 一 /w_u_/ 一 /mjn/
一 /d_ai/ 一 /mj5/ 一 /w_u_/ - /b_un/ 
/s.:ri/ 一 /Lc5/ 一 /dzit/ 一 /h_ck/
/Lui/ 一 /h.:rn/ 一 /d_c5/ 一 /njn/
/s.:ri/ 一 /Lcu/ 一 /dzri/ 一
/d_ai/ 一 /gÂ_/ 一 /h.:rp/ 一 /dzck/
/tsai/ 一 /k_yn/ 一 /j .:ru/ 一 /h_ei/
/b_ak/ 一 /s.:ri/ 一 /ngru/ 一
fj_e_/ 一 /ιc_/ 一 /w_ui/ 一
/s_e_/ 一 /h_j5/ 一 /h_ei/ 一 /m_ei/
/d_ap/ 一 /dze_/ 一 /l.:ri/ 一
/t_ai/ 一 /Lun/ 一 /dze_/ 一 /g-jy/
/Lc_/ 一 /tse_/ 一 /k_a_/ 一











































































/j-y-/ 一 /s_y_/ 一 /Lc5/ 一
/dzjy/ 一 /hJu/ 一 /t_u5/ 一 /djp/
/tsjy /一 /Luk/ 一 /s_y_/ 一 /lJm/
/dzjy/ 一 /gJu/ 一 /dzat/ 一 fjJm/
/w_u_/ 一 /s_j5/ - /d_jy /一 /k_c5/
/tsy_/ 一 /ngri/ 一 /dzi5/ 一 /dzrm/
/jj-/ 一 /Luk/ 一 /h_ai/ 一 /m.:rt/
/dzL/ 一 /tsL/ 一 fjj-/ 一 /hJu/
/tsi5/ 一 /gjt/ 一 fjj-/ 一 /Le5/
/Lat/ 一 /bju/ 一 fjj-/ 一 /gjn/
/w_u_/ 一 /s_j5/ 一九j-/ 一 /k_au/
/gÂu/ 一 /t_u5/ 一 fjj-/ 一 /ngci/
/sju/ 一/La_/ - /h.:ri /一 /t_u5/
/tsru/ 一 /h_u5/ 一 /t司t/ 一 /dzik/
/dzik/ 一 /g_u_/ 一 /tJu/ 一 /Lan/
/sJm/ 一 /tsi5/ 一 /dziu/ 一 /g.:rp/
/m_ei/ 一 /g.:rm/ 一 /s.:ru/ 一 /kwri/
/gÂk/ 一 /dju/ 一 /j .:ru/ 一 /nga_/
/gÂ_/ 一 /Lat/ 一 /sj_/ 一 /h.:ru/
/ m_a_/ - /h_ei /一 /t_yn/ 一
/w_a5/ 一 /gwc_/ 一 /m_a_/ 一 /Lcu/
/La_/ 一 /g_ap/ 一 /dzL/ 一 /njn/
/s.:ru/ 一 /La_/ 一 /k.:ru/ 一
/m_a_/ 一 /ngri/ 一 /s_j5/ 一 /s_y_/
/h_c_/ 一 /Lc5/ 一 /s.:rn/ 一 /sj5/
/Lc_/ 一 /h_ck/ 一 /tÂi/ 一 /d_cu/
/s.:rn/ 一 /sJi/ 一 /h_c_/ 一 /ljn/
/Lc_/ 一 /g-jy/ 一 /h_au/ 一 /sj_/
/g_c_/ 一 /k_ek/ 一 /dzit/ 一 /m_uk/
/g_c_/ 一 /ngri/ 一 /dzi5/ 一 /dzam/
/Lj5/ 一 /d_ei/ 一 /w_u_/ 一 /Lc5/
/bJt/ 一 /dzuk/ 一 /w_u_/ - /h.:ru/ 
/w_u_/ 一 /Lei/ 一 /dzi5/ 一
/w_u_/ 一 /gÂ_/ 一 /j .:ru/ 一 /g_u5/
/tsi5/ 一 /Lei/ 一 /w_u_/ 一 /k_jy / 
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/w_u_/ - /nga_/ - /kwrn/ - 136 〇 烏 鴉 群 
/dzci/ - /d_cu/ - / U n / - / j_rm/ 137 〇 再度連任 
/d_an/ - /s j :n / - /h_cn/ - 138 〇 單 身 漢 
/sJn/ - / t_ in/ - /k_yt/ - /h_rm/ 139 Q 先天缺陷 
/l_u5/ - / U k / - / nJn / - /d_ri/ 140 〇 農暦年底 
/g_ri/ - /dzuk/ - /g_in/ - /tsi_/ 141 〇 繼續堅持 
/nucn/ - /n_i5/ - /s_x5/ - /w_ut/ 142 〇 安寧生活 
/ j J n / - /dzuk/ - /s_r5/ - /m_i5/ 143 〇 延續生命 
/s_j5/ - / j - j k / - /w_ui/ - /m_in/ 144 〇 商約會面 
/dzu5/ - /s_rm/ - /g_r5/ - /g_r5/ 145 〇 忠心耿耿 
/ L m / - / s _ r m / - / L i 5 / - / U 5 / 146 〇 留心耳令萄急 
/ ts j5/ - /d.cu/ - /g-ci/ - /g-ap/ 147 〇 倡導改革 
/ j J 5 / - / tsru/ - /b_rn/ - /h_at/ 148 〇 應酉州賓客 
/m」5/ - / nJn / - /n_in/ - /tsc_/ 149 〇 明年年初 
/ t .a i / - /d_cu/ - / j - i5 / — /dzrn/ 150 〇 態度認、眞 
/ j_rm/ — / j_ru/ - /tsy_/ - /dzi_/ 151 〇 任由處置 
/ tsrm/ - /s_i_/ - /m_i5/ - /s_j5/ 152 〇 沉思、冥想、 
/s_rm/ — /t_ai/ - /b_rt/ - /Lcu/ 153 〇 心態畢露 
/h.c i / - /s- jy/ - /s_rm/ - /d.cu/ 154 〇 海水深度 
/ t .am/ - / tsat/ — /w_an/ - /g_i5/ 155 〇 探須丨】環境 
/g_rm/ - /n_in/ - /n_in/ - /m.ei/ 156 〇 今年年尾 
/ tsrm/ — /dzim/ — /t_cu/ — /d.ei/ 157 0 侵 佔 土 地 
、 、/tsap/ - / j_rp/ - /dzi5/ - / g i n / 158 〇 插入證件 
/dzap/ - /s.an/ - /d_ei/ - 159 0 集 散 地 
/h_rp/ - /t_u5/ - / La t / - 160 〇 合 同 法 
/ tsrp/ - /d_uk/ - /b_cu/ - /m_un/ 161 〇 、辑毒告口 門 
/d.ap/ - / ts j t / - /d_ai/ - /t_c5/ 162 〇 踏出大堂 
/s_rp/ - /nJn / - /sJ_/ - / g ^ n / 163 〇 十年時間 
/s_rp/ - /dzuk/ - /s_jn/ - /s_rm/ 164 Q 十足信心、 
/ ts r t / - / j_yt / - /s』p/ - /s.ei/ 165 〇 七月十四 
/ b _ r t / - / s _ r n / - / s _ r t / - / s j - u / 166 〇 不愼失手 
/ ts j t / - /t_i5/ - /dzck/ - /dzi5/ 167 〇 出庭作證 
/b_it/ - /dJ5/ - /sJ5/ - /g-u5/ 168 0 必定成功 
/ ts j t / - /tsai/ - /gwck/ - /ngci/ 169 〇 出差國夕卜 
/ ts j t / - /n_ap/ — /gwri/ - /t_ci/ 170 〇 出納櫃檯 
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/w_ri / - / ts i . / - /d_it / - /dzjy/ 171 〇 維持秩序 
/ sJk / - / j_i5/ — /b_in/ - /f.a_/ 172 〇 適應變化 
/ L i k / - /sJ_/ - /h_rn/ — /g_ru/ 173 〇 歷時很久 
/s_ek/ - /tj:u/ - /d_iu/ - /h_rk/ 174 〇 石頭雕刻 
/ g _ i k / - / d _ y n / - / d z y _ / - / j i / 175 〇 極端主義 
/d_uk/ - / tsuk/ - /g.u5/ - /dzck/ 176 Q 督促工作 
/ g i k / - /n_an/ — /s_i5/ - /g-u5/ 177 〇 極難成功 
/s. j5/ - /m_au/ - /d_rk/ - /dzi5/ 178 〇 相貌特徵 
/ t J n / - /pJ5 / - /h_ci/ - /g_c5/ 179 〇 填平海港 
/ U n / - /w_an/ 一 / La t / — /s.e_/ 180 〇 連環發射 
/ ts in/ — /m_in/ — /s_ru/ — /Lcu/ 181 0 前面修路 
/s_an/ - /b_an/ - / s i u / - /t.e5/ 182 〇 身山舨小艇 
/tsu5/ - /p-un/ - /s_ei/ - / j J5 / 183 〇 重判死刑 
/ j_u5/ - /w_ui/ - /g_un/ - /t_u5/ 184 〇 融匯貫通 
/Lu5/ - /m_au/ - /k_a_/ - /t_u5/ 185 0 | 1 4 苗 卡 通 
/Lc5/ - / t .cu/ — /p_a5/ - /b_ai/ 186 〇 、;良;壽彰湃 
/g_rm/ - /p-cu/ - /ngrn/ - /h.cu/ 187 〇 金铺銀號 
/ j_rm/ - /w_rn/ - / j_yt / — / j i / 188 〇 音韻悦耳 
/ tsrm/ - /m_rk/ - /b_rt/ - / j_in/ 189 〇 沉默不言 
/dzcu/ - /sJn/ - / j_rm/ - /b_ei/ 190 〇 祖先隆庇 
/ tsrp/ - /p_c_/ - / tsat/ — /tsau/ 191 〇 、緝石皮賊巢 
/d_ai/ - /dzap/ - /w_ui/ - 192 〇 大 雜 匯 
/dzap/ - /m_rt/ - /f.c5/ - 193 0 雜 物 房 
/tsu5/ - /s_rn/ - /h_rp/ - /b_ik/ 194 〇 從新合璧 
/g_a_/ - /g_ci/ - / t_ i t / - /p_a5/ 195 〇 力口蓋鐵棚 
/b_rt/ - /w_ak/ - /tsi_/ - / ts jy/ 196 〇 筆劃次序 
/ s _ r t / - / m _ i 5 / - / j _ r n / - / s i / 197 〇 失明人士 
/d .y t / - /bJu / - /dzci/ - /m_c5/ 198 0 奪標在望 
/b_ak/ - / j_uk/ - /p_ui/ - 199 0 白 玉 佩 
/f_uk/ - /w_ut/ - /dzit / - 200 〇 復 活 節 
/d_jk/ - /m_c_/ - /dzi5/ - /s_ri/ 201 0 玉豕磨精、細 
/b_ei/ - /s_ru/ - /dzak/ - /b_ei/ 202 〇 備受責備 
/l_in/ - /La_/ — /b.cu/ — /d_i5/ 203 〇 蓮花寶鼎 
/ t_in/ - /h_ci/ - /g_u5/ - /tsi5/ 204 〇 填海工程 
/m_an/ - /nJn/ - / U k / - 205 〇 萬 年 麼 
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/dzyn/ - /s_jn/ - /g.an/ - 206 〇 轉 瞬 間 
/dzrn/ — /dzat/ — /f_an/ - /k.c5/ 207 0 #"«^匕反抗 
/h_in/ - /ngr i / - /j_y_/ - /b_rn/ 208 〇 獻藝娛賓 
/gwc5/ - / Luk / — /dzcu/ - /gwck/ 209 〇 光復祖國 
/tsc5/ - /h.c i / - /s.c5/ - /tJn/ 210 〇 澄海桑田 
/d-ai / - /h . j5 / - /Lei / - 211 〇 大 鄉 里 
/s-j5/ - /g-a./ - /b_it/ - /dzr5/ 212 〇 商家必爭 
/ ts j5/ - /k_ru/ - / j ^ t / - /h.u5/ 213 〇 搶購一空 
/Lc5/ - /nga./ - /p.a5/ - 214 〇 狼 牙 棒 
/s_rm/ - /f_a_/ - /g_ci/ — /g.ap/ 215 〇 深化改革 
/h_rm/ - /h_ci/ - /dzu5/ - /L j5 / 216 〇 陷害忠良 
/ g _ a m / - / L a m / - / j _ r u / - 217 〇 橄 視 油 
/s_rm/ - / tsi5/ - /g_am/ — /g.ai/ 218 〇 心 情 燈 � 
/g_rm/ — /k.c5/ - / tsj5/ — 219 〇 金礦場 
/d_u5/ - /n_am/ - /nga_/ - 220 〇 柬 南 亞 
/s_rp/ - /Lc5/ - /dze_/ - 221 〇 拾 荒 者 
/dzjn/ - /sJ . / - /dzap/ - / h ^ p / 222 〇 準時集合 
/h_ip/ - / U k / - /t_u5/ - /sjom/ 223 〇 協力同心 
/ bJu / - / j_in/ - /h_rp/ - /g_ak/ 224 〇 表現合格 
/sJp/ - /k_rp/ - /f_an/ - /w_ri/ 225 〇 涉及範圍 
/sJ_/ - /s.j5/ - /h_ap/ - /ngai/ 226 〇 思想狹？益 
/ m J t / - /f-c_/ - /h_ei/ - 227 〇 滅 火 器 
/ ts i t / - /h_rp/ - / t_r i / - /tsci/ 228 〇 切合題材 
/ j J t / - /l_au/ - /f_ei/ - /s.j5/ 229 〇 熱鬧非常 
/d_rn/ - /s_an/ - /dzi t / - /g_i5/ 230 〇 登山捷徑 
/ U t / - /k . j5/ - /dzr5/ - /b_a_/ 231 〇 列強爭霸 
/ t J t / - /ngru/ - /s_yn/ - /dzj5/ 232 〇 鐵勾船長 
/Lck/ - /Lc . / - /k_jy/ - 233 〇 落 貨 區 
/dzik/ - /h_i5/ - /bJu/ - / j i n / 234 〇 即興表現 
/g_ik/ - /Lck/ — /s_ri/ — /g_ai/ 235 〇 極樂世界 
/t_ck/ - /g-un/ - / U 5 / - 236 〇 托 管 令 
/gJk / - /k_ru/ - /s_ru/ - 237 〇 擊 球 手 
/sJk/ - /ngan/ — /sJ. / — /g_an/ 238 〇 食晏日争間 
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